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OF THE
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!

1957
Introduction

,-.
This report is prepared fol\ two primary purposes:

le

To permanently record the activities of the Nebraska Game,
Forestation and Parks Commissiono

20

To provide all interested groups and individuals with a
factual analysis of the accomplishments of the Conunission
in its many fields of endeavoro
Many questions arise .in the minds of sportsmen in the State
and it is hoped that this factual information will be of
interest and assistance to themo

Organizational Plan
The Nebraska Game~ Forestation and Parks Commission has its
headquarters in the Capitol Building at Lincoln with five district
offices over the stateo Listing of locations of the district offices
will followc The public is invited to contact any of the Gaine Commission offices and personnel on their needs and problems~
The organization of the Game, Forestation and Parks Commission
is as followsg
from each of seven cormnission
-A Commissioner -----

districts

Director
Chief of Construction and

Engineerin~

Five District Operation Supervisors and Personnel
Supply Depot Superintendent
Chief of Fisheries
Project Leader
Four Superintendents of Fish Hatcheries and Personnel
Five District Fisheries Supervisors
Superintendent of Seining Crew and Personnel

1

Chief ,91 Q!!!:.
Project Leader
Assistant Project Leaders
Five District Game Supervisors
Ga.me Farm Superintendent and Personnel
Three Research Biologists
Chief

~ ~

Management

Project Leader
Five District Land Supervisors
Seven Park Superintendents and Personnel
Reservoir Manager and Personnel
Chief of Information-Education
.lrtiat, Exhibitor
Circulation Personnel
Photographer
District Head.quarters!!:!!:!. follows:

DISTRICT I • • • • • • • • • • Administration Building
Chimney Town
Alliance, Nebraska
Phone No. 412·

DISTRICT II

Box 311.
. . . . . . . . • -Bassett,
Nebraska
Phone No. 33$

• • Karl Stefan Field

DISTRICT III

• • • • • • •

DISTRICT IV

Headquarters Building
. . . . . . . . • District
Route No. 4

Norfolk, Nebraska
Phone No. 2875

North Platte, Nebraska
Phone No. 4425

DISTRICT V • • • • • • • • •• Wildlife Building
State Fairgrounds
Lincoln, Nebraska
Phone No. 5-2951
A full description of these various divisions of the Game, Forestation
and P~ks Conmdssion follows, and a list of the names and addresses of all
personnel is included at the close of this report.
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COMMISSION
The Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commissioners comprise
the official body responsible by law for over-all administration and
general policy, including planning and checking of projects and
activity records of all divisions and the employment of all personnel
in the advanced classifications.
The Commission is composed of seven members appointed by the
Governor for a five-year term; the terms being so staggered that no
more than two new Commissioners are appointed in any one year. No
more than four Commissioners may be of the same political party and
no Commissioner may succeed himself by inunediate reappointmento
Commissioners receive no salary for their services, other than reimbursement for actual expenses and per diem, when attending meetings.
All official meetings are held in the Commission office on the ninth
floor of the State Capitol Building at Lincolno During the year 1957,
the Commission held nine official meetings and several inspections.
·OFFICE
The office of the Conunission, considered as a physical unit~
provides working accommodations for the Director, Division Chiefs,
their secretaries, and the accounting and bookkeeping personnel. The
accounting and bookkeeping section are a budgetary unit and consists
of ~even employeeso
The Director is the administrative head of the organization,
responsible to the Commission for all phases of operation, seeing
that their orders are carried out and making recommendations for all
future operationso He is appointed by the Commission for a tenn of
six yearso
The office division is responsible for the following activities:
lo

Setting up of pennit accounts, supplying these accounts
with permit books, receipting all funds received and
depositing their funds with the State Treasurer o There
were 1,150 permit accounts during 19570

2.

Processing all requisitions, purchase orders, and vouchers
toward payment for all divisions including State Parkso
Keeping an individual and accurate record of each expenditure
by the appropriate account to which it is to be charged for
all divisionso Keeping a separate record of all Federal-Aid
expenditureso
All accounts of the Co:mmission are audited annually by the
State Auditoro Federal accounts are audited by the Federal
Fish and Wildlife Serviceo Audit reports from State and
Federal have been very complimentary--in fact, stated that
we have one of the best sets of records of a.nY state department •.

1957 Financial Statement
January l, 1957 Cash on Hand:
Game Fund
309,368.48
State Park Cash Funds
5,068089
Pheasant & Quail Stamp Fund
(collected but not appropriated
until February 1957 by LB 195)
Income:
Game (Permits, stamps & special fees)
Parks (Cash & Appropriation)
Crystal Lake (Appropriation)

314,437.37
193,362000

1,140,604.J.4
166,493011
5,691053
1,487,395050

Disbursements:

1,820,58801.5
Cash Balance January 1, 1958

1,487,395.50

333,192.65
$1,820,58801.5 $1,820,588015
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1957

CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING DIVISION
For The Year Ending
December 3lj 1957

Eugene Ho Baker» Chief
Construction and Engineering

This division consists of a Division Chief, one secretary, one
supp1y depot superintendent,, five district supervisors, and nineteen
crew memberso The district supervisors and crew members are located
as followsg
Supply Depot - Headquarters at Lincoln - Consisting of one
superintendent and one helpero
District I - Headquarters at Allj.ance - Consisting of one
operations supervisor and two crew memberso
District II - Headquarters at Bassett = Consisting of one
operations supervisor and two crew memberso
District III - Headquarters at Norfolk ~ Consisting of one
operations supervisor, one working foreman, and four crew
memberso
District IV - Headquarters at North Platte - Consisting of
one operations supervisor, one working foreman, and four
crew memberso
District V - Headquarters at Lincoln - Consisting of one
operations supervisor, one working foreman, and four crew
memberso
Activities of the division consist

of~

lo Requisitioning of all materials, supplies, and equipmento
During 1957, a total of 1,093> requisitions for purchases
were writteno
2.

Operation of the Supply Depot and building o This includes
the stocking, storage, issuing, and shipment of materials
requisitionedo The operation of a general service shop in
which numerous items are constructed or fabricated for
other divisionso This building also provides for office
space on both first and second floor used by each division
as District Headquarters; Information-Education Division~
Project Leaders for Game, Fisheries, and Land Management
Divisions; and Gam.e and Fisheries Laboratoryo We also
provide storage for off season equipment and quantity
purchased itemso The inventory for 1957 consisted of 711
different items stock.edo

3. Maintenance of a perpetual inventory of supply depot.

4. Compilation of department inventory.

5.

Making preliminary surveys of proposed new projects.

6. Preparation of plans, specifications, and construction of all new
projects.

7. Preparation of plans and specifications of all projects requested
by other divisions.

a.

Fulfillment of approved plans by use of commission personnel or
letting of contracts as determined by the Commission.

9.

Legal disposal of all surplus and depreciated material and
equipment.

10. Construction maintenance in all other divisions when requested
and approved.
11. Construction, maintenance, and operation of all state recreation
grounds and lakes.
12. Completion of all surveys.
13. Acquisition of all land.

14.

Preparation of Federal Aid Projects for acquisition and development.

15. Development of Federal Aid Projects.
16. Maintaining cost accounting records of expenditures in each
recreation area and all other accounts under which work is done,
and maintenance of a perpetual inventory of all materials and
equipment assigned to this division.
17. Correspondence pertinent to detailed administrative or technical
information.
18.

Public relations pertinent to this division.

DISTRICT OPERATIONS CREWS - GENERAL
Operation Crews have been so designed that their activities may vary with
the seasons. These activities include the picking up and delivery of all tree
planting stock, distribution of wildlife cover, area fencing materials, maintenance and operation of the 44 state recreation areas, new construction and
development, minor fish salvage and distribution, and assisting the Fish and
Wildlife Biologists whenever their assistance is requested.

':

These crews operate on a reduced personnel basis during the winter
monthso Temporary help is hired during the heavy use season. By having
at least one heavy equipment operator in each district crew, we have been
able to headquarter the heavy equipment in Lincoln and assign it to a
district as neededo The off use seasons are devoted to preventative maintenance, clearing of dead and unsightly trees, improvements, and developmentso
A great deal of thanks must be extended to local civic organizations,
consisting of Boy Scout Groups, Sportsmens Clubs, Elks Clubs, Lions Clubs,
Izaak Walton Leagues, as well as other groups who have assisted :in the care
of these areaso We would like to express our deep appreciation to all of
these groups who have assisted during 1957, as it has not only helped to
improve the recreation areas, but has greatly decreased vandalism in most
of the areaso

RECREATION GROUNDS - GENERAL
The Game Commission owns and controls approximately Jli,547 acres of
land and water that is almost exclusively for recreation purposeso
(This is exclusive of State Parks, Wildlife Management Areas, Reclamation
Bureau, or Army Engineer Constructed Reservoirso) There is a total of 44
recreation areas that require constant maintenance and five areas that
require periodic maintenance o Normal maintenance of all recreation grounds
include the repairing of all grounds, equipment, buildings, fire places,
pumps, tables, etco; maintaining of the roads; mowing of picnic areas;
trimming and planting trees; picking up of litter; disposing of trash;
regular sampling of drinking water; regular inspection of improvements;
fills and control structures;:, muskrat and beaver control; and,numerous
other miscellaneous itemso This has been included under one item to
prevent repetition under each recreation areao Improvements and additions
to the areas will be covered by area on the following pages.
During the 1957 Legislative Session a Bill was passed providing for a
$1.00 ttuse 11 stamp for each car using the recreation areas. This is to be
effective subsequent to January 1, 19580 This stamp will permit a car to
enter a:ny or all of the recreation areas for the year of 19580 Purpose of
this stamp is to have the people that use the picnic areas assist with the
cost of maintenance and improvements. These maintenance costs for roads
and picnic areas far exceed that for improvementso During 1957 an extensive count was made to determine the number of visitors each area had
as well as their use of the area.
The following is a sununary of the tabulation for Recreation Ground
Use during 1957 o This is based on the count in 33 of the areas, both by
the use of machine counters and manual counts o Seventeen traffic counters
were used throughout the year, alternating between the areaso The manual
counts were made by Operations personnel on holidays, Sundays, and weekdays
in order to obtain a cross secticn of the useo
This attendance exceeds that of 1956; however, we do not intend to
imply that the attendance during 1957 is this much greater than 1956, but
a far more accurate count was made during 1957 o Therefore, it is felt
that the 1956 estimate was low.,
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During ~he manual count each car entering the area was stopped
and checked for the following information:
1.
2.

3.

4o

5.

60
7o
8.

9.

10.
11.

Number of persons in the car
Number to fish
Number to picnic
Number to both fish and picnic
Number for hiking, boating, etc.
Number that had fishing permits
Number of non-residents
Distance traveled to the area
Number of times they will visit a like area per year
Number of overnight campers; and
Number of cars entering the areas.

A total of 58 days were counted and 16,198 cars were checked.
The period from May 15 to September 15 was considered as the heavy
use season and was estimated to have included 90% of the total use.
Summary
Total Automobile Attendance • • • • • • • • • •
• • 462,100
Average Number Of Times Each Person Will Visit
A Like Area (Repeat Factor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.8
Individual Automobile Visits (462,100 • 4.8) • • • • • • • 96,271
Total Attendance • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • 1,714,700
Total To Fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • (25.o%) • • • 429 ,Boo
Total To Picnic • •
• • • • • • (50.9%1) • • • 873 ,300
Total Picnic & Fish • • • • • • • • • • (20.4%) • • • 350,800
Total Other (Boating, Hiking, Etc.) •• (23.6%) ••• 4o5,5oo
* Total Attendance With Fishing Permits •• (20.2%) ••• 346,700
Total Attendance Non-Resident • • • • • • • • ( 4.4%) • • • 75,400
Total Overnight Camper Attendance • • • • • • ( 2. 7%) • • • 46,349
Average Miles Driven Per Car Per Visit • • • • • • • • • • • • 74
Average Number Of Persons Per Car Per Visit • • • • •
• •• 3.7

* This does not include resident persons under the age of 16 years
who are not required to hold a fishing permit.
In summarizing this use count it was found that each person
visiting a recreatiai area would travel an average of 20 miles. The
average shows 3.7 persons per automobile; therefore, each automobile
traveled a distance of 74 miles.
Presuming that each automobile would average 15 miles per gallon
of gasoline, a total of 2,279,693 gallons of gasoline has been consumed for this purpose.
Based on the present rate of State Gasoline Tax which is t.07
per gallon this shows that a total of $159,478 has been paid into
the State Treasury for gasoline tax from visitors to State Recreation
Areas.
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Alexandria Recreation Grounds - Located four miles east of
Alexa.ndriao
Improvements included the clearing of additional ground
for picnic area and installing additional picnic facilitieso
Some 700 cubic yards of dirt were hauled rebuilding some of'
the roadso
Arnold Lake Recreation Grounds - Located one mile south of Arnold on
State Highway Noo 40o
Improvements included four fire places, hauling of gravel
for roads, and the sprayj.ng of the lake to kill aquatic vegetationo
Atkinson Recreation Grounds - Located one mile west of Atkinsono
Improvements included the installation of four fire places,
rebuilding of the wave breakers, hauling of gravel for road» and
hauling of rock for rip-rap.
BaJJ..ards Marsh = Located twenty miles south of Valentine on State
Highway Noo 83 o
Improvements consisted of planting of trees only.
Big Alkali = Located twenty miles south and four miles west of Valentineo
This is a meandered lake and has two leased areas--one on the
north and one on the south. The north area is leased for parking
area and access through private property for visitorso A charge
is made for overnight campers by the land ownero The south area is
leased for access road and parking areao
Improvements to the leased areas included four fire places,
two picnic tables, and hauling of 60 cubic yards of gravel for
the roadso
Blue River Recreation Grounds
on State Highway No. 60

=

Located between Milford and Dorchester

Improvements consisted of fencing of boundary.
Bow.man Lake Recreation Grounds - Located two miles west of Loup City
on State Highway Noo 92.
Improvements included two new fire places and four picnic
tableso One hundred thirty-five cubic yards of broken ·concrete
and brick were hauled to repair the diversion structures. This
area is primarily maintained by the Loup City Lions Club who
have been of great help to the Commission in the care of this areao
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Bridgeport Recreation Grounds - Located one mile northwest of Bridgeport.
Improvements consisted of installing three picnic tables, moving

5,376 cubic yards of earth in construction of a new road, hauling fill
to construct a dike, hauling and placing 105 cubic yards of broken
concrete on rip-rap and assisting the Fisheries Biologist in poisoning
and removal of rough fish. A considerable amount of vandalism occured
in this area during the year.
Cottonwood Lake Recreation Grounds - Located one mile east and three
quartei=S"liiiles south of Merrimano
No improvements. Maintenance only. Concession lease was renewed
for a two-year period. The concessionaire will be responsible for the
maintenance of the area.
Cottonmill Recreation Grounds - Located three and one-half miles northwest
of Kearney.
Improvements included six picnic tables, four fire places, and
two toilets.
Crystal Lake Recreation Grounds, !J:E.. - Located one mile northwest of Ayr.
Improvements included hauling of 710 cubic yards of dirt and 245
cubic yards of rock for embankment protection, raised fill around the
skating shelter, installed a boat dock, installed new signs, new pump
platforms, and had an official boundary line survey ran around the
west half of this area.
This area was flooded in the spring and a great amount of work
was done in removal of deposited silt and refinishing picnic facilities
and shelter houses.
A concession permit was granted and the stand was in operation
during the summero
Crystal Lake Recreation Grounds, South Sioux City - Located two miles
southwest of South Sioux City on State Highway No. 20.
Improvements consisted of hauling of 648 cubic yards of clay
and clay surfacing of the roads in the west area, construction of
fire places, and installation of various signs.
Dead Timber Recreation Grounds - Located one mile east and one-half mile
south of Crowell.
Improvements consisted of drilling of new well and installation of
pump, regrading of the roads, and installatic>n of various signs.
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Fremont Recreation Grounds - Located four miles west of Fremont on
State Highway No. 300
Improvements consisted of removal of 674 trees in clearing new area, building and installing eight crappie beds,
installation of boat docks, drilling of well and installation
of pump, installing parking guard rail, assisted in construction
of boat ramp and dock, hauled 2,399 cubic yards of fill material,
rebui~ding roads, hauled and strung 1,150 cubic yards of road
surfacing, laid 144 linear feet of drainage· tile, construction of
fire places, and erected various signso
A concession lease was issued for this area and this
concession was in operation during this year o The concessionaire
is responsible for keeping the area clean and disposal of trasho
Gallagher Canyon - Located nine miles south of Cozado
Improvements included the construction and installation of
crappie beds to improve fishingo This was done under the supervision of the Fisheries Biologisto
Garden County Refuge - Located four miles southwest of Lewellen.
No , :iJnprovemen ts o
Gilbert Baker Upland
of Harrisono

~

Management

~

- Located three miles north

Fence maintenance only.
Goose

~

- Located twenty-five miles south of O'Neill.

Improvements consisted of construction of fire guard.
Grove Lake Recreation Grounds - Located three miles north and one-half
niire9east of Royalo
Improvements consisted of hauling 34S cubic yards of fill
material in rebuilding of roads., hauling 65 cubic yards of road
gravel for resurfacing, and construction of fire places.
Hayes

Center Recreation Grounds - Located twelve miles northeast of
Hayes Centero
Improvements included two fire places and guard railing.
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Hord Lake Recreation Grounds = Located three miles southeast of Central City.
Ilnprovements consisted of sanitation around drinking water wells.
Hull Lake Recreation Grounds = Located three miles south and two miles west
of Butte.
No major :iJnprovementso

Maintenance work onlyo

Johsnon Reservoir - Located seven miles southwest of Lexington.
Improvements included the transplanting of 450 four to eight foot
cedar and pine trees which were in the right-of-way of the new state
highway. The expense of this was borne by the Department of Roads. A
water line was laid to water these trees the first year; however, this
line has now been salvagedo There were three fire places and four
picnic tables installed.
Litchfield Recreation Grounds - Located five miles northwest of Hazard on
State Highway Noo 2 o
Improvements were fencing of property between agriculture grounds
and areao
Long Lake Recreation Grounds - Located twenty-five miles southwest of Ainsworth.
No major improvements o

Maintenance work only o

Louisville Recreation Grounds = Located at northwest edge of Louisville.
Improvements included the excavation of 4~500 cubic yards of
dirt from the drainage canalo State Highway Noo 50 is being routed
through the south edge of the east area. Through the co-operation of
the Department of Roadsj an agreement was reached to provide that the
dirt contractor for the road would secure his fill material from a
designated place in the areao This amounts to some 90,000 cubic yards.
We designated the location for this excavation which will give the
sportsmen another lake of approximately 15 surface acres and an average
depth of 16 feeto Also the Department of Roads will construct and
maintain the road between the new highway and the canal bridge.
Longerin

~

- Located two miles west of Lemayneo

No major improvementso
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Maloney Reservoir - Located five miles southwest of North Platte.
Improvements included the installation of two bath houses,
two toilets, two fire places, fifteen picnic tables, planting
145 trees, graveling of areas, and assisted in installation of
a boat rampo The North Platte Boat Club has also installed a
boat ramp and assisted the Connnission with the area.
Memphis Recreation Grounds - Located one-half mile northwest of
· Memphiso
Improvements included the installation of 1,200 feet
of wave breakers, eight trash barrels, and two picnic tables.
~

Metcalf Game Management
Hayes Springs.

- Located twelve miles northeast of

No major improvements.
patrols and repairing only.
Midwa_z Recreation

~

m

This requires regular fence

Located eight miles southwest of Cozad.

Improvements consisted of one new fire place.
Ogallala~

- Located nine miles northeast of Ogallala..

No major improvements.
Otter Creek Recreation Grounds - Located thirty miles northwest of
Ogallala.
Improvements included the planting of 35 trees and
constructing one mile of fire guard.
Peterson Upland Game Management
of Harrison.

~

- Located fifteen miles east

Fence maintained and repaired.
Pibel Lake Recreation Area - Located twelve miles northwest of
Spalding.
Improvements consisted of hauling 400 cubic yards of
fill material in improving the roads, construction of fire
places, and erection of various signs.

1.3

Plattsmouth Waterfowl Management Area - Located one and one-half miles
northeast of P1attsmoutho Improvements included the completion of the clearing which
consisted of approximately 1,000 acres; having an aerial photograph
made showing boundary and contours; excavation of a permanent water
supply 180 feet wide and almost one mile long at an average depth of
eight feet. This excavation was done by dragline and the slopes were
graded to 7:lo The barrow was used to erect a dike around the waterWa'3 to prevent its silting in if the area was to be flooded. This
waterway is controlled by ground water elevation and will maintain a
depth of six feet. This entire project was started November 26, 1957,
a.pd was put into cultivation last spring. Cropping will be covered
under the Land Management Division of this reporto
Pressey Recreation Grounds - Located five miles north of Oconto.
Improvements consisted of four fire placeso
Rat

~

Beaver Lakes - Located thirty-five miles south of Valentine.

No major irrrprovementso Maintenance work only. The access road to
this area was closed by the ranchers; however, this was taken to Court
but no final decision has been handed down. A survey of the road was
ran for this purpose.
Ravenna Recreation Grounds - Located one mile east of Ravenna.
Improvements included two additional fire places, spraying of
aquatic vegetation, and hauling of fill material for the roads.
~

Creek Recreation Grounds - Located five miles north of Parks.
Improvements ccnsisted of regrading of roads and hauling of
cubic yards of fill.
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Rowells Lake Recreation Grounds - Located seven and one-half miles north of
Tilden.
No major improvements.
Schlagel Creek

~

Maintenance work only.

Located fifteen miles southeast of Valentine.

Five hundred twenty feet of four-inch pipe was salvaged and used
at the Valentine Hatchery. This was taken from the abandoned hatchery
siteo

Shell Lake Recreation Grounds - Located fourteen miles northeast of
GITCiin.
No major improvements. Maintenance work only.
Smith

~

- Located twenty-three miles south of Rushville.

Improvements included the planting of 500 trees. One
hundred eighty-seven tons of hay were harvested and forty tons
hauled to Wildcat Hills for buffalo feedingo
Sutherland Inlet and Outlet - Located seven miles southwest of
Sutherlando Improvements included three fire places, two picnic tables,
two concrete well platforms, installation of signs, and construction of road.
Verdon Recreation Grounds - Located one mile west of Verdon.
The project of excavating the lake bed and increasing the
height of the perimeter dike ~s been completed and this lake
was filled by pumping water from the adjacent creek. Some 60
million gallons of water was pumped into the lake.
Other improvements included the increasing of the height
of the concrete outlet box; seeding 200 pounds of brome grass;
planting 250 trees; installing two picnic tables, eleven trash
barrels, four fire places; laying of 180 feet of perforated
pipe; hauling and placing of 460 cubic yards of rock rip-rap;
and reworking of the roadso
Walgren Recreation Grounds - Located five miles southeast of Hayes
Springso
Improvements included five fire places, two toilets, three
picnic tables, and the roads regraded and graveled. There has
been a great amount of vandalism in this area which included the
burning of the shelter house roof and toileto
Wellfleet Recreation Grounds - Located one-half mile west of Wellfleet.
Improvements included a major construction project, which
involved the removal of a portion of the concrete outlet box
and replacing this with two 48 inch corrigated metal tubes.
These were adapted for and connected to the undamaged portion
of the concrete box. The entire dam, which is also used as a
country road, was raised three feeto Two fire places were
added and gravel was hauled and spread for a swimming beach.

Wildcat Hills

~

Refuge - Located ten miles south of Gering.

No major improvements. This required regular fence patrols,
hauling of feed, and supplying. of water for the big game.
Wildcat Hills Recreation Grounds - Located ten' miles south of Gering.
Improvements included the installation of seven fire places,
material secured for fifteen picnic tables, and signs installed.
Gretna

!!!!:! Hatche;ry

~his

- Gretna, Nebraska

One rearing pond was cleaned out by excavation and removal of silt.
waste was used to build up dikes and leveling of other areas.

North Platte

!!!!:!

Hatchery - North Platte, Nebraska

The Operations Crew dug out and repaired 100 feet of water main,
erected a water supply tank for the hatchery building, hauled and
strung 480 cubic yards of gravel on the roads, and hauled 75 tons of
pond fertilizer from Lexington to the hatchery ponds.
~

Creek

~

Hatcherz - Parks, Nebraska

The Operations Crew removed 5,ooo cubic yards of silt from rearing
ponds--2,775 cubic yards of this was hauled and used to raise the roads
and dikes. One hundred cubic yards of rock was hauled from Benkelman
and used for rip-rap. The spring supplying water to the hatch house
was dug out and repaired.
Valentine

!!!!:! Hatchery

- Valentine, Nebraska

Improvements by the Operations Crew consisted of cleaning out of
three rearing ponds;, consisting of 9 1 000 cubic yards of silt. This:i
was deposited on roads and dikes within the area. A survey was ran to
locate a waterline route. This material was purchased and the line will
be put in place in the spring of 1958. Five hundred twenty feet of old
line was dug up and salvaged for re-use.
Niobrara. State

~

- Niobrara, Nebraska

Construction of a new administration building was started. Due to
the high water table in this area, it was necessary that this building
be elevated seven tiers of blocks. The yard area around this building
was filled and will be graded and seeded in the spring of 1958. Other
work consisted of construction of additional road, salvaging of fish
from the park lake, assisting with the poisoning out of rough fish in
this lake, and removal of dead trees in the area.
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Ponca State Park - Ponca, Nebraska

A new parking area was constructed near the river by
excavation and leveling of 2 1 545 cubic yards of cut bank,
construction of additional. road, and removal of 267 dead
treeso
General - Other activities of the Operations Crew included such items
as:
In co-operation with the Bureau of Reclamation,. local, and
civic groups arrangements were made to provide a parking and
picnic area at the Milburn Diversion Dama This project is not
complete but is expected to be ready by spring use season.

All tree planting stock used for wildlife plantilig areas
was picked up at Fremont and delivered to the planting agencies.
This crew planted a few new areas as well as replanted some of
the older areas o All fencing materials were hauled to the
areas plantedo
The crew assisted the Fisheries and Wildlife Biologists in
such things as duck banding, test seining, etc.
Posting of the migratory waterfowl refuges located on the
Platte and Niobrara Rivers.
One and one-fourth mile of road at the Harry Strunk
Reservoir was graveled.
Construction and erection of the exhibits for the State .
Fair at Lincoln, and Sports Show at Omaha.
Maintenance of building and grounds at the District Headquarters.

Acquisition

.2f

Property

The acquisition of the 540 acres to be purchased for the
Burchard Lakesite is in progress. Title to 160 acres has been
secured and the options for the rest have been exercised. The
Sportsmans Clubs in southeast Nebraska have been of great help
in securing this property. In addition to the securing of the
options they contributed $11 1 572.99 towards the states share of
this land purcha.seo

In accordance with the development plans for Grove Lake,
options have been secured and exercised for the p~chase of 720
acres of the watershed to this lakeo The Commission now owns
the large springs that feed this lake and can now control a large
portion of the erosion that has been a problem.
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INVENTORY OF RECREATION GROUND EQUIPMENT

-Item

1956 Inventolz

1957 Inventor:z-

Fireplaces

249

270

Picnic Tables;

389

403

J5

lJj

Toilets

156

163

Trash Barrels

351

446)

55

55

Boat Docks

l

15

Boat Ramps

3

6

Swing Seta

2

LU

Merry-Go-Rounds

2

2

0

2

Storage Buildings

0

2

Fish Clean:ing Stands

0

2

Benches'

0

4

71.7 Miles

75.o Miles

Shelter Housea

Wells and Pumps

Swimmers Dressing

Gravel Roads

~ildings

EXPENDITURES
Recreation Areas
Alexandria Recreation Grounds - Arnold Lake - - - - - - - - - - Atkinson Recreation Grounds - - Ballards Marsh - - - - - - - - Big Alkali ~ - - - - - - - - - Blue River Recreation Grounds - Bowman Lake - - - - - - - - - - Bridgeport. Recreation Grounds - *Burchard - ~ - - - - - - - - - Champion Lake - - - - - - - - - Cottonmill Lake - - - - - - - - Cottonwood Lake - - - - - - - - Crystal Lake (Ayr) - - - - - - Crystal Lake (South Sioux City) Dead Timber - - - - - - - - - - Fremont Recreation Grounds - - Gallagher Canyon - - - - - - - Grove Lake - - - - - - - - - - Hayes Center - - - - - - - - - Hord Lake - ~ - - - - - - - - - Hull Lake - - - - - - - - - - - Jolmson Lake ... - - - - ,_ - - - Litchfield Recreation Grounds - Long Lake - - - - - - - - - - - Louisville Recreation Grounds - Maloney Lake - - - - - - - - - Memphis Recreation Grounds - - Medicine Creek - - - - - - - - Midway Recreation Grounds - - - Milburn Dam Diversion - - - - • otter Creek - - - - - - - - - - Pibel Lake - - - - - - - - - - Pressey Recreation Grounds - - Rat and Beaver Lakes - - - - - Ravenna Recreation Grounds - - Rock Creek Recreation Grounds - Rowells Lake - - - - - Schlagel Creek - - - - - - - - Shell Lake - - - - - - - - - - Smith Lake - - - - - - - - - - Strunk, Harry Reservoir - - - Sutherland - - - - - - - - - - Verdon Lake - - - - - - - - - - *Verdon Lake (Federal) - - - - - Walgren Lake - - - - - - - - - Wellfleet Recreation Grounds - Wildcat Hills Recreation Grounds

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - -

-

~

-

-

..
-

TarAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

- - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

-

- $ 3,072e97
2,777039
1,836043
685054
- 3,103084
955088
1,512.32
2,399.56
84o06
482013
2,271037
876090
1,608.96
2,592.325,231.00
- ll+,321058
250.68
- 3,609.42
889.85
1,395.29
859092
- 3,266eOO
1 1 021.05
l,087oOO
4,127073
2,582.13
- 3,554030
115056

66.33

- - -

-

-

119047
1,332037
1,624.46
2,149027
169.85
l,500o65
1,269042
60o67
588.68
976.59
1 1 199.Z9
682.65
1,047.84
2,359.62

9,396.19

1,887.55
4,426.35
2,249.05

- - - - - $99,677048

'*Recreation Areas where appropriated, Federal and Game funds usedo
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State Parks
Chadron State Park - - - Chadron Administration Building
Fort Kearney State Park - - - Fort Robinson Park Facility - Niobrara State Park - - - - - Niobrara Administration Building
Niobrara State Park Pool - - - Ponca State Park - - - - - - - TOTAL

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-$
17.16
- 1,393.80
9.24
286.95
187.84
- 3,609.08
- 1,758.44
647.83

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$ 7,910.34

Fisheries Management
Benkelman Hcitchery - - - - - Gretna Hatchery - - - - - - North Platte Hatchery - - - Rock Creek Hatchery - - - - Valentine Hatchery - - - - - Fisheries (State and Federal)
TOTAL

-

-'
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-$ 2,066.25
-.
500. 78
968.53
753.78
- 6,644.24
895.57

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$11,829.15

~

Management

Gilbert Baker Place - - - - - - - - Goose Lake - - - - - - - - - - - - - Metcalf Place - - - - - - - - - - - Peterson Place - - - - - - - - - - - Plattsmouth Waterfowl Management Area
Wildcat Hills Game Reserve - - - - - Gatne Management (State and Federal) -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-$
-

269.38
91.89
182.57
215.57
75,580.46
2,651.46
684.21

TOTAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$79,675.54

~

Management

Pressey Ranch - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$ 849 •.70
Land Management (State and Federal) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3,787.03
TOTAL

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$ 4,636.73

2.0

Law Enforcement
Law Enforcement - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 1~409034
Waterfowl Refuge Posting - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,511029

TOI'AL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 2,920063
District Offices
District
District
District
District
District

I (Alliance) - - II (Bassett) - - III (Norfolk) - IV (North Platte)
V (Lincoln) - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- $ 2,462049
- 1,648.84
1,497073
11 490043
2,578069

TOT.AL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· $ 9,678.18
Holcting Plant
Holding Plant - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 8,162073

TOTAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - $ 8,162073
Appropriations
Crystal Lake (Ayr)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 5,608091

TOTAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 5,608.91
Preliminary Surveys
Proposed Alliance Project - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $
Proposed Wilbur Project - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

42020
517000

TOTAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $

559.20

~

Acquisitions

Burchard Lakesite (Partial) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 5,000oOO
Grove Lake (Partial) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14,100.00

TOTAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $19,100.00

GRAND TOTAL OF ALL EXPENDITURES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $249,758.89
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LAND MANAGEMENT DIVISION
by Jack D. Strain
INTRODUCTION
This Division is responsible for administration of three Departmental Sections: Upland Game Restoration Project, State Parks 1 and
Reservoir Managem.ento The Division also administers various land use
permits.
Twenty-five persons are currently employed in the Division--two
short of authorized strength. These two vacancies exist in the position of District Supervisor. Two persons are permanently employed in
the administrative section, three in Reservoir Management, five in
the Restoration Project, and fifteen in State Parks.
DIVISION ACTIVITIES
A.

Administration

Primary responsibility of this section is supervision or field
sections, planning and organizatioo.. A great deal of time is involved with general correspondence, record maintenance, supply, and budget
problems.
The Division Chief spent about 25% of the working da,ys in the
field on administrative tripso In addition, the Division Chief attended the National Conference on State Parks, the Midwest State Park
Association meeting, two state park superintendent meetings, one joint
:meeting of Nebraska and South Dakota Land Managers, and nUIErous other
departmental and public meetings.
In addition to assigned duties, the Division Chi~f served as
President or the Midwest State Park Association for 1957-56, served
on the Screening Committee for the Park Practice Handbook of the
National. Conference on State Parks, and also served on the newly formed Lewis and Clark Lake Inter-Agency Council.

The Division Clerk-Steno is responsible for all Div.ision correspondence, records, and reports. In addition, she performs all e1erieal services for the Enf'oreemen.t Division.
B. Reservoir Crew
In 1952, the Commission entered into a Memorandum of traderstanding with the UoS• Bureau of Reclamation in which it agreed to ass'tlDe
management of project lands af the three reservoirs then proposed. in
the Republican River Basin in southwestern Nebraska.
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The purpose of entering into this agreement was to develop the
lands according to sound conservation practices to increase wildlife
production. and harvest; to make the lands available to the public fer
free hunting and fishing; and to develop the recreational potential
rrom as many aspects as feasible.
Under the terms of the agreement, all monies derived from subleases are spent back on the project. The Commission assumed management of Enders and MeW.cine Creek in 1952~ and Swanson in 1954.
Total. amounts expended far all purposes in the period have been
$117,926.Slo Total. income from the project has been $l03,995.71.
Revenues are derive(l from sub-leases of various types: concession,
agricu1tura1, private cabin sites, organized camp sites, etc.
The following is the report of the Superintendent of the Reservoir Management Section, Mr. Melvin Grim, McCook, Nebraska:
This report deals with administration and operation of gover~
ment lands around Medicine Creek Reservoir, Swanson Reservoir and
Enders Reservoir for the year 1957.
Summary

!:.!. Major

Activities
January

Inventor,r and reports, measured crop lands around the reservoirs,
and checked and repaired equipment.
Februa.q

Made out agricultural leases, sowed grass and clover seed,
trimmed trees, cleanup of areas, and staked out terraces to be built
at Enders.
March

Repaired equipment, repaired and painted latrines, poisoned
prairie dogs, prepared ground for tree planting, and attended pasture
check with interested agencies. Much needed moisture received in
latter part of month.
April
Leased grazing land, planted trees, repaired boat ramps, and
started tree cultivation.

Cultivated trees, started mowing public use are as, repaired
roads, and building in cabin areas started in full swing. Weekly
cleanup of public use areas!.
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June
Cultivated and mowed tree areas, worked roads in public use
areas. High water in reservoirs caused loss of approximately 125
acres of crop land.

Harvested grass seed, cultivated trees, mowed public use and
tree areas, usual cleanup each week, made repairs to latrines caused
by v~dalism. Annual inspection by interested parties.
August
Cultivated and mowed in areas, worked on roads, marked out new
cabin lots at Swanson Reservoir, and sowed grass seed at Enders and
Swansono
September
Fixed recreation areas below spillways at Swanson and Medicine
Creek Reservoirs, and repaired roads. Mowed cabin areas, and cleaned
up all areas.
October
Attended Republican Valley Conservation Association meeting at
McCook, built new road and repaired existing roads at Enders, and painted
picnic tableso Cut brush in Elk Creek on a joint project with u.s.
Bureau of Reclamation.
November
Installed auto gate at Medicine Creek, graded roads at Swanson,
sowed more grass seed, poisoned prairie dogs, salvaged fences and
worked on equipment.
Moisture slowed harvest in all areas. Attended joint meeting of
South Dakota and Nebraska Land Management Divisions, and attended
pasture check with interested agencies.
December
New stock water dam completed at Medicine Creek by U.s. Bureau
of Reclamation. Heavy winds complicated harvest in areas, but the
crops as a rule were heavier than last year, but of poorer quality
and much lower in price. All harvesting supervisedo Fencing material
salvaged at Medicine Creek, and stored at warehouse in McCook.
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summacy:

.2f.

Public. ~

Estimated attendance for the year 19.57 for picnicking, hunting, boating, sw.imrning, camping and general sightseeing as compiled by the Game
Connnission and the Bureau of Jiecla.mation caretaker's daily record:
Swanson Reservoir
Enders Reservoir
Medicine Creek Reservoir

180,000
101,000
70,000
351,000

An increase was noted in use at Swanson Reservoir, while Enders shows
a drop from 19.56. Medicine Creek Reservoir remains about the same.
out-of-state tourists are making more use of our camping facilities.
Cabin Areas:
Lots Leased
20

26
2
Precipitation~~~

Reservoir

Cabins

Swanson
Enders
Medicine Creek

11
19
2

1957:

Swanson Reservoir
Enders Reservoir
Medicine Creek Reservoir
C.

-

99% of normal
22.73 inches - 122% of normal
2.5.10 inches .... 119% of normal

19.09 inches -

State Parks

Nebraska has seven state parks and one state park facility, the
latter being the Fort Robinson State Park Facility which was officially
opened to the public for the f'irst time during the 1957 season.
Nebraska has the core of an excellent state park system, however,
it is incapable of' meeting the demands placed upon it at the present
time, and without early remedial masures, will be woefully inadett,uate
in the foreseeable future.
The state park superintendents and their assistants are devoted to
the task of furnishing more and better recreation to the citizens of
this state and their guests. The state of training of tlEse men is
constantly being improved by attendance at professional schools, onthe-job training, and through experience. Given the tools to work with,
Nebraska can have one of the outstanding state park systems in the
United States.
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The f ollow.i.ng are the acti~ ty reports of the individual Park
Superintendents:
ARBOR LODGE STATE PARK
Superintendent: Grant McNeel
Location: Nebraska City
Mission:
Preservation, maintenance and display of the former home or the
J. Sterling Morton family, and care of the groums on which are
growing a large variety of trees, shrubs and flowerso
SUJ11tn.aI7 .2!_ Activities
January
We, as a general practice, start winter activities with the
checking of the fire hydrants and the fire alarm system which contains 164 thermostats placed in such a manner as to indicate the
slightest rise in tanpe ratu re in every room throughout the buildings. The three signal panels show by means of red lights exactly
the location of a fire or any shorted thennostat o The control
panels automatically set the large gongs to ringingo A system of
dry batteries serves as a standby supply in case the electric
current fails or is switched off o In addition, we have on hand
eight modern dry-p~er type fire extinguishers, one C02 type and
four water pumps equipped with fog nozzleso
The sanitation cutting of overaged trees, wind damaged and
generally decrepit elms and a few oaks has presented a real problem
on account of their large size. However~ the use of the new fivefoot double cylinder chain saw and a change in method of handling
large trees has helped and also solved the stump trouble.
Shop Work - Repairs of all kinds and the necessary care of
greenhouse plantings consumes much time and labor, and these jobs
are saved up for the really rough weather o The two entrance signs
were removed, painted, and re-hung. The tractor was overhauled;
tools also were put in better condition. Traffic Count - 567 o
Februarz
More tree work was done--downed trees were cut into reasonable
lengths and dragged to the wood yard where they were worked up later.
At regular intervals all trash, brush, and especially tree bark, was
burned in order to dispose or any elm-bark beetles, insect eggs or
.fungus diseases o During fair weatmr, gravel was hauled and spread
on spots where needed, especially near the entra.nceso At'ter snow
storms, ti. snow plow was attached to the pickup and all ot the roads
were cleared, not only on account of regular park travel but the importance of keeping the roads in order in case of fire •
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The west room of the greenhouse is now equipped for doing woodwork
and small painting jobs 9 etc. The wood burner has been made as safe as
possible and takes care of part of the heating of the plant section.
The signs will be painted and we intend to start making six picnic table
tops. The traffic counter showed 1,439 people.
March
Attended the Great Lakes Park Training Institute held at the Pokagon
State Park, Angola, Indiana, on February 25 through March 2, 1957. The
sessions were both interesting and beneficial to those of us who are in
battle with modern park problems. It was apparent from the discussions
that their problems were much more numerous than the solutions. However,
like all good schools, there was much to be learned from such men as
lectured thereo
Shop work included checking and repairing the machinery and tools.
Tractor, truck and power sprayer were taken care of. The park benches
were painted and repaired.
Greenhouse - Repotted all of the Boston ferns and hanging baskets
which are transferred to the sun parlor as soon as the weather is right.
Other jobs such as propagating geraniums, caring for all plants, and
getting beds ready for planting flower seeds, were done. Started fertilizing lawris and planting bluegrass seed. ~moved cover from roses and
cleaned up the entire garden area. More trees were hauled to the wood
lot, and a few old stumps were dug out. This leaves the entire park
stum.pless. We intend to keep it that way. Plowed snow, clearing all park
roads - 14.7 inches fell. ~raffic count - 4,564.

Started preparing sun parlor for a new paint job. We succeeded in
getting the mansion cleaned thoroughly from basement to attic, and was
glad the opening day was changed to April 15, since the weather turned
out to be so unfavorable for the job. Rugs, drapes, furniture, floors,
curtains, windows, exhibits, mirrors, and articles too numerous to mention had to be cleaned before opening date.
On 7th of April, we entertained at a special meeting thirty-six
National Park executives and trainees from Region II, with headquarters
in Omaha, on invitation of our Land Management Chief, Mr. Jack D. Strain.
We enjoyed the meeting and the people from the National Park Service.
After the winter storms ended, an unusual amount of cleanup work
was in order clearing away the down tree limbs, trash and brush. The
wood lot was thoroughly cleaned and all refuse burned.
After the weather cleared and things beca.ms sufficiently dry, we
dragged the park roads and spready sixty-four cubic yards of road gravel,
which had been stored in the stockpile. After blading, the roads were
in rather good condition.
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One of our most interesting projects came next--the spring tree
planting which included the European Mountain Ash, Crimson Maple,
Purple Smoke tree, Pfitzer Juniper, Red Barberry, Garden Willow,
Douglas Fir, Norway Spruce, Chinese Chestnut and Austrian Pine. Many
of these were grown in our nurser.r ploto Other trees and shrubs
planted were White Mulberry, Russian Olive, Sugar Maple, Pin Oak,
Western Juniper, Italian Chestnut, Spirea, Chr:,rsanthemum and Phlox,
besides many transplants.
By this time the building contractors were planning and getting
ready to start on the repairing job of the mansion roof, skylight,
porch roof, concrete floor, porch walls, cornice, tile and windows;
also, the brick worko Rebuilt part of the stables' building, the
concrete floor in the garage, a colored concrete floor in the carriage room, brick and trestle work under part of floor in the restrooms and re-shingled the west part of the greenhouse •
.Arbor Day was celebrated in the usual manner with mu.sic £u.rnished by the high school band and the color guard held their exercises before tlE speaker's stand. A Europe~~type Mountain Ash was
dedicatedo Traffic count - 7,374.

Perhaps the most entertaining event held at Arbor Lodge was the
formal concert given by the high school under the direction of Miss
Amelia Peterson, Musical Director. She arranged the performers on
the grand stairway and the first landing, with the overflow occupying
noor space near tl'e lower step. The three front rooms were filled
to the front door with spectators.
Regular maintenance activities included mowing, seeding lawns,
irrigating and p;reparation of gardens, flower beds, planting special
roses, renewing brick walks, tTimming hedges and shrubs; also, transferring ferns and other house plants to the sun parlor and other
locations in.the house.
Road work, ditching, culvert cleaning, mowing, monument and
picnic grounds were done. Picnic tables were washed and disinfected.
The stables' building was rodded for lightning protection; also, two
large overhanging treeso
Attended the 52nd annual meeting of the American Association of
Museums held at the University High School Auditorium, Morrill Hall
Art Galleries, the Love Library Auditorium and the Nebraska Historical
Society Museum. These sessions were extremely interesting and informative. Traffic count - 14,528.

-June
Regular aITanging, cleaning and other preparations.
Reception of and guiding 3,379 visitors on conducted tours through
the mansion during the month.
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Removed the vehicles and other museum articles from the carriage room
to enable the workmen to commence the stables' repair work.
We mowed the lawns and gardens frequently during the month, and the
remainder of the park inside and along the north roadside was mowed with
the tractor outfito About one-thousand feet of hedge was trimmed with the
electric trimmer o The picnic grounds and the monument area was maintained
in as perfect condition as it was possible to accomplisho
Special groups~ such as scouts, clubs, women's organizations and
others number around three-hundred members. Traffic count - 14, 784.
July
Visitors escorted through the mansion--3,517 (paid admissions).
The repairs on the three buildings has been completed and a good job was
done on all of it, especially the brick work and painting. We have
never had a better paint job. It commences to look as if contract paint
work does not pay, even though it does come a little cheapero
Other activities were mowing lawns and gardens, picnic ground work,
hedge trimming, scything and tractor-mowing park groundso We were forced
to irrigate the more sensitive type of trees again due to the low water
level and the weather conditions during the growing period. Tamarack,
Birch., Sweet Gum, Sugar Maple, Spruce, Douglas Fir, Bald Cypress, Lodgepole Pines~ and other small plantings had to be helped along some.
After the stables• job was completed, we started work on the new
concrete floors; cleaned, polished and waxed them a couple of times with
a special type of wax used on that kind of worko This brought out the
color nicely .. The park fence row was sprayed to discourage the weeds
under the wireo
The new sprinkler type of irrigation has proven to be a valuable
addition to the park equipment. Other methods do not compare with it,
especially where trees and lawns are concerned. Traffic count - 19,050.
August
Number of visitors conducted through the mansion during month-4,125. The overall attendance at the park during August as shown on the
traffic counter, 18,8540
Other activities: Mowing and watering lawns, gardens and a general
mowing of the entire park, road work, graveled walks and trails, painting
and repairso Carriage upholstery continuedo
Special groups: Forestry groups, church and Sunday School events,
botanical study classes.? reunions and others.
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SepteJ!ber
Reception of visitors, guidi~ and desk work - 31 7$6 paid admissions. Traffic counter showed 17,468 people through the parl< during the
month. Special groups - two humred to three hundred. The total overall attendance greatly exceeded the 19S6 total.
Another matter of comparison reveals a strong increase of interest
in the stables' exhibits, regardless of the fact that the building was
undergoing repairs.
The regular maintenance work was much the same as otber summer
months, road grading, culvert work, picnic ground maintenance and. the
lib.

'

A ver.v interesting pair of visitors came unexpect•dly one morning--

Mr. and Mrs. Eichorst, Assistant curator o.f the Morton Botanic Division.

We had me·t at the Great Lakes Institute, and we were glad to have them
here. They spent a few hours taking colored pictures.
October
Number of visitors conducted through the mansion - 21 472 paid admissions. Total overall attendance as shown'on the traffic counter -

13,2S4.

A distinguished party of visitors at Arbor Lodge during October was
none other than Mr. Sterling Morton, Dr. Sellers, and Dr. James Olson
of the University o:t Nebraska.
1

We gave some of those valuable and sometimes tender ~pecies of treea
a thorough soaking and, of course, the indispensable fall irrigation of
the evergreens. Then, the rains came. That did it and all the concern
about winter damage from drought vanished.
Painted the front portico pillar bases, the back stair.a, and the
back porch.. Varnished the front door and screen, and the back door.
Painted the· iron entrance gates. Our new Woods Brothers' rotary mower
was unloaded and assembled; however, it was too late for the 1957
cutting.
November
The park mansion closed with October. The overall p&rk grounds
attendance, according to the traf'fic count, 31 878.
Cleaned.the grounds, burned all trash and bark which might harbor
insect eggs, elm bark beetles, fungi or larvae.
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Shop work, including general repairs of tools, machinery, etc.
Completed painting of the newly opened section of the carriage exhibito
Fire hydrants checked for leakso

The alarm system was checked by

Mro John Buss, Chief Engineer for the Notifier Manufacturing Company.
One relay was installed in one of the control panels o Standby dry

batteries installed and system given his okayo
Snow plowed out, clearing all park roads not alone for visitors
but for the fire trucks as wello
December
Overall attendance in the park - 2,814 as checked by the traffic
countero
Checked outside hydrants, winter coverings of meters, pipes and
taps. Opened main electric switch to the east section of the house
since that part is so seldom used during the winter.
Log and tree work, shop and greenhouse work; exhibit cleaning,
harness, saddles and the like. Floor thoroughly sanded, repaired and
finished with gym floor finish in the new south carriage room section.
A new large harness exhibit board has been constructed and finished
with gym finish. It was placed on the south wall. The Morton harness
will be more visible than it was behind glass doors.
The total overall count by the traffic counter - 118,597 visitors
to the park, figured on a basis of 3-1/2 passengers per car, may possibly
be too large, due to re-crossing, etc. However, many cars come in and go
out without crossing the tape at all, since the counter tape is near the
middle of the park. We believe that at least a ten percent discount
might be a more accurate figure o

CHADRON STATE PARK
Superintendent: L. M. Snodgrass
Location: Nine miles south of Chadron, Nebraska
Mission
Protection, preservation and display of 1,500 acres of Pine Ridge
area. Operation of all rnaj or park activities including rental of sixteen double modern cabins, organized group camp (250) person capacity,
swimming pool, boating in lagoon, bathhouse, complete laundry, camp
grounds, public latrines, office, concession, and cafe.
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Activities
The finishing of the new administration building and trans.fer from
the old building was completed in mid-February. Organized camp dates
were set and agreements were submitted to fourteen organized groups
throughout Nebraska. Fifty new picnic tables ~re built, painted and
distributed in the picnic area. Twenty-nine new fireplaces were built
'\
for picnicking and camping. A drive was built to new administration
'
building, the area around the administration building was leveled and
J seeded to grass, new signs were constructed and installed. Four
J
buildings were moved from front area to service area, the old ad.ministration building was taken down and salvaged for remodeling utility
/
f
and fire truck building, several electrical wiring changes were made,
!
new gas line and water heater were installed for laundry o We also pro\
vide fire protection with the Federal and State-owned fire fighting
\
equipment within the park and approximately thirty square miles of
'~Federal Forest Preserve.
Maintenance
Twelve gasoline units were serviced and operatedo Over seventy
truck loads of wood and scrap lumber were collected from the grounds,
sawed and over one-half the sawed wood distributed to the fireplaces.
Approximately ten miles of road were maintained, two bridges built
and installed on the main drive, fifty loads of gravel were mined,
hauled and spread on steep places on the drive, two septic tanks were
cleaned. Two power mowers were in use most of the summer, along with
hand mowing around trees and shrubs. Garbage and general cleanup
daily during the summer.
Operation
Office correspondence, and other work included mail handling for
cabin guests, organized group camps, campers and trailers, cabin reservations, organized camp agreements, messages and general. information.
:f.'T..ajor utility system kept functional. Group camp and cabin cleanup,,
repair and maintenance were accomplished. On duty twenty-£ our hQu.rs
daily, seven days a week during the summer season. Accommodations for
eighty people daily in cabins, two-hundred fifty in the group Campo
At our campinggrounds, we averaged over forty families per night.
Remarks
At the end of April 1958, Mrs. Snodgrass and I will have completed
ten years of. operation at the Chadron State Parko We transferred here
from Lincoln on April 29, 1948, where I served as Construction Superintendent on projects and maintenance throughout the entire state~
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Mrs. Irene Goff, who is serving as caretaker of the cabins was at
the park when I came. She has served faithfully through long and tiring
hours occasioned by large increases of' cabins and guests.
Marvin G. Nelson transferred here f'rom the District II Operations
Crew on October l, 1956 as f'oreman, succeeding George Markhof'er who retired on April 1, 1957. Marvin has served in this entirely different
field very competently o
We are planning on a much larger attendance here in 1958.
FORT KEARNY STATE PARK
Superintendent: None
Location: Newark
This 40-acre historical site was maintained in 1957 as a general
picnic and recreational area, as in past years.
The area is maintained during the heavy use months by a private
individual on a contract basis o This method has proven nru.ch more satisfactory than periodic maintenance by departmental crews.
This park is an example of' an existing park area that should be reclassified and managed as a historical site rather than a state park.
Fort Kearny does not have state park potential, but the historical
aspects should be developed and interpreted through appropriate
financing.
FORT ROBINSON STATE PARK FACILITY
Superintendent: John Co Kurtz
Location: Three miles west of Crawford
Mission
Development of the recreation potential of appropriate areas of
Fort Robinson and cooperation with other agencies in interpreting
Nebraska's frontier history.
Summary

.£!. Activities

Assumed duties as the Park Superintendent, Fort Robinson Park
Facility, Crawford, Nebraskao
The week of July 9 - 16 was spent in getting acquainted with the
program of' effecting and establishing a State Park Facility. The week
was spent in indoctrination and orientation under the supervision of
the Division Chief'o
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During the remainder of the month of July.7 persormel, mobile
equipment and supplies were procured 9 and a general cleanup of the
lodge, cabins 9 tent and trailer park building, and outside areas
beguno Set up information and administrative office in Lodgeo
Necessary cler.ical and administrative work was conducted 0
August
Installed s~curity lights and energized electrical c:ircuits
in the Facility areao Installed and repaired piping where necessary,
and activated water system throughout Facility areao Continued
general cleaning of cabins and ledge o Const~cted, stained and
lettered highw~ designation signs and generai directional signs.
Scraped, painted and varnished cabin floorso Received and
installed majority of equipment and furniture in cabins. Mowed
areas suITounding State Historical Museum and Parade Ground,, and
area SUITounding Robinson's and Crazy Horse 8 s monumentso Weeded
and prepared tennis court for useo Weeded and cleaned walk-ways
in general area surrounding lodge o Trirrmed hedges and trees•
Installed liquid fuel tanks in tent and trailer park bathhouse.
Commenced moving seven obsolete garages from area in rear ot
cabinso Furnished general public information and conducted administrative and clerical work as necessary, pursuant to the effecting of the Fort Robinson Park Facilityo Rigged laundry facility
in basement of lodge o Assisted in stocking White River with brook
trout.
September
Completed moving of garageso Cleaned and mowed the general
area o Completed preparing cabins for use--installed miITors, towel
racks, clothes racks 9 toilet paper dispensers, etco Constructed,
stained and lettered additional signso Prepared Lodge rooms One
through Eleven for useo Procured indust.rial equipment for and
established restaurant facility in lodge~ Installed liquid fuel
tank for kitchen facility o
Installed drapes, bath and kitchen curtains in cabinso Installed drapes in lobby of restaurant and lodge o Borrowed bunks,
mattresses, pillows and blankets from Chadron State Park, and prepared dormitory room on second .floor in anticipation of an overflow or
deer hunterso Conducted clerical work, ai::cepted restrvations and
issued general information as necessaryo
On September 20, we officially opened. Attended Crawford City
Directors' meeting, Lions Club and Chamber of Cotnroorce meetings.
Extended information and courtesies to several groups of visitors.
Assisted in stocking White River with brook trout.
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October
Procured personnel as necessary and activated restaurant. Instilled
temporary curtains in lodge and dormitory roomso Prepared Adobe No. 21
for occupancy. Put storm windows on a portion of the lodge and cabins,
and weather-stripped same.
Filled to capacity on opening day of the first deer seasone Furnished general inf'ormation and assistance in locating hunting areas,
generally in coordination with James Ingalls, Superintendent of Beef
Research groupo
Extended complete laundry- service for Facility. Repaired breaks in
main water line at rear of cabin area. Repaired break in main water line
in picnic areao
Extended dining facilities to the Cattle Breeders' Association, the
Crawford Chamber of Commerce, and the Craw.ford public school directors
and teachers group. Attended Lions Club and Chamber of Commerce meetings.
Cut off and drained water and winterized tent and trailer park bathhouse.
Conducted clerical and administrative work as necessary.
November
Operated at capacity plus overflow to deer hunterso Operated restaurant o Conducted clerical and administrative work as necessary. Installed
additional hot water heating system in boiler room of lodge to offset
paucity of hot water to lodge rooms and dishwashing facility in restaurant.
Officially closed Park Facility on the 12th of November. Cut off,
drained water and winterized lodge and cabins o Established winter operational office in basement of lodge and set up wood stove heating arrangement in same. stored outdoor picnic equipment and sign.Se Completed
laundering of Park Facility linenso Removed and stored all blankets.
Acconnnodated and attended Nebraska State Park Superintendents' meeting.
Assisted in stocking White River with rainbow trouto
December
Sectionalized the lodge water and heating system with gate valves and
units to effect the heating and operation of the east wing and five lodge
rooms, the dormiilory, lobby, dining room, cabins and laundry without heating remainder of building.
Removed wooden panels,from doors of lodge entrances and replaced
same with glass on hand. Commenced laying in supply of winter wood. Constructed as necessary and :lnstalled storm windows in baseJl).ent of lodge,
Superintendent's quarters and Assistant's Superintendent's quarters.
Conducted clerical and administrative work, made operational reports, cost
analysis, etc. Extended dining facilities to Crawford ladies business
group (Beta Sigma Phi). Extended dining facilities to Crawford Business
men's Association. Assisted in stocking White River with rainbow trout.
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Between July 9 and December 31, a total of 7,463 man-hours were
expended. The cost of operation, including labor, electricity, .fuel,
water and sewage, expendable supplies, telephone service and transportation totaled $8,737.22. The total income during the period September 20
to November 12, with a slight exception for cabin services extended during the month of December, totaled $1,688.22. The number of persons
housed totaled 426.
It is felt that all in all the period from July 9 to December 31,
1957 shows that we can anticipate a very successful State Park operation
in 1958. Needless to say, before we reach the standard of recreation
facilities and service to the public desired, there remains much to be
done.
NIOBRARA STATE PARK
Superintendent: A. Go McCarroll
Location: One mile west of Niobrara
Mission
Operation and maintenance of the rental cabins, group camp, picnic
area, swimming pool, tent and trailer camp area, and other related
activities.
Summary of Activities
All septic tanks were cleaned before spring opening.
All cabins and Youth Group buildings were cleaned before spring
opening.
Finished construction of the new swimming pool prior to June 16th
opening. Swimming pool was painted two coats of paint. The area
surrounding the swimming pool was seeded to blue grass_ and fertilized.
The swimming pool parking lot was leveled, graveled and fenced.
One fireplace was constructed in the camping area.
Seventy foot of Orangeburg sewer pipe was laid from Cabin number
ten to septic tank.
The rails on the new bridge across the lagoon were painted three
times. The seats and tops of all park benches and picnic tables were
painted.
Twerrty-one dead trees were removed from the north park area.
Sawed winter supply of wood.
Three-hundred seventy five cubic yards of road gravel were hauled
on the park roads.
Approximately three acres of milo were planted in the south area
of the park and left standing for deer and bird feed. Approximately
ten acres west of administration area was leased and planted to milo;
the state 1 s share was approximately eighty bushels. Approximately
forty tons of wild hay were put up in the south area of the park on a
share basis.
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The north park area was mowed twelve times during the season.
The lagoon that runs through the park was cleaned of all undesirable
fish and restocked with bullheads, catfish, bass, crappie and perch.
A new well was put down in the basement of the new administration
building.
Construction of a new Administration building was started in 1957.
PONCA STATE PARK
Superintendent: Dallas Johnson
Location: Two miles north of Ponca
Each month and every day there is a certain amount of general
maintenance or garbage detail and picking up papers, limbs, and cleanaround the area.

tg

In January,, we cut trees and hauled wood to be buzzed for firewood
and used in the fireplaceso Painted some signs, painted and repaired
~reens. Estimated attendance 100.
During February, we cleared timber at the new group camp site and
at the river front o Painted picnic tables and did necessary repair on
them. Estimated attendance 200.

\

In March, we trimmed trees and hauled in wood to be buzzed for firewoodo Painted benches for the mess hall and recreation hall, and did
the necessary repairingo Cleared sone snow from the road.so Estimated
attendance 350.
April - We started cleaning in the various buildings, washed mattress
covers and worked in the cabins. Buzzed firewood and hauled it to the
various fireplaces o Graded roads. Raked leaves from around the buildings
and hauled them off. Attended a Park Superintendents' meeting at Niobrara.
Estimated attendance l,ooo.
May - We had some Boy Scouts camping in the picnic area. Planted
nursery stock at the swimming pool, and put on the 'Window screens. Cleaned
up the group camp buildings and did some repairing. Estimated attendance

7,114.
June - Cleaned up the bathhouse at the swimming pool. Did a considerable amount of mowing. Repaired leak in the pool. Tarred all of the
seams. Finished building road in the parking area. Estimated attendance
22,824.
July - Mowed grass and cut weeds around the various buildings. Repaired water pipe to the pool and filled the ditch. Worked on leak in the
pool. Cleaned at the cabins and group camp buildings. Also, cleaned
showers, outside toilets, and shelters. Attendance 29,006.
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August - Mowed grass and weedso Installed two fire plugs 0
Cut trees for firewoodo Worlted at the pool breaking concrete .for
.further repairo Attendance 24,579 o
September - Worked on the washout at the bridgeo Cut trees
.for firewoodo Cleaned. out the ditch south of the poolo Cleaned
out fireplaces and repaired themo Buzzed woodo Attendance 79 609 o
October - We winterized the various buildings and vehicleso
Repaired stem windows and put them ono Hauled in the picnic
tableso Cleaned up the picnic area,, repaired fireplaces and cleaned the shelter houses o Raked leaves and hauled them to the dumpo
AtteIXiance 350.
'\

November - We hauled leaves and burned themo Painted and cleaned the shelves and cupboards in the shopo Trimmed trees and hauled
brusho Washed windows and made necessary repair on them in various
buildings o Cleared some snow from the roadso Attended the Park
Superintendents 9 Meeting at Fort Robinson. Estimated attandance 500.
December - Pulled up steel posts and tore out concrete along
the roads. Cut sone wood o Fixed the trailer o Serviced the vehicles
and put head gasket in the old tractor o Worked on sign posts o
Cleaned shelves in the shop for taking inventoryo Estimated attendance 425.

STOLLEY STATE PARK
Superintendent: Ira Glasser
Location: Grand Island

Summ.arl of Activities
January - Graded and oiled roads.
years.

Coldest here in seventeen

Februa.ey- - Painted basement walls and entry wa.v, cut down dead
trees, cleaned up brush, and general maintenance.
March - Cleaned area, got roads in shape, completed the rock
waJ.l at the Fort Independence Memorial. Mr. John Jo Tooley, Superintendent, passed away on March 23, 1957. His death is a great
loss to the Commissiono Mrs. Tooley was appointed Acting Superintendent of the Park until June 1, and did a very good jobo
April - Spring cleanup, raking, etc o Painted interior of r~st
rooms, prepared ground and seeded area to grass, planted 60 red cedar,
1,200 gladiola bulbs, 250 chrysanthemums, 43 roses, 25 chokecherry,
50 multiflora rose, 10 honeysuckle; repaired arbor, trimmed trees,
burned brush, trimed hedge and started lawn moring.
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May - Several school picnics this month. Planted annual flower seed,
built pillars for Fort Independence Memorial, installed bronze plaque that
has the following words inscribed on it: "On this site in 1860 Fort Independence was erected for defense against Indians. It was 24 feet square,
had 25 loopholes, and was built of cottonwood logs with a sod roof'. An 88
foot semi-underground stable to the rear was connected by a tunnel. Although
not a military Fort, Army" General S.Ro Curtis approved the f'ortif'ication on
August 22, 1865 11 0 Sowed three acres of' rye grass, planted 450 petunias and
200 chrysanthemums., Mrso Tooley moved from residence latter pa.rt of' month.
Over 12,000 people visited the park this month, a f'ew overnight campers.
June - Repaired pump in picnic area, kept three mowers going most of'
month, watered law, cultivated flowers, removed old fence from outside
of park, got first f'awn deer, and cleaned park several times. over 11,000
people visited the park this month, plus 128 overnight camperso
July - General park maintenance, such as mowing, cultivating, cleaning, spraying, etc o On the 8th of month, we had the worst wind storm this
area has ever had (wind up to 88 miles per hour).. The resulting damage from
the storm was very bado It was impossible to drive through the park due
to broken trees and branches.. This, of course, caused a lot of extra work.
Got a few more deer. Rainfall about normal. Started irrigation pumps last
of month. over 11,000 people visited park this month; 200 were overnight
camperso
August - General park maintenance, cleaning, cultivating, mowing, etc.
Hauled brush and burned weeds. Kept irrigation pump going for twenty-two
days and nights. Nearly 10,000 people visited the park this month; 200
were overnight campers ..
September - General park maintenance, cleaning, cultivating, mowing,
Got the deer back from the State Fa:ir, hauled gravel on roads, hauled dirt to low spots in park and sowed to grass, dug pits around water
fountains and filled these with cobble stones. Went on "Mid-State" tour
visiting proposed lake sites. Got winter hay for deer, painted a few tables,
dug holes for trees and kept them filled with water a f'ew days in preparation for tree planting. 7,140 visitors and 28 overnight campers this month.
etc~

October - General park maintenance, planted 60 large evergreen spreaders and several other trees from our O'W!l nursery. Painted and repaired
tables., Dug canna and gladiola bulbs, cleaned and stored same. The late
flowers attract lots of visitors; over 4,ooo this month.
November - General park maintenance. Built six new tables, painted
and repaired several others. Moved fawn deer to big deer pen, plowed
small deer pen, cleaned trash from big deer pasture. Went to Fort Robinson to annual Park Superintendents 1 meeting. Winterized all of water
system, replaced broken windows, put up storm windows, etco
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December - General park maintenance: Repaired and painted all
bird houses, built four new wren houses. Hauled dirt to rose beds,
banked them for winter, hauled dirt to foundations of all buildings,
burned leaves, pulverized leaves with lawn mower, stored equipment,
plowed flower beds, trimmed trees, hauled brush and burned same.
Cleaned snow from roadso
Summary - This is the lOoth anniversay that white man first
settled here. William Stolley arrived here by ox team 100 years ago
this su:mmero Like J. Sterling Morton, Mro Stolley was interested in
trees. The first three years here, he had set out 61 000 trees and
shrubs, several of which still stando The trees 9 flowering shrubs
and flower beds are enjoyed by the many visitors. The picnic area
attracts thousands of visitors each year. Several church, civic
groups, Boy and Girl Scout Troops and many others used the picnic
area many times.
The deer herd is enjoyed the year around. The seven fawn that
were raised this year were orphans that conservation officers brought
to the park. The Hall County A.s.c. office furnished part of the grain
to feed the deer.
70,808 people visited the park during the year; of' this number
615 were overnight campers. The campers were from 27 states and tw
foreign countries.
VICTORIA SPRINGS STATE PARK
Superintendent: Howard E. Jones
Location: Six miles east of Anselmo
Mission
Operation and maintenance of picnic area, boats, cabins and
relic house.
Summary 2!_ Activities
January and Februa:cy- were two cold months with lots of snow,,
'Wind and ice. We moved snow off' of the roads every two or three days,
and we worked in the shop cleaning and repairing equipment.
Built two new latrines and pump house in the shop up to the
roof, then moved them outside, put on roof and the first coat of paint
when the weather would permit. We then put in the foundations for
these buildings and moved the buildings to the foundations and finished them up.
other improvements consisted of' installing a septic tank and 104
feet of Orangeburg pipe, plus 150 feet of 3/4 inch water pipe. A new
well, 109 feet deep, was installed to service the recently developed
picnic area. This also required 1,600 feet of underground electric
wire to the pump house. A new ten-£ oot slide was installed, and we
repaired the swings and merry-go-round.
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Trees, shrubs and flowers were set out, and we hauled water to them
several times during the sununer. We cut dead trees out of the grove.
This was the fir st year for the rotary mower, and it did a wonderful job on grass as well as leaves if they are dry, as we go over the
park every week or ten days with the mower.
With the help of the Fisheries Technician from District II, we
sprayed the lake with sodium arsenite to kill the moss and got about a
95% kill.
Had several loads of clay put on the road in the park and graveled
the road surfaceso In the fall, we drained all of the "futures· and pipe
not to be used this wintero
Attended two Park Superintendents' Meetings; one at Niobrara in
the spring and one at Crawford in the fall.
Put
house.
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bags of rock wool insulation in the attic of the assistant's

Do

Upland Game Restoration Project

This federal aid project is concerned with the development and
preservation of wildlife food and cover. Availability of these essentials is probably the most influential factor of w.ildlif e populations,
and one th.at has been and can be manipulated by man--for better, or for
worse.
The table of organization of this section presently provides for a
Project Leader, and six technically-trained field personnel. Of these
six, one man is assigned to each Commission district office, and the
sixth is primarily responsible for management of certain Departmental.
lands and habitat development on small watershed projects.
In recognition that most game in Nebraska is raised and harvested
on privately-owned agricultural lands, technically trained personnel
of this section are procured from the ranks of young men with agricultural backgrounds who have attained Bachelor of Science degrees in Agriculture or Wildlife Management.
The primary duty assignment of these men is to work directly with
land operate rs in the promotion and execution of the program.
Following are the individual reports of these men:
PROJECT LE.ADER
Clarence Newton, Lincoln, Nebraska
Introduction
The Project Leader's responsibilities, briefly stated, are (1) to
relieve the Division Chief of a major portion of the duties involved in
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administration of personnel and activities of the Upland Game Restoration Project, (2) provide guidance to the project personnel in their
work, and (3) to participate to the extent possible in the project work.
Upland
1.

~

Restoration Project

Personnel
Project Leader
Supervisor

Charles V., Bohart
Clarence Eo Newton

Jan. 1 to May 31, 1957
June 1 to Deco 31 1 1957

!!_~Management

District I

John Mathisen
Robert Schick

Jan. 1 to June 30, 1957
Nov. 25 to Deco 31, 1957

District II

Kenneth Johnson

Jan. 1 to June 30, 1957

District III

Jack Walstrom
Harold Edwards

Jan. 1 to June 30 1 1957
Augo 19 to Deco 31, 1957

District IV

Dale Bree

Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1957

District V

Clarence Newton

Jano 1 to May 31, 1957

For managing Departmental
lands and for cooperator
contacts in the formal watershed areas of the state,
- - - Delvin Whiteley

June 17 to Deco 31, 1957

The primary responsibility of project personnel is to make available their services as extension agents in the field of wildlife cover
development and preservation to the private landowners and operators of
Nebraska.
The secondary responsibility is the management or Departmentowned lands. This task has been largely delegated to one position,
that or Special Supervisor of Land Managemento This new position was
added to the project staff in 1957 for the purpose or relieving the
district supervisors of the time-consuming work involved in managing
agricultural and conservation practices on Department lands, as the
task requires a major portion of one man's timeo The balance of his
time is spent on cooperator contacts for the restoration project concentrating on cooperators mo are located within farm.al watershed areas.
Because of the preponderance of agricultural work involved, the
technician selected to fill this new position was chosen from college
graduates who had trained in the field of agriculture rather than wildlife management. It is recognized that wildlife management problems in
Nebraska ~are closely related to the problems of agriculture. In fact,
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there is reason to believe that a freshly-schooled wildlife management
technician,, who is lacking in agricultural training, would be more
handicapped than an agricultural-land management technician who may be
lacking in the technical fundamentals of wildlife managemento Either
man, when confronted with the assignment of applying management practices in developing the wildlife resources of Nebraska, would require
a certain amount of on-the-job training.
It is well understandable that the wildlife management technician
might prefer to apply his knowledge in the field of wildlife research,
as evidenced by the fact that as of July 1, 1957, three of the Land
Management Supervisors, all trained as wildlife management technicians,
transferred to available positions within the Game Division,.
In view of this situation, and for the reasons outlined above, it
was decided to fi 11 the vacant Land Management Supervisor positions
with agricultural majors(; The requirement is not simply for agricultural majors but specifically for those who have had training and experience in the conservation phases of agriculture and who have a sincere
interest in wildlife conservation.
2o

Project Policy

It is the policy of the project to attempt to create habitat conditions which are favorable to the maintenance of harvestable populations
of upland small game species. In view of the fact that nearly all o:f
the land suitable for production of these species is in private ownership, the project is designed to assist private landowners who have an
interest in game management.
Considering the economics involved in attempting the task with
limited :funds and personnel, it has been established that we must:
First, save all existing game cover possible; second, improve existing
cover where necessary; and last, create new cover to replace that which
has been destroyed~
Project personnel~ therefore,must make their services available to
interested landowners and operators by providing technical advice on
practices which will create desirable game habitat on the farms and
ranches of Nebraska. The practices must be compatible with the primary
land use, thus making it possible for all landowners to cooperate with
the objective of the project.
As an incentive to the prospective cooperator, materials, such as
nursery stock, fencing material and herbaceous seed, are made available
at no costo
The majority of the cooperator contacts are made in the field consulting the cooperator on the site of the prospective developments.
In order to inform the public of our services and create interest in
the project, information is disseminated through the media of public
appearances, radio broadcasts, magazine articles and news releases.
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Experience of the past few years in the project has sometimes
indicated the practice of supplying nursery stock to cooperators has
created a dominating work load for the district supervisorso The
concern for getting the year's allotment of plants in the ground on
satisfactory sites has demande4 such a large portion of the man•s
time that re has had little or no time to develop activities of the
extension service type. It is believed that functions as an extension service would allow project personnel time to contact a nmch
larger number of land operators and thus cause good wildlife management practices to be applied to a larger percent of the private lands
in Nebraskao
There has been some reduction in the amount of planting stock
used and that ordered for future use o The re will likely be further
reductions and the eventual possibility of eliminating of the practice
of supplying nursery stock altogethero This reduction will be geared
to the degree of success resulting from the present program, and the
success of various new procedures and techniques now under studyo
The following is a summa:zy of activities and accomplishments for
the fiscal year 1956 - 57:
Total number of new cooperators

0

Number of old cooperators contracting
for new plantings • • ., • • • •

•

•

•

0

•

•

92

407.45

Total acreage of new plantings
Number -0f cooperators receiving
replant stock • • • • • • •

•

0

Total amount of nurse:zy stocked used,
in plants • • • • • • • •
Acres of existing cover saved

"

•

0

•

•

"

0

0

0

"

0

362

0

•

•

0

0

•

909,270

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

•

335.6

0

0

•

0

•

•

1,020

Total number of landowners contacted
in person
•

340

0

0

•

In addition, a contribution toward the activities and accomplishments listed above, the Project Leader's activities included participation and/or attendance at several meetings and conferences for the
purposes of obtaining cooperation of other conservation agencies and
obtaining information of interest to our projecto
Various groups of Soil Conservation Service .Area Technicians,
Area Conservationists, and Work Unit Conservationists were addressed
to facilitate the continuing cooperation which the project receives
from that organization. Meetings and conferences of the Agricultural
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Stabilization and Conservation Cormnittees were addressed or attended
specifically to facilitate cooperation in activities under the Soil
Bank Programo
The Project Leader was in attendance at the 22nd National Wildlife Conference in Washington, DoC., the Second Annual Conference of
the Central Mountains and Plains Section of the Wildlife Society at
Chadron State Park, and a meeting of the Prairie Chicken Committee of
the National Wildlife Federationo The Eighth Annual Great Plains
Habitat Conference at Rapid City, South Dakota, and a meeting of project
personnel with land management agents and technicians of the South
Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks afforded opportunity to exchange information with neighboring states.
Sacramento Fann - Wildlife Experiment al Area
This project~ formerly a development project, Q)ntinues now as a
maintenance projecto
It is proposed to utilize Distr.ict IV Operations personnel in
future maintenance worko
Activities and accomplishments for the report period are reported
by Delvin Mo Whiteley o There may be future activities in the line of
habitat manipulation o The requirements for such activities would likely be based upon the results of pheasant research work now being conducted by specialists in the Game Division.
It should be rrentioned that moisture conditions were excellent
from the viewpoint of the duck hunter. Open water on the Sacramento
refuge combined with abundant local food supplies caused duck concentrations to run upwards of 100,000, as estimated by the Game Division.
DISTRICT I SUPERVISOR
Robert Schick_, Alliance, Nebraska
The writer assumed duties of Distr.ict Land Management Supervisor
on November 26,, 1957 o Much of my time has been spent in contacting
SoCoSo, AoS.Co and County Extension personnelo I have also been trying
to get acquainted with the panhandle area of Nebraska in ,which I will
be spending most of my time.
One week in November was spent working with Dale Bree, District
Supervisor of Land Management at North Platte. I gained much valuable
experience in working with Dale and enjoyed 'WO rking w.i th him. Three
days were also spent in the Wildlife Building at the State Fairgrounds
and the State Game Commission office in the Capitol Building. This
time was spent in getting acquainted with personnel, operating procedure, reports and developing habitat areas. The Sacramento Farm-Wildlife
Experimental Area and Wanamaker Area at Imperial were visited and their
purpose explainedo
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Some of the other activities worked on during the remainder of
November and December were: (1) Attending 'meetings on the Conservation Reserve and Soil Bank Programs; (2) Radio talks and Publicity;
( 3) Contacting landowners interested in woody habitat development;
(4) Inspecting old plantings; (5) Management of minor agricultural
contracts; (6) Getting acquainted with some of the work other divisions in the Game Commission are doing such as the Game, Fisheries
and Law Enforcement; and (7) Office work and correspondence.

1957 Planting Activities
Areas planted to woody cover in 1957 were planned by John
Mathisen, the District I Land Manager for the first six months of
1957. A summary of the plantings made last year were:

New
Plantin~s

Old
Cooperators
New
Plantin~s

Replant
Stock
Delivered

Total

Cedar
Honey Suckle
Russian Olive
American Plum
Sand Cherry
Choke Cherry
Chinese Elm
Quail.bush
Box Elder

12,000
3,650
4,775
3,300
3,575
4,325
1,850
4,575
4,275

1,750
725
1,250
825
825
125
425
875
850

3,550
1,650
1,975
1,675
1,600
1,550
1,725
550
875

17,300
6,ooo
8,ooo
5,800
6,ooo
6,ooo
4,ooo
6,ooo
6,000

TOTAL

42,325

7,650

15,125

65,100

Total Areas Planted • •
New Cooperators • • • •
Acres Planted (Approximately) •
•

•

•

0

0

0

•

•

0

•

0

•

•

0

39
30
104.2

Following are the methods used in planting the 1957 areas:
Landowner • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • •
Soil Conservation District • • • • • • • •
Game Commission District I Operations Crew • • • • • • • •
0

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

18
17
4

Survival last spring was excellent to good depending on preparation of the site to be planted and care of the area after planting.
Moisture in most areas was very good and was an important factor in
the high percentage of tree and shrub survival. The survival rate
for 1956 plantings ranged from 4o3 percent to 99 percent. The overall average was 69.2 percent.
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1958 Contacts for Habitat Areas
Since November 26, ranchers and f armrs have been contacted for spring
plantings in 1958. At the present time, interest is good far development of
wildlife areas this coming spring. Dale Bree, of District IV, conifacted many
of these landowners and the present District I Land Manager has been busy
contacting interested individuals. Seventeen new contracts have been signed
for 1958.
A total of 87,000 trees and shrubs were allotted to District I for
woody habitat development o Much mare time will need to be devoted to making
contacts in order to assign all the trees and shrubs allotted to the panhandle areao
Public Relations
Public relations are a very important part of our worko It is very
worthwhile to try and keep the public informed of our program and what we
are trying to accomplisho People must fully understand our program before
they will support our activitieso
....M' --=~ ....~-,,
Activities so far this year are:
lo

2.

3o

Visits with local newspapers about our work.
A regular ten-minute radio program on the Alliance radio
station KCOWo
John Mathisen spent several days at Chadron State Park at
the 4-H Conservation Camp talking to youngsters before his
transfer to the Game Division. Several bther talks were
presented to local groups concerning habitat improvements.
Office Activities

During the last week of November and the month of December approximately nine days were spent in the office. This time was spent as follows:
1.
2o

3.

4o

Correspondence with cooperators, Soil Conservation Service,
Extension Service and with state personnel at Lincoln.
Making out the necessary reports.
Drawing planting diagrams •
Preparing and giving radio programs.

One meeting or conference was held at Alliance on the Conservation
Reserve and placing of entire farms in the Soil Bank Program.
This writer certainly wants to acknowledge and give credit to
members of the other divisions of the Game Conmtlssion, who have assisted
or adVised him about the different programs and procedures that are being developed at the present time.
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DISTRICT II SUPERVISOR
Bassett, Nebraska
Introduction
The activities reported here were completed in the period from
January 1, 1957 to June 30, 1957. Kenneth Johnson transferred as of
July 1, 1957, to the position of District Supervisor of Game Management for District Noo IV, and later elected to resign and continue
his formal education. The District Supervisor of Land Management
position for District No. II has remained vacant due to the lack of
any qualified applicant who has been willing to accept the positiono
It may be well to add here that Mr. Johnson left his land management work in good shape, particulary in that all but a few plants of
that district's 1958 allotment of nursery stock was committed to
planting sites before he transferred.
Wildlife Developments Established in the 1957 Planting Season
Table I
Cooperators, Nursery Stock and Acreage
of the 1957 Planting Developments
Nursery
Stock

Number of
Cooperators

-Acres

New Cooperators
(New Plantings)

33

44,100

45.9

Old Cooperators
(New Plantings)

2

2,700

5o2

Old Cooperators
(Replant)

45

36,850

Site Selections and

Ins~ections

In field work, 52 land operators were contacted as prospective
cooperators, and some 30 cooperators were contacted for the purpose
of ,arranging for additional plantings or the inspection of established developments. Inspections were conducted on 46 established developments for the purpose of survival checks.
Activities Related to the Upland Game Restoration Project
Publicity for the project was presented through programs for
a.rrl school classes. Long range
preparation for such programs included the preparation of charts
suitable for repeated use. Meetings of three sportsmen's clubs and
one iITigation meeting were attended for the purpose of representing the Commission.

14 public groups such as clubs
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Other Duties In Land Management
Activities included su~rvision and administration of the renovation of certain facilities at the Pressey Area, and administrative work
involved in placing a portion of the Pressey land in the Soil Bank Program. Management of grazing leases requ:ired occasional attention.
Cooperation With other Divisions
Activities included operating deer checking stations and participation in grouse, pheasant, antelope and other deer research work in assisting personnel of the Game Division.
Assistance was given the District Supervisor of Fisheries upon
several occasions, and at least one field trip was made 'With law enforcement personnel.
DISTRICT III SUPERVISOR
Harold Edwards, Norfolk, Nebraska
The Supervisor of Land Management for District III assumed duties
with the Nebraska Gaxne, Forestation and Parks Commission on August 19,
1957. The time from August 19 through September 1 was spent in orientation.
Primary activities during the months of September, October~ November,
and December were as follows: (1) working with the Work Unit Conservationists in each of the Soil Conservation Districts, (2) Visits to prospective landowners interested in wildlife plantings and advice on land
use favorable to wildlife, (3) conducting and assisting with progrmns concerning our habitat program, and (4) cooperation with the Game Division
in check-station operations and hunter bag checks.

1957 Planting Activities
The habitat developments planted dur.tng 1957 were completed by the
former Supervisor of Land Management of District III. Prior to the
planting season, 50 landowners were contacted relative to plantings.
Only a few short of 300,000 trees and shrubs were planted in the spring
of 1957. Of this number, about 170,000 plants were used in new plantings,
the remaining plants used as replants in old wildlife areas. There were
ll4 new plantings within the district.
Soil Conservation Service personnel were contacted frequently for
aid in locating cooperators and assistance in planting wildlife areas.
Survival checks on several old plantings in each county were
carried out during the first six months of 1957.
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Habitat Development for 1958
Due to the several years of drought, the:re has been a heavy demand
for replant stock for 1958. A total of 414 replant cards were sent to
cooperators, of which 124 have been returned. A nUlllber of the plantings
in Greeley county will require 100% replantingo
A total of 58 landowners have been cont acted relative to new plantings, of which 37 have been approved. Fencing materials have been
approved for 18 new areas, and for five natural wildlife areas.
Cooperative Work With the Game Division
Assistance was provided the Game Division in carrying out the
following duties: (1) operation of Harrison and Chadron deer checking
stations during the early season, (2) OJEration of road-check station
during the pheasant season near Wisner, and (3) operated the Norfolk
deer checking stationG
Cover Condition Evaluation
The cover in this district, compared with recent years, is good.
PlUlll thickets an:i other woody cover continues to fall before the bulldozer. Early fall cover conditions are very different from mid-winter
conditions. Modern harvesting :roothods leave little cover in cropped
fields by January 1. All our wildlife areas viewed by this writer show
signs of heavy use during cold weather.
There continues to be strong interest in our planting program
over the district, although the intensity of interest varies in each
county. Local county leadership and interest in w.i. ldlife problems
continues to determine the success of the planting program in this
districte
The Conservation Reserve portion of the Soil Bank has made some
cont. ribution to total cover in this district. There is a potential
of great good for wildlife ill this program. Several things will
determine the eventual value of the Conservation Reserve for wildlife,
these being: (1) landowner acceptance and participation, (2) longevity of the program, and (3) the degree to which the land use practices
are manipulated to favor wildlife.
Meetings and Programs
The annual meeting of the Wildlife Society, Great Plains Section,
was attended at Chadron state Park on August 26, 27 and 28.
Two County Conservation Day programs were participated in during
the fall. In both cases, over 400 grade school students and teachers
were in attendance.
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Several other programs were presented to civic clubs and high
school groups.
Other Activities
1. -·· Two interviews were conducted with local newspapers within
the district relative to our habitat program.
2.

Two radio programs were presented during the fall by the writer.

3.

Several news releases were made to area papers during the fall.

4. Cooperation was given several sports' clubs in the district, and
to civic clubs with wildlife conservation projects.
Recommendations
Our program and methods. of establishing wildlife cover on privatelyowned land seems to show a steady demand, although there seems to be
little hope of increasing the number of plantings substantially. The
continual search for and trial of new plant species for our wildlife
cover plantings is necessary.
New and more effective methods of preventing loss of present cover
due to burning and bulldozing is needed. It is apparent that much destruction of habitat is through ignorance rather than intent.
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The following report by Jack Walstrom covers the period of his
assignment as District III Land Supervisor prior to his transfer to
the Game Division:
JANUARY
Worked on monthly reports, inventories and statistical survival
reports on plantings made in 1952 and 1956.
Contacts were made with Soil Conservation Service Work Unit
personnel at the follow.i.ng counties: Madison, Nance, Dixon, Dakota,
Wayne, Stanton, Cuming, Platte, Dodge, Washington, Colfax, Greeley
and Boone.
Met with Project Leader in Norfolk and discussed PittmanRobertson habitat development matters.
Participated in AeSoC. meeting with
Greeley County.

s.c.s.

and County Agent in

In conjunction with the ~fadison Soil Conservation Service, we
presented a program on conservation to a women's organization in
Madison.
Spent several days working on fencing and planting diagrams.
Contacted fourteen individuals interested in habitat development programso

FEBRUARY
Met -vri th District II Land Supervisor at Bassett.
Made survival checks on eight farms in this district.
Contacted Soil Conservation Service personnel in following
counties: Pierce, Madison, Antelope, Stanton and Knox.
Made radio broadcast on possibilities of habitat plantings
in conjunction with Soil Bank.
Wrote news release for newspapers in district.
Fishery Manager and myself gave conservation program to adult
group of Baptist Church in Norfolk.
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Attended joint s.c.s. - A.s.c. - County Agent and Game Commission
meeting at the Madison Hotel in Norfolk. Charles Bohart, Project
Leader, gave speech pointing out services offered by Game C?nnnission
available to farmers under the Soil Bank - Conservation Reserve Section.
Contacted fifteen individuals interested in habitat plantings.

MARCH
Contacted Soil Conservation Service offices in the following
counties: Dixon, Madison, Pierce, Cuming, Burt and Dakota. Contacted
twenty-one individuals interested in habitat program.
Attended A.SoC• - s.CoS. and Extension Service meeting, the purpose of which was to make recommendations ·on a local level to the state
A.s.c. office for practices which should or should not be included in
next year•s A.C.P. practices.
Made radio broadcast as a guest on county Soil Conservation Service program.
Checked habitat areas in Madison, Pierce and Antelope counties
to determine use by upland game birds immediately after snow storms.
Preparations were made to insure a prompt and methodical distribution of planting stock to selected destinations.
Several days were spent on Game Division activities (grouse
routes and waterfowl surveys).
Attended a Land Supervisors' meeting in Lincoln preparatory to
obtaining planting stock from the nursery.

APRIL
Final preparations and allotments were completed for planting
stock distribution.
Cooperators were notified by card as to time and location of the
distributing truck delivering their individual planting stock allotment. Landowners were required to pick up supplies directly from
the truck at the specified time and place. In those counties where
there were few cooperators, it was deemed more economical to deliver
stock directly to the cooperator.
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Planting stock was picked up from the nursery on April 9.
Delivery of all stock was completed on April 15.
Approximately 500 cedar were planted along the south inroad to Grove Lake.
The Land Management Chief, Jack Strain, called at the district
office for a short visit.
Project Leader, Charles Bohart, visited the district office
and asked that I accompany him on an inspection tour of recent
plantings to observe quality of site and planting method.
New vehicle was obtained from Lincoln for use by Land Supervisor in District III.

MAY

Several days were spent on Game Division activities (grousebooming ground counts).
Visited Soil Conservation Service offices in following counties
to determine what comments and reconnnendations the Work Unit men
had in regard to our habitat program: Antelope, Dixon, Wayne,
Stanton, Nance, and Cedar.
Spot checks of recent plantings were made in the following
counties: Boone, Dixon, Stanton, Nance, Platte, Colfax and
Antelope.
Made a fencing supply inventory, and made an estimate of
anticipated needs for the coming year.
Several days were spent reviewing literature which pertained to habitat and cover development projects.
Completion of district report on recent planting information
was accomplished this month.
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-JUNE
Checked plantings in the fbllowing counties: Dodge, Washington,
Cuming, Stanton, Antelope, Knox, Platte, Boone, Dixon and Wayne.
Spent six days working on Game Division surveys.

Accompanied

Mr. Harvey Miller on a duck-brood survey route through the sandhills.
My transfer from the Land Management Division into the Game
Division was given approval to be effective July 1. I aseumed the
duties of District II Game Supervisor. Responsibilities of this job
include the recommendations for ma.nagenent of all game si:ecies found
in this district.

DISTRICT IV SUPERVISOR
-nale Bree, North Platte, Nebraska
The District Supervisor of Land Management is responsible for
the administration of the. habitat restoration program, working with
landowners, farmers, ranchers, and sportsmens 1 groups. The habitat
biologist has various duties which include surveys, land use problems,
site selection, planting supervision, evaluation, research, public
relations, and the administration of state-owned lands including
leases.
The District Supervisor of Land Management directs his effort
toward the restoration and improvement of cover types which will be
most beneficial to wildlife inhabiting a particU.lar area.
Each new day brings destruction to some form of wildlife habitat.
The present era in which we are living is placing tremendous demands
and hardships upon our wildlife populations.
The habitat restoration program administered by the Nebraska
Grune, Forestation and Parks Connnission works toward the alleviation
of these hardships and existing wildlife cover deficiencies.
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Primary activities which were engaged during the year included:
(1) Periodic visits to the Work Unit Conservationists in each of the
Soil Conservation Districts; (2) Visits to Agriculture Stabilization
Committee Offices throughout the district to coordinate w.i.ldlife
practices in the Conservation Reserve Program; (3) Periodic checking
of established habitat plantings in the district; (4) Visits to prospective landowners, ranchers, and farmers interested in habitat
development; (5) Meeting with various civic groups interested in the
habitat program and Nebraska iVildlife; (6) Assisting the Game Management Division by making pheasant brood counts, crowing counts, hunter
bag checks, spring grouse inventories, waterfowl survey counts, aerial
deer survey, and check station operation; (7) Making surveys of prospective habitat sites, and drawing planting diagrams for the areas;
(8) Administration of state-owned lands including leases; (9) Public
relation programs to include field trips, radio programs, films, and
wildlife conservation talks; (10) An analysis of the habitat restoration program and cover conditions on private and Department lands in
District IV; (11) Management of a quarter-section of state-owned land
at Imperial
o

Wildlife Plantings Established During 1957
Landowners and cooperators contacted concerning habitat development
work in District IV numbered 169 for the year 1957
o

During 1957, a total of 91 cooperators received planting stock in
District IV. Areas that were replanted numbered 69. Rose plantings are
not numerous in District IV; however, 11 cooperators attempted to develop
three miles of rose hedge. Eleven cooperators developed new habitat
plantingso It was necessary to limit the number of new developments
during 1957 due to the extreme drought conditions which had prevailed.
Effort was directed toward cooperators who had plantings established
during previous years, encouraging these people to replant their sites.
Climatic conditions continued to improve throughout the district during
the year resulting in a large demand for replant stock.
Fence material was distributed to cooperators for the exclusion
of grazing from wildlife plantings and an estimated 11705 acres of trees
and shrubs were planted in the entire District.
The 1957 habitat development program required the cooperator to
properly prepare the planting site, erect fence that was furnished, and
to plant the trees and shrubs provided by the Commission or arrange to
have the work accomplished by individuals or private organizations doing
such. Materials utilized in the habitat restoration program are furnished at no cost to the cooperator.
Records indicate that a total of 94~ 000 trees and shrubs were planted in this district during 1957. The 22 newly established rose, tree,
and shrub plantings required 37, 775 plants. The 69 areas replanted,
utilized 56,225 trees and shrubso The district operations crew was responsible for the planting of 8,900 trees and shrubs.
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Habitat Development Areas for 1958
Continual requests for investigational work and the development of
wildlife habitat plantings come into the district headquarters. Inquiries
for survey work and planting stock are handled as soon as possible by the
land supervisor. It is very important that prospective habitat areas be
investigated to determine the suitability of these sites for development
and preservation.
At the present time, 31 new planting sites, 6 extension areas, and

16 complete replantings have been contracted for 1958 habitat development work in District IV. A total of 158 replant forms have been sent to
cooperators who may request replant stoc~ for the spring of 1958. To
date, 78 of these forms have been returned.
Planting stock survival has greatly improved the past year due to
the favorable climatic conditions which have been experienced in most
counties of District IV. However, a few counties in the district continue
to suffer from the extreme dry conditions. Even w.i. th the improving climatic conditions, it will be a few years before some areas in these counties
are again suitable for good cover development.
Cooperator interest continues to remain at a high level throughout
the district. The successful growl. ng year alleviated many problems confronting the habitat biologist. On the other hand, the years of drought
are a definite limiting factor to any cover development program.
Cover Condition Evaluation
The drought which prevailed until 1957 was responsible for heavy
losses of planting stock, reduction of cover on pasture land, loss of
native habitat for upland game, and an influence on the distribution of
wildlifeo
Cover conditions in the district greatly improved the past year with
the favorable change in climatic conditions. Cover types which had been
stunted or nearly killed during the dry years suddenly came to life.
Farmers experienced a successful and productive year. Nebraska wildlife,
being a product of our soil and water, received many benefits from the
productive growing season.
Upland game is not a product of one particular requirement or cover
type. The environment for a game species must possess a multiple of cover
benefits that provide adequate nesting sites, protection from predators
and weather conditions, loafing areas, plus sufficient food types and
waters.
The habitat restoration program is designed to alleviate various
cover deficiencies and to develop cover types beneficial to our wildlife
populations.
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Cooperative Work

~Tith

the Game Division

Assistance was provided the Game Division in carrying out the following duties: (1) Two pheasant crowing-cock counts were ma.de in the spring;
(2) Random pheasant brood counts were recorded; (3) Aerial deer counts
were taken on a portion of the North Platte and Republican Rivers; (4)
Eight runs were made on spring grouse inventories; (.5) The operation of
the Bridgeport check station during the antelope season; (6) Data was
collected at the Fort Robinson, Harrison, Rushville, Bridgeport, Oshkosh,
and Sidney check stations during the deer season; (7) Thirteen waterfowl
counts were made at Maloney and Sutherland Reservoirs; (8) An investigation was made on a record rrru.le deer kill at Ogallala.
Meetings and Programs Attended
Two department land management meetings were attended during the
year. These meetings were held at Lit1eoln and Niobrara State Park.
One antelope and two deer pre-season coordination meetings were
attended at the District I office in Alliance.
The writer participated in the 17th annual Republican Valley Conservation a.ssociation meeting at McCook on the 2nd of October. Highlights of the meeting included talks by Commissioner W.A. Dexheimer,
Bureau of Reclamation, Washington D.c., State senators, and members of
the Congress.
Various other meetings were attended during the past year. These
meetings were with the fallowing groups: Conservation agencies, wildlife
clubs, civic organizations, high schools and colleges.
The writer participated in the following conservation programs:
Talks were given to classes at McCook Senior and Junior High Schools,
-Holdrege High School, McCook College, and KearneyState Teachers College;
Programs were presented to the Ansley FFA, 4-H groups at Chadron State
Park and Lexington, Nebraska, Paxton and Lewellen Lions Club, and the
North Platte Kiwanis; a conservation tour and program was participated
in at Weissert in conjunction with District II personnel; sportsman
club meetings were attended at North Platte, Sutherland, Halsey, and
Kearney; parts were taken in ~leven wildlife conservation radio programs
at Station KR.NY, Kearney, and two p;rograms at station KBRL, McCook.
Other Activities
Miscellaneous activities which the writer worked on during the
past year were ~
1.

A wrl tten analysis of the habitat restoration program and
natural cover conditions on state and private lands in
District IV. The analysis included 13 state recreation areas.
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2.

Management of hay leases on three state-owned areas.

3. Survival checks were made on 21 habitat plantings established
1952.

in

4. Nineteen calls were made to Agripulture Stabilization Committee
offices within the district to coordinate activities concerning
the Conservation Reserve Program.

5.

Technical assistance was provided individuals participating in
the wildlife practices of the Conservation Reserve Program.·

6. Three species of experimental plant seed was obtained from the
North Platte Agriculture Experiment Station and taken to Plumfield Nurseries.

7. Assistance was provided Jack Stuart at the Sacramento wildlife
area for the planting of experimental stock.

8. A revised survey and management plan was made in conjunction
with the District V Supervisor of Land for a quarter-section of
state property in Chase County.

9.

The district operations crew was assisted in the planting of
four habitat areas.

10.

Three conservation articles were written for newspaper publication.

11.

A memorandum was written concerning a proposed pheasant stocking
and evaluation program.

12.

Due to the absence of a l~d supervisor at the Alliance office,
twenty landowners in District I were visited concerning prospective
habitat development.

13.

One-hundred eleven calls were made to the various Soil Conservation
offices within the district to coordinate wildlife planting
activities.

14.

Officers Sam Grasmick, Bill Bonsall, and Herman Schmidt were
assisted on law enforcement duties during 1957.

15. One day was utilized to assist the district Supervisor of Fisheries for the collection of winter ice fishing data at Sutherland
Reservoir.
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DISTRICT V SUPERVISOR
Lincoln, Nebraska
Introduction
The position of District Supervisor of Land Management far
District V was vacated as of June 1, 1957, as the occupant was given
the position of Project Leader for the Land Management division.
After June 1, 1957, only a very limited portion of the Project
Leader's time was given to District V activities. The situation
has resulted in an unavoidable reduction in accomplishments under
the Upland Game Restoration Project. However, the undesirable situation was partially alleviated by the cooperation of D.M. Whiteley who
has handled a portion of the cooperator contact work in preparation
for the 1958 planting season. Also, as was true in the previous year,
personnel of the Soil Conservation Service have been of considerable
assistance in prospecting for cooperators, selection of development
sites, guiding the cooperator and even completing our agreement form.
The position of District Supervisor of Land Management for
District V has remaimd vacant due to the lack of any applicant who
is both qualified and willing to accept the position.
Wildlife Developments Established in the 1957 Planting Season
The procedure which was utilized for the establishment of wi.ldlif e habitat developments in the 1956 planting season was accepted
for continued -use in the 1957 planting season. Under this procedure,
the cooperator is required to accomplish ground preparation, fencing,
planting and post-planting care of the development sites on his land.
Commission personnel have responsibility only in supplying technical
guidance and materials such as nursery stock and fencing materials.
The practice of contracting with Soil Conservation Districts to do
the planting was discontinued. However, as an exception to the procedure and because of a previous commitment, the Game Commission crew
did make one rose planting.
Nursery stock for the 1957 planting season was utilized as follows:

26,965 plants went to 16 new cooperators for the establishment of 12 acres of multiple-row or "wildlife Area"
type of planting.

145,700 multiflora rose plants went to 120 new cooperators
for the establishment of approximately 36 miles of
rose hedge.

17,225 plants went to 33 old cooperators for the establishment of 6.25 acres of new multiple-row developments.
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61,200 multiflora rose plants went to 33 cooperators for the
establishment of approximately 15 miles of new rose hedge.

37 ,845 plants went to old cooperators for use in replanting old
multiple-row developments.

75,400 multiflora rose plants went to old cooperators for use in
replanting old rose hedges.

364,335 plants, total nursery stock.
Selection and Inspection of Habitat Development Sites
In field work on the Upland Game Restoration Project, 45 land operators were contacted as new or prospective cooperators. Among the old cooperators, 27 were contacted for the purpose of' establishing additional
plantings or the inspection of existing plantings. The sites of 39 existing developments were inspected for the purpose of' survival checks.
Activities Related to the Restoration Project
\

Publicity .f.or the project was presented through programs at two
meetings and a'-television broadcast. Also, a number of charts and photographic slides of these charts were prepared for use, by project personnel, in public appearances.
The 1957 annual meeting of the Nebraska Council of Wildlife Clubs
was attended.
Jther Duties in Land Management
The establishment of a waterfowl management unit on the Plattsnouth
area created an agricultural operation of considerable magnitude. An
area in excess of 1,200 acres was seeded to corn for the 1957 season.
The work was accomplished on a custom basis with a single operator contracting for the responsibility. The writer expended the work of nearly
three weeks on such activities as prospecting for an operator, obtaining
recommendations of the Extension Service, obtaining cost estimates for
various operations and materials and obtaining soil samples.
Cooperation With Other Divisions
Cooperative efforts with the Game Division included such activities
as operating deer checking stations, conducting pheasant survey routes
and banding Coturnix quail.
One field trip was conducted with Fisheries Division personnel to
assist in a gill netting operation.
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Cover Conditions
The spring of 1957 brought substantial rains to alleviate the
general drought conditions which were prevailing.. The southeast portion
of the district, more specifically that area south and east from Beatrice,
was the only area that continued to suffer through the growing season
with a general shortage of moistureo The rains had various effects on
various sites.9 both because o.f the quantity of rain received and because
of the timeliness or untimeliness~ as the case may be, of heavy fallsa
Consider the efftcts on the Soil Bank Program and the Acreage Reserve land in particular~ .It is to be noted that the rains did not
start early enough to prevent the last minute rush to sign up corn land
for 19.57e This Acreage Reserve corn land stood idle; and, for the most
part 3 was allowed to put on a rank growth of weeds.
Spring flood conditions we:t:"'e (~ommon in much of the bottom land.
Crops that had already been seeded in on some of these lands were washed
outo Bottom lands in general remained too wet throughout the planting
season for seeding or reseed.ingo One Lincoln seed house reported that
famers were searching for something that could be seeded late to provide a cover cropo
The rains did not appear to have reduced the grasshopper crop to
Damage by these insects was severe in localized areas 3 and
wildlife populations were exposed to the hazards of applications of insecticides., It is to be noted that:p up to the time of the height of
the insecticide work, the Acreage Reserve corn land generally remained
under a rank growth of weedse Wildlife populations m~y have been taking
refuge from the insecticides in this Acreage Reserve land. However, at
this time of the season, farmers had time to devote to weed control and
some of the Acreage Reserve land lost its cover through mowing and spraying activitiesc
any extento

Rainfall continued through the wheat hartrest period :retarding.$) and
in some cases eliminating the harvest of wheate Thus, the cover offered by standing wheat remained mrailable to "Wildlife for an extended
period&
Excessive moisture in the fall caused farmers to leave much of the
corn and sorghum standing through the hunting seasono The extra cover
resulting from this situation and the reluctance of some farmers to
allow hunting in unpicked or unharvested fields combined with other
factors made it impossible far hunters to take the harvestable portion
of the upland bird crope
At the time this report is being written, it is felt that rank
stands of natural herbaceous cover should provide good winter cover
throughout the wintero Some corn and sorghum may go through the whole
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winter unharvested and thus provide upland game with very adequate food
supplies. It may be assumed, therefore, that there is a better than
average opportunity for upland game to pull through the winter with a
satisfactory breeding population for the 1958 breeding season.

SPECIAL SUPERVISOR
Delvin

~·,.Thi teley,

Lincoln, Nebraska

This writer assumed duties of Land Management Supervisor on June 17,

1957, in Lincoln. The position is not that of District V Supervisor,

but rather an additional position created in the Land Management Division. It consists of management of state-owned agricultural lands and
habitat restoration work in the formal watersheds.
The first thirty·.to sixty days were spent in orientation work:
visiting state lands, working w.i.th District Supervisors of Land and
Game, touring the Upper Salt, Swedeburg, Brownell Creek, and Indian
Creek Watersheds, and attending Soil Conservation Service meetings.
Habitat Developments
Since the watershed habitat development program is new and since
it consists of herbaceous plantings in addition to woody plantings,
this first year's progress is rather slow. It is the opinion of the
writer that this herbaceous seeding program has quite a potential for
increasing nesting cover in the watershed areas.
The odd areas created by the· building of large structures in the
watershed- were the primary targets for development. Part of the work
consisted of touring each watershed with local SCS personnel and
acquainting them with the herbaceous seeding program. Later contacts
were made with prospective cooperators and these were the results.
Watershed

Number Of
Contacts

No. Agreements Si~ned

Number

0
1

Pendin~

Upper Salt
Swedeburg
Indian Creek
Brownell Creek

3

1
0
0

2

1

2

TOTAL

8

2

6

2

0

2

In addition to habitat work in the watershed, the writer filled
in part time the vacant position of District V Supervisor. Eight
cohtacts were made in District V, and six new agreements signed. The
new agreements for 1958 will require the planting of 3,800 multiflora
rose and 975 trees and shrubs.
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State Lands
1.

Wanamaker Farm

The Wanamaker land, a 160-acre wheat farm~ near Imperial in Chase
County will be placed under a new management plan in the spring of 1958.
During the year of 1957, the Wanamaker farm was visited twice and a
future management plan drawn upo One mile of red cedar and one mile of
honeysuckle were planted in the spring of 1957, and 15 acres of milo
planted for winter food for game birdso
2o

Pressey Farm - Wildlife Experimental Area

The Pressey Area is a 1$500 acre farn and ranch located 15 miles
southwest of Broken Bow in Custer Countyo During 1957, a new iITigation
system consisting of a 1,000 GPM pump and 1,000 feet of gated pipe was
installedo Sixty acres of cropland were placed in the soil bank conservation reserveo Most of the conservation reserve land was seeded to
native grasses, and 2o5 acres were planted to treeso Minor repairs
were made on the house and the well.
3

o

Sacramento

=

Wildlife Experimental Farm

This experiment farm consists of 2,300 acres of land located 2-1/2
miles west of Wilcox in Phelps County. The Sacramento farm was visited
four times during 19570 Maintenance on terraces was performed as well
as mowing and weeding around the tree and shrub plantings. Fire, originating from an adjacent private f armJ destroyed one-quarter mile of
multiflora rose hedge, and dead roses were removed in the burned row
along with dead roses in other areas. Nine-hundred and thirty bales of
wild hay were harvested from the farm~ and the state's share sold to
the tenanto Crops in general were very good~ but adverse drying weather
in the fall caused heavy losses of grain sorghumo
4o

Plattsmouth

=

Waterfowl Area

The Plattsmouth area is located in Cass County, 18 miles south of
Omahao It has been designated a Wildlife Refuge and consists of 1,400
acre$ more or lesso The 'Writer spent a considerable amount of time at
the Plattsmouth area., Twenty mtwo visits were made during the year
checking on farming operations and harvesting., The timber was cleared
from the area;> and the entire farm planted to corn., Op,timum climatic
conditions resulted in good growth and high y'ields of corri.. At the
time this is being written, harvf3st is about one-half complete.
0
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Early production estimates were
under way. Plagued with second crop
drying weather, the actual yield was
now being made for salvaging corn on

found to be high when harvest got
corn borer, strong winds, and poor
reduced considerably. Plans are
the ground.

Cooperative Work with other Divisions
During 1957, most cooperative work was done with the Game Division. Random pheasant brood counts were made; two quail whistle
count routes were run; and deer check stations were operated at Crawford, Ainsworth, and Springview.
One day was spent with the Information and Education Division
gathering material for the quarterly magazine.
Meetings Attended
The follo"W:i.ng meetings were attended:
1.

Two meetings with state arrl area SCS personnel (Lincoln) •

2.

Great Plains Section of the Wildlife Society,
(Chadron State Park).

3. Prairie Chicken Conference

(G~and

Island).

4.

Nebraska Nurserymen and Great Plains Section of Horticultural Science (Lincoln).

5.

South Dakota Land Management Division (Niobrara State Park).
Public Appearances

Three programs were presented consisting of discussions, identification, and films:
1. YMCA Boys Camp
2. Ashland Grange
3 • Pa.1.ntVra High School FFA Chapter
Other Activities
Miscellaneous work during 1957 included a trip to Goose Lake in
Holt County to iooasure hay, and measui'ing and selling hay at Arnold
Recreation Grounds in Custer County.
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DIVISION STATISTICS
A.

Income

Certain revenues accrue to the Department thl'."01.igh various phases of
management such as returns from concessions, agricultural operations,
rental cabins and miscellaneous permits.
Income from such sources is shown on an annual comparative basis
for the past three years on the following tableg
Type of Area

19.55

19.56

1957

Miscellaneous Areas
Reservoirs
State Parks

$12J808.98
18,480,,56

$13,467.90

$28,682.16
12,902.22
362608.36
$78,192.74

21~031Q09

22~423 •.56

- 2§;609. 76
$63.9108.7.5

$53.9713.10

Although attendance and activities were up on all areas,, it should
be pointed out that a portion of the gain is attributable to added areas
such as the Plattsmouth Management Area which reflects in miscellaneous
areas, and the opening of Fort Robinson and the new swimming pool at
Niobrara~ which upped the 1957 state park income total.
Comparative state park :receipts are shown in the following

Arbor Lodge
Chadron
Niobrara
Ponca
Victoria Springs
{~Fort Robinson
-3~

Not open full

~

195~

State Park

4.,009 .95
10 9 002 ,,LJ+
6.957Ll0

$ 4,222.90

$

595.45

12s059.54
5,.580.32
6,138.00
609.00

$22,?3"75 .94

$28 ,9 609 76

1~197.00

None

None
0

table~

19.57

$ 4,163 •.5.5
12,.583c30
12,944.9.5
L.,969.40
.528.50
1,418.98
$36,608.68

season~

Other than the increase anticipated from a full season's operation
at Fort Robinson in 1958 ~ it is probable that state park incomes are
reaching a peak;; as the major income=producing parks operated at near
maximum potential in 1957 during 'the peak attendance months.
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B.

Attendance

The matter of attendance at public areas is a subject of considerable
concern to the park administrator. It is important not only from a general interest standpoint, but is a critical factor in considering budgets,
utilities, supervision and, in fact, nearly every phase of management.
From a factual standpoint, "attendance" should more correctly be
termed 11visi tati on as attendance figures actually reflect the number of
visits made to an area rather than the number of individuals who attend
parks. For example, if a family of three visit a given park four times
during a summer, their visits amount to an attendance of twelve, even
though only three separate individuals are involved.

u,

The number of times the average park patron visits a park or similar
area during a year is known as the "repeat factor". This factor is extremely difficult to isolate because it varies from area to area, and
from ecnomic group to economic group.
This factor is not of particular interest to the average person
except that it explains why attendance at all areas in a state may exceed
the state population. For example, if one-fourth of the population of a
given area makes an average of five visits to a park in a year, the park
attendance will obviously exceed the population of the area.
Attendance at Nebraska state-operated recreation areas, as in other
states, is computed by one or a combination of the follow.ing methods:
(1) A-ctual Count, ( 2) Sample, and ( 3) Estimate.
In the state parks, all attendance is calculated by a method closely
approximating actual count, using automatic vehicle counting devices to
which is applied a known person per car ratio. Surprisingly enough, the
person per car ratio varies from park to park. Enough so, in fact, that
a separate ratio is used by each state park rather than an average overall figure. In Nebraska State Parks, this ratio varies from 3 .40 to
4.48 persons per car--a difference of slightly over one person.
The following table illustrates the attendance trend at Nebraska
State Parks over the past few years:
Park
Arbor Lodge
Chadron
Fort Kearny
Fort Robinson
Niobrara
Ponca
Stolley
Victoria Springs

1950

1955

1956

1957

24,707
61,842

58,843
84,.780
15,000

69,204
132,550
15,205

88,930
96,913
17,500
10,000
163,428
94,077
69,732
20,z095
560,675

Unk.
None

48,300
74,300
27,930
92645
219,724

None

91,170
62,963
40,463
29z584
382,803
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None

107,186
92,o68
66,948
27,z967
511,128

Total attendance at all state-owned or controlled recreational
areas in Nebraska in 1957 was estimated to be as follows:
Area Type

Attendance

State Rec~eation Grounds
a·state Parks
3 Reservoir Areas

1,714,700
560,675
3512000
2,626,375
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While this figure outwardly indicates a tremenduous gain over
the 1956 total of 1~511,128, the situation should be clarified to
some degree.
In 1957, a systematic survey of attendance was undertaken of
the state recreation grounds by the Construction and Engineering
Division, the administering agencyo Attendance figures at these
areas have been computed in previous years by estimate alone, or by
small sample and estimate. The 1957 count was calculated by means
similar to that used in state parks, and as in the case of the state
parks when the more reliable method was initiated~ it was soon
learned that previous estimates were far too conservative.
This same experience has been reported by other states who
converted from the estimate method to more scientifically accurate
means e
Potential critics of the overall attendance figure shown above
would do wei1 to consider that Nebraska's geographical position
places her 'in the direct line of travel for literally thousands of
east-west bound tourists annually, and that a substantial percentage of these tourists make at least one stop at a state park, state
recreation ground or reservoir area while enroute across the state.
in the same population category as Nebraska, listed
an overall park attendance of 7,934,000 in 1956, and our sister
states of Iowa and Missouri had attendances of 5,954,ooo and
2,613,000 respectively in the same year.
Oregon~

Co
lo

State Park Data

Overnight Use

Nebraska State Parks are used more each year as vacation spots,
recreational camping areas, and as one-night stopover camp sites
for tourists ..
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In 1957, 19,078 personsused overnight facilities in the seven state
parks. Type of use is as follows:

5,361
2,543

Rental Cabin Guests
Organized Camp Guests
Campers

11,168
19,078

These persons spent a total of 38,304 guest nights in the state parks.
This figure is calculated by multiplying the number of visitors by the
number of nights each spent in state parks. Type of use is as fallows:
Cabin Guest Nights
Organized Camp Guest Nights
Camper Guest Nights

11,163
11,360
15,781
38,304

The average cabin rental in a N~braska State Park is for five da,ys,
with an average of 2.8 persons per occupancy.
2.

Swimming Pools

The two new pools at Ponca and Niobrara State Parks showed a great
deal of popularity. Both pools had receipts in excess of all costs of
operation in spite of the fact that much of the season was cold and
rainy.
A series of leaks in the Ponca pool necessitated several closures
during the season, and eventually forced final closing a week prior to
the intended date.
The pool at Niobrara State Park had a paid attendance of 14, 844
persons. In addition, there was an additional estimated attendance of
1,850 organized camp youths whose camp fees covered pool admittance.
Ponca had a total paid attendance of 9,547, plus an estimated organized camp attendance of 2,600. Considering the conditions outlined
above, this figure com.pares favorably w.i th last year 1 s attendance of
10,429 at the Ponca pool.
Total admissions to the two pools amounted to 28,841 persons.
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As predicted in last year's report, Niobrara State Park this
year assumed leadership in both attendance and income. Chadron
State Park followed as a very close second.

Nebraska State Parks are operating very close to maximum
capabilityo It is essential that the system be broadened in the
near future if we are to adequately provide for Nebraska's citizens
and visitorso
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FISHERIES DIVISION
Glen Ro Foster, Chief
Lucille Brazil, Secretary
INTRODUCTION
The following reports outline the activities and accomplishments
of all sections of the fisheries divisiono This division is responsible for all matters pertaining to fish within the atatee
The division operated during 1957 with 40 pernBnent
Seasonal help is used when necessaryo

employ~es.

Organization of the fisheries division consists of four ma.in
sections as shown below:

1o

Administration - Headquarters Lincoln
2 employees

2o

Seining Crew - Headquarters North Platte
18 employees

3o

Fish Hatcheries:·
Gretna Hatchery - 3 employees
Valentine Hatchery - 3 employees
North Platte Hatchery - 4 employees
Rock Creek Hatchery )
Benkelns.n sub-station) 5 employees

4o

Research - Federal Aid (Dingell-Johnson)
Five Districts - 5 employees

A complete personnel list including names, addresses and titles
of fishery employees nay be found in another section of this report.
DIVISION ACTIVITIES
ADMINISTRATION
310-50
Personnel of this section consists of the division chief and one
secretary, with offices in the State Capitol Building. This section
is responsible for the planning and directing of all activities of
the above listed sections of the division~ Detailed official records
of all activities are·· kept, and annual reports are prepared for the
information of the.Director and the Connnission, as well as special
reports on m:iny varied activitieso
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Weekly and 100nthly repcrts from the fish hatcheries 9 seining crew
and resear~h sections are checked 9 compiled and recordedo Detailed cost
accounting reports on fish production and distribution of the various
fish species 9 as well as seining and other projects 9 are sent in by each
superintendento Monthly and year-to-date costs are available for each
job or species of fisho Commercial fishermen reports on fish caught and
sold are compiled annually by this office 9 and tags assigned for each
net usede Reports are kept on fish sales 9 and other activities of the
private fish hatcheriese
The fishery division chief serves as acting director for the
department during any absence of the Directoro
Fishery rranagement plans are prepared by this section for all waters
of the stateo Information from research investigations,, and seining
reports, is used in preparing fish stocking plans~ and in general nanagement of waters of the state., The division chief nskes periodic inspection trips to district headquarters 9 hatcheries and seining crew headquarterso
The division chief is responsible for promoting the development of
new fishing waters within the state 9 and for improvement of fishing
in existing waterso
Preparation and recommendations for state fishing regulations each
year are included in the duties of this sectiono
Additional duties during the year included the handling of compensation cases 9 and inventories for the departmento
Special permits issued by the fisheries administration section
during 1957 are as followsg
Commercial seining-vendor permits
Bait vendor permits
Private minnow hatchery permits
Private game fish hatchery permits

291
327
20

12

GENERAL INFORMATION

The drought conditions during 1955 and 1956 was ended during the
spring of 19570 Even with low water levels during the winter of 1956,
few lakes experienced heavy winter kills. High water levels throughout
1957 encouraged fishermen as higher levels in the majority of lakes
provided more spawning and food producing areaso This should result in
better fishing in llE.ny areas within the next few yeara 9 if these
conditions continueo
In all Platte and Republican River reservoirs water levels were high,
with the exception of McConaughyo Due to the low water level in McConaughy
the rotational stocking plan for walleye, outlined in the 1956 report, was
revisedo It is hoped that this reservoir will fill during the year of
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1958, as this one area provides an enormous amount of fishing and
recreation during norDBl years.
We feel that good progress has been tIBde by the fisheries
divis ion during the year of 1957, and every effort will be nede to
improve fishing over the state during the coming year.
The following reports for each section will give a better picture
as to accomplishments of the fisheries division during 1957.

GRAND 'IDTAIS OF ALL FISH HANDLEDBY THE FISHERIES DIVISION
IN 1957
PRODUCED AND STOCKED FROM HATCHERIES--All Species--•••• 21 978,866
SPECIES

ml

Bass
Bluegill
Crappie
Bullhead
No. Pike
Ch. Cat -Blue Cat
Walleye
1,476,200

TOTAL

FING.

ADULT

44,470
54,425
9,475

19,892
7,752
502
284

63,362
62, 177
9,977
284
4,850
197,705
22,410
2,320,651

86,185
25,987
140,6o2

209,185
87,265
2,978,866

4,850
197,705
22,410
844,451

123,000
11,478
1,526,000 1,312,264

Rainbow Trout
Brown Trout 49, 800

FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED...............................
Perch
Catfish
Crappie
Walleye
Bullhead
White Bass
Bass*

570

570
39,564

39,500

64
838

838

140

841
10,200
18

841
10,340
18
35,000
87' 171

35.000

74,640

12,531

* (Salvaged by Fishery Supervisors)

87,171

CATFISH TRAPPED FROM MISOOURI AND NIOBRARA RIVERS
AND STOCKED:
26, 150
26,150

26,150

FEDERAL FISH STOCKED BY VALENTINE HATCHERY..............

76,119

Rainbow
Brown
Brook

22,376
31,400
2.500
56,276

10,593
9,250
19,843
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32,969
40,650
2,500
76,119

1957 GRAND TOTALS {Continued)
FISH SEINED, TRANSFERRED AND STOCKEDooooooeoo•o•O•ooeooooooo
Adult
Total
Fing.
6, 110
B. Baas
15,610
9,500
Wo Bass
3,739
3,739
Bluegill
1,350
1,350
Crappie
15,960
15,960
Bullhead
159,906
159,906
Perch
38,796
38,796
No., Pike
121
121
Bo Crappie
50
50
Catfish
1,475
1,475
356
Walleye
356
6
Sattger Pike
6
Trout
134
134
228,003
9,500
237,503

237,503

FISH STOCKED FOR OTHER HATCHER.IES:ooooooooeoooooo••••······
Ch., Catfish
7,636
7,636
Ralnbow Trout
150
150
1,600
Bass
1,·600
1,600
7,786
9,386

9,386

FISH RECEIVED FROM OTHER HATCHERIES AND STOCKED ....... ., o•••
Redear Sunfish (Oklahoma)
3,300
3,300
Ch. Catfish (Kansas)
3 2525
32525
6,825
6,8~5

6,825

GRAND TOTAL FISH STOCKED IN 1957 ••••• oooooooo••ooo••o••••

3,422,020

1,526,000 Fry
1,461,105 Fingerling
434si915 Adult
.3,422,020
TOTAL ROUGH FISH RE?-DVED FROM LAKES AND STREAMS, AND S'IOCKED, SOLD, AND
BURIED OR GIVEN AWAYg
Carp
Buffalo
Shad

Quillback

33.3,810 #
86,689
12,735
389378
471,612 #

OF THIS TOTAL g
Sold
Stocked
Buried/G .,Away

24151480 #

176,950
53, 182

471,612 #
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FISH S'IDCKING RECOROO

1945-1957
194 5 oo oooo e o oooooo oo e o o ocii'-••-• o o o o oooooe ooooooooe o ~ oo o oe o o
No breakdown on size
576,856 Trout
2,126,016 Warmwater
1946 oooooooooooooooooooooooeooooeooooooooooooooooooooooo
2,118,811 Fry
396,572 Trout
2,839 1 110 Fing.
4,912 9 436 Warmwater
351,467 Adult
1947 oooooooooooooooooeoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
1,097 1 916 Fry
275,952 Trout
1 1 775,367 Fingo
2,899,010 Warmwater
301,679 Adult
1948 oooooooooooooooeeoooeoeeoooooooooooooooooooooeeoteeoo
405,709 Trout
366,974 F.cy
1 1 124,2'44 Fing.
1,639,567 Warmwater
554 1 058 Adult
1949 ooeooeooooooooooeoooooooooooooooooooooo•oooooooooooe
951,424 Fr7
332 9 346 Trout
2 1 950,274 Fing.
J,843,111 Warmwater
27.3,759 Adult
1950
64,ooo Fry
297,995 Trout
1,587 9 990 Fingo
1,791,991 Warmwater
437,996 Adult
1951
17,457 Fry
351,027 Trout
1 1 2.39,324 Fingo
1,.371,487 Warmwater
465 9 7.3.3 Adult
1952
118, 178 Fry
578,384 Trout
2 1 178,270 Fingo
2,596,835 Warmwater
878 1 771 Adult
1953
145,240 Fry
.372 9 696 Trout
2 1 437,142 Fing.
3 1 040,6o2 Warmwater
8.30,916 Adult
1954
1 1 059,967 Fingo
268,465 Trout
1,288,990 Adult
2,080,492 Warmwater
1955
6.34,066 Fing.
20.3 9 354 Trout
1 1 225,303 Adult
1,656,015 Warmwater
1956 oooeoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo•ooooooooooooo
69 9 054 Fry
326 9 701 Trout
1,56.3 9 .331 Fingo
2 1 425,609 Warmwater
11 119,925 Adult
1957 oooooooooooooeooooooooeooooeoooooooooooooooooooooooo
1,526,000 Fry
374,169 Trout
1,461,105 Fing.
3,047,851 Warmwater
434,915 Adult
11

2' 702 I 872
5,.309 1 388

3,174,962

2,045,276

4, 175,457

0•00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

2,089,986

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

1,722,514

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

.3, 175 ,219

00000000000000000•0••00000000000000000000000000000~•

3,413,298

0000000000000000000000000000•00••••000000000••••0000

2,.348,975

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

1,859,.369
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2,752,.310

3,422,020

SALVAGE AND- DISTRIBUTION
310-53
1957
Paul Bo Todd, Superintendent
This section of the fisheries division, commonly called the state
seining crew, operates over the entire state o Headquarters a.re in the
District IV office building at North Platteo During 1957 the crew consisted of 18 men, including one superintendent, 3 foremen, one of which
acts a~ caretaker for the headquarters building, 5 fieldman I and 9
fieldman !Io 15 vehicles are used in their work, including 6 fish tank
trucks~ 4 flatbed trucksS' 1 pickup, 2 personnel carriers, 1 oar and 1
tractore
Activities of this crew cover a variety of jobs as shown below in
a brief summary of work accomplished during the year.
During 1957 both carp and bullhead lakes were listed, and ea.ch
lake stocked as near in order as possible-o Numbers of fish stocked in
ea.eh lake depended on the size of the lakeo This was done in an
attempt to equalize the stocking of these specieso 56 regular bullhead
lakes, and 30 carp only lakes 9 were stocked several times during the
year, in addition to nany other lakes stocked on application. This
project can be continued only as long as catchable size bullheads are
available from other over-populated waterso
Coarse fish removal work was down slightly from 1956. However, in
addition to the carp used for stocking, income from rough fish sold,
most of which were unsuitable for stocking, amounted to nearly
$12,000000 9 over twice the cost of removing and selling the fish. This
phase of the work not only ?3-YS its own way, hut helps pay for other
work done by this crewo
Crew members become skilled workmen at a variety of jobs, in
addition to seining and hauling fisho All nets and seines are made up
by the crew :roombera. Webbing of various sizes is purchased, along
with rope and floatso The crew members then hang the webbing on the
ropes with just the right amount of slack in the webbing to neke them
fish successfullyo For the larger nets the webbing is made up into
250' lengths so that a net for any size lake could be made by connecting the sectionso For hoop nets, the hoops and webbing is purchased
and the webbing sewed on the hoopso
New fish transportation tanks are built by the crew members,
including installation of the piping 9 valves, etco, for the aerating
systemo Many of the repairs necessary on equip:roont are made by the
crew members 9 as well as construction of boats, live boats, live boxes,
etco
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The new headquarters building 9 completed last year 9 has ne.de·
it possible to keep up with net making and repair work, as this work
is generally done during bad weathero Before the building Wc3.S availablesi all such work was done outside where extremely bad· weather -- -slowed up the worko The building provides ample space for net storage
where they can be kept dryp and away from the suno Nets and seines
last much longer with proper storage o Additional seine reels were
installed during the yearo
Other work completed during the year consisted of the
following. Two large fish tanks were transferred from old trucks·· to
two new 3-ton trucks 9 and power take~offs 9 piping and air lines-installedo A new 18 foot river boat was built by crew members from
redwood for use in trapping catfish from the Missouri Rivere
Assistance was given to other stations as followso Five loads
of yearling trout were hauled and stocked for the Rock Creek
Hatchery during spring distributiono Northern pike spawners were
seined for use at the North Platte Hatcheryo
Walleye spawners were
seined again this year from M:iloney Reservoir for the North Platte
Hateheryo Haul~d and stocked 562 9 681 walleye fingerlings for the
North Platte Hatcheryo One man assisted at the North Platte Hatchery
for three weeks during their busy season 9 and one man assisted at
the Gretna Hatchery for one montho Delivered 200 feet of used 8•
pipe to the Benkelne.n Hat~hery.. Seined and delivered 100 white bass
spawners to North Dakota at their Valley City Hatchery 9 and brought
back 500 9 000 northern pike fry for the Valentine Hatoherye
Fish were again c;ollected and transported to the State Fair Fish
Exhibit this year 9 and two men were on duty at the exhibit during
the Fairo
Assistance was given the Scottsbluff and Minatare fire departments in recovering two drowning victims from Minatare Lakeo
Dykes and spillways were repaired at ~aloney Lake holding pondso
Repairs were made on the main water supply line that had plugged up
and cut the pressure to the racewllys and holding ponds at the headquarters o

1.34 sau,.·er were trapped from below Gavins Point Dam in September
and stocked ·ove the Milburn Dam on the Middle Loup Rivera It is
hoped that ti1ese spawners will reproduce in the stream, and that
sauger fishing can be established as in former years in the Loup
Rivers"
Following is a record or all fish handled by the crew 9 along
with costs for various phases of their worko A list of all waters
seined is also includedo
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SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
310-53

SPECIES

~

B. Bass
'White Bass
Bluegill
Crappie
Bullhead
Perch
Noo Pike
Bo Crappie
Trout
Catfish
Walleye
Sauger Pike

4,301
3,739
100
15,829
141,780
37,728
121
50
1,450
356
6
134
205,594

~

41301
3,739
100
15,829
141 /TSO
37,728
121
50
1,450
356
6
134
205,594

FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKEDooooooooooeoooooooe•ooO••ooo••oooo
Perch
Catfish
Crappie
Walleye
B. Bass

570
64
513
841
18
2,006

2,006

570

64

513
841
18
2,006

CATFISH TRAPPED MISSOURI AND NIOBRARA RIVERS-STOCKED •••••••• 26,150
Catfish
26,150
26,150
TOTAL GAME FISH STOCKED. o•••••••••••••••••• o•••••••••••••••• 23J,750
TOTAL FOUNDS NON-GAME FISH STOCKED •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 176,950#
ROUGH FISH REMJVED FROM LAKES AND STREAM3:
Carp
Buffalo
Shad
Quillback

or

333,810 II
86,689
12,735
38p378
471,612 II

this total:

241,480 II Sold
176,950 II Stocked
53,182 II Buried/
471,612 II
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G.Away

SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION (Continued)
PRODUCTION AND OTHER 'w{)RK COSTS:

(a) Cost of Rough Fish Removal.....................

$

5,763.12

(b) Income from sale of Rough Fish •••••• $ 11,925.27
Carp
139,941
Buffalo
91,439
Quillbaek 10.100

II

$ 3,693.07

5.763.12
$ 6,162.15 Profit

8,091.45
140,75
241,480 II $11,925.27

(c) Salvage and transfer of fish from overstocked

lakes, test hauls, and miscellaneous jobs •••

• 72,4.32.02

26,150 catfish@ $20.75 per M•••••••

542.65

(d) Trapping

(e) New Equipment, Properties and Improvements •••
One Chevrolet pickup
$ 1,254.92
One 18 HP motor
248.85
7,872,88
Two trucks
One J:8Ssenger car
1,596,45
Reels for seines
185.45
Total ••••••• $11,158.55
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SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
Lakes Seined - 1957
1 .,

Dora Lake, Stuart, Holt County

2.

Crystal Lake 11 So., Sioux City
Mina tare lake~ Mina ta.re
Rice Club Lake, Scottsbluff
Minatare lake, Minatare
Spring Valley Lake, Hyannis
Kilpatrick Lake, Champion
Maloney Lake 9 North Platte
Mirtin Bay 9 McConaughy, Ogallala
Spring Valley Lake, Hyannis
Sutherland Reservoir, Sutherland
Mother 9 s Lake, Ashby
Egan Lake, Hyannis
McConaughy Lake, Ogallala
Rickstein Lake, Lisco
Egan Lake, Hyannis
Big Alkali Lake, Valentine
Kingsley Canal, Keystone
Martin Bay, McConaughy, Ogallala
Maloney Lake, North Platte
Maloney Lake, North Platte
Shickley Lake, Ashby
Hagers Lake, Hyannis
Kraner Lake» Ashby
Hibler Lake, Ashby
Mother vs Lake 9 Ashby
Aklali Lake 9 Ashby
Dad's Lake, Valentine
Pelican Lake, Valentine
Hackberry Lake, Valentine
Brown Lake, Bassett
SVJS.n Lake, Atkinson
Sutherland Reservoir, Sutherland
Johnson Reservoir, Lexington
Maloney Reservoir, North Platte
M:iloney Reservoir, North Platte
Clear lake, Valentine
McConaughy Lake, Ogallala
Hackberry Lake, Valentine
Ogallala Lake, Ogallala
Long Lake 9 Valentine
Dad 9 s Lake, Valentine
Enders I.ake 9 Ainsworth
Moon Lake, Johnstown
M:>ran Lake 9 Hyannis
Grove Lake 9 Ashby
Bridgeport State Lake, Bridgeport
McConaughy Lake, Ogallala
M:iloney Lake 9 North Platte
Sutherland Reservoir, Sutherland

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
So
9~

100
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

1S.
19 e
20.
21 •
22.

23.
24.
250

26.
27.
28.
29.

30.
31.
32.

330
340
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41&
42.

43.
44,,
45.
46.

47.

48.
49.
50.
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Transfer Fish
Rough Fish Removal
Rough Fish Removal
Transfer Fish
Rough Fish Removal
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Salvage Fish
Transfer Fish
Rough Fish Removal
Seine No • Pike
Test seine
Transfer fish
Transfer fish
Transfer fish
No. Pike Spawners
Salvage Fish
Salvage Fish
Walleye S:i::awners
Remove Rough Fish
Test Seine
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
State Fair Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Transfer .Fish·''~' ~;')"
Remove Rough Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Test Seine
Test Seine
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Remove all fish
State Fair Fish
State Fair Fish
State Fair Fish

SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION - Continued

51 o Lake McConaughy 9 , Ogallala

520
5.3o

540
550
560

570
580
590
60o

61 o

620
6.3 o
640
650
660

670
680
690
70o

710
720
73 o

740
750

Sutherland Reservoir 9 Sutherland
Rod-Gun Club 9 Frem:>nt
Berkey Ponds 9 Shickley
Adelson Pits 9 Clarks
Lamb Iake 9 Clarks
Thomsen La.ke 1 North Bend
Missouri River 9 Cedar County
Mlssouri & Niobrara Ro 1 Knox Coo
Crystal Lake 9 South Sioux City
Thomsen Pond 9 North Bend
Maloney I.akesi North Platte
Egan lake 9 Hyannis
Crystal Lake 9 South Sioux City
Smithfield Canal 9 Smithfield
Egan La.keg Hyannis
Minatare Le.keg Minatare
J.hrtin Bay-McConaughy 9 Ogallala
Ericson Lakes> Ericson
Missouri River 9 Niobrara
Clear Lake 9 Valentine
Maloney Iake 9 North Platte
Egan Lake 9 Hyannis
Wo City Park Iake 9 David City
Rod-Gun Club Lake 9 Fremont.
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Seine White Bass
Rough Fish Removal
State Fair Fish·
Rough Fish RemoVa.l
Rough Fish RemoVa.l
Rough Fish Rem0val
Rough Fish Removal
Trap sauger
Trap catfish
Rough Fish Removal
Transfer fish
Rough Fish Removal
Remove all Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Salvage Fish
Salvage Fish
Salvage Fish
Seine for Bass
Remove Rough Fish
Trap Catfish
Remove Rough Fisn
Fish for Uni. of Nebr.
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish

GRETNA HATCHERY
310=54
Gerhard Lenz 9 Superintendent
·Gretna Hatchery is primarily a warmwater fish hatcherysi although some
trout are produced each year from eggs taken from the large trout held
for show purposeso Warm.water fish production was above normalsi with the
channel and blue catfish spawning ex~eptionally welL The hatching and
rearing of catfish to advance fingerling size was also more successf'Ul
than the average year 9 due to a good water supply and few disease problems.
Seven salvage and seining jobs were taken care of during the yearsi
and the fish transferred to more suitable waterso Eight seining jobs were
completed to remove rough fish from some of the larger sandpit lakes and
farm ponds in eastern Nebraskao
Three trips to check ponds and lakes were made 9 and recommendations
given 9 and two trips made to check on fish kill reports on State Recreation
Grounds Lakeso Dead fish were picked up and buriedo
As a public service 9 the goldfish at the Kearney City Park are picked
up in the fall of the year and returned in the spring, during regular
distribution workc
The superintendent of this station is in charge of the State Fair
exhibit each year 9 with the assistance of the other hatcheries and the
seining crewo Considerable time is spent preparing the building, and
keeping the exhibit going during the Fairo
One load of redear sunfish was transferred from the Byron 9 Oklaho:na
State Fish Hat~hery to the Gretna Hatchery for distributiono These fingerlings were stocked in several rennovated lakes over the state, and some
held at three of the hatcherieso
One trip was made in delivering trout from Broadwaterj Nebraska to
the Omaha Fish and Wildlife Sports Showa The majority of the trout were
held at the Gretna Hat~hery 9 and delivered as neededo The Omaha Fish and
Wildlife Club paid for the fish and costs for transporting themo Trout
were also held and delivered as needed for the State Fair Board Sports
Show in Lincolno They also paid the costs for the fish and transportation.
One load of channel catfish fingerlings was delivered to the State
of Minnesota again this year 9 in exchange for eyed walleye eggs for the
North Platte Hatcheryo
Fish were provided and delivered to the State University for experimental purposes on two occasionso
Considerable time is spent each winter painting aqua.riUJDS for a fish
display open at the hat chery for nine months each yearo The hatchery also
maintains a large picnic area for the convenience of visitorso
1
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GRETNA HATCHERY (Continued)
Other improvements too.de at this station during the year consist
of the following:
New roofing and roof repairs were made on the truck garage, feed
room and upper tenant residenceo
Seines and dip.-nets were treated with preservatives and repa.iredo
A new 33u by
spawner pondo

s•

pipe drain was installed in the channel catfish

A new kitchen sink was installed in the upper tenant houseo
Two new closets and a new lavatory were installed in the public
rest roomso
A new 9n x 12° bathroom addition to the lower tenant house was
built, and the bathroom fixtures moved from the basemento
Driveways on the grounds were reJ8iredo
The porch on the superintendent's house was re-screenedo
A new pump was installed in the spring house for pumping water
to the water supply reservoiro
All dead trees throughout the park area were removed, cut and
piled for park fireplaceso
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GRETNA HATCHERY

310 ....54
STOCKING AND PRODUCTION DATA
GA:ME FISH PRODUCED AND STOCKEDo oo o o oo,, o oo oo ooo. o., oo ooo o o.,., o
SPECIES

ADULT

FING.

Bass
Crappie
Bluegill
Cho Catfish
Blue Catfish

241,040

~

5,675
6,875
9,725
196,355

5')675
69875
9si725
1969355
22~410

222~10

2419040

241,040

Rainbow Trout

89050

FISH SALVAGED AND STQCKEDo" oo •

8,050

8,050
o

10,665

FISH TRANSFERRED AND S'IOCKEDoooooooooooooooeeoooooooooee•••

18,526

o • • o • o • o o o o o o o e o o o • o o o o o o

Bullhead
Crappie

o

GI•

10,340
325

10,665

Crappie
Bullhead
Bluegill
Bass
Cho Catfish

50
18si 100
350

50
18, 100
350

1

1

25

25

18,526
FISH STOCKED FOR OTHER HATCHERIES.00000000000000•000000•000
Rainbow Trout
Bass

FISH RECEIVED

150

150

_L600
1,600

150

1 9 6oO

1, 750

FROM OTHER HATCHERIES AND STOCKED •• " ..

Catfish (Kansas)
Redear (Oklahoma)

39525

1,750

o o o • • • ., o

6,225

3,525
2,100
6,225

2p700
69225

TOTAL GAME FISH STOCKEDo o.. o.. " o •
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o ., o • o o" o o .. o o o o o o o o o o o o o • • o o

286,256

GRETNA HATCHERY (Continued)
PRODUCTION AND MISCELLANEOUS WORK COSTS:
(a) Channel Catfish and Blue Catfish
Producing 196 9 355 Fing@ $ 23ol3 per Mo .. oo .. oo~
Stocking 196,355 Fing@ $ 2o54 per M. o•••••••

$

4,582~85

500.11

(b) Warmwa ter Fish
Producing 44 9 685 Fingo @$ 58061 per M. 000000000
Stocking 44 1 685 Fingo @$ 2.17 per Mo 000000000

2,619.01
96.98

(c) Rainbow Trout
Producing 8 9 050 Ado@$ 30018 per Mo •00000•0••00
Stocking 8 9 050 Ado@$ 5.66 per Mo 00000000•••0

243.01
45.64

(d) Fish Salvaged, Transferred, Misc. Trips ••••••••••

689.38

(e) State Fair Exhibit (Expense Gretna Budget).000000

441.96

Labor
$ 305.00
Supplies
32.84
Travel Expense
99.82
Materials
3.90
Telephone-Telegraph
o40

. $441 e96

(f) Cost of Stocking other Fish •••••••••• o••••••••••o

344.89

(g) Picnic Grounds and AquariUIDSoooooooooooooOO••••••

4,278.82

(h) Properties, Improvements and Equipment •••••••••••

900.65

Mower
Hedge Trimmer
Pu.mp & Motor
Wheelbarrow
Bathroom
Public toilets
Sink in residence
Pond drain

• 248.00
38.(:/J
118.96
26.46
259087
114.55
74055
19.66
• 900.65
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VALENTINE. HATCHERY

310-55
Jim Gray, Superintendent
Total production at this station inoreased slightly over· 1956, due
ma.inly to rearing of walleye fingerling o Production of northern pike and
most other warm water fish decreasedo More ponds are being used each
year for northern pike and walleyeo
Poor success with northern pike production resulted because· or the
poor quality of eggs taken from spa:wnerso Ten plastic hatching jars were
purchased for hatching of northern eggs next seasono
Another attempt was ma.de to hatch muskellunge eggs; however, the eggs,
shipped via commercial airlines from New York state, were delayed enroute;·
and all eggs were dead upon arrivalo Another attempt will be made to secure
eggs i.n 1958 o
Hatching of trout eggs at this station has been discontinued, as it
has been possible to get all the fingerling and yearling trout needed from
the Federal Hatche~y at Crawforde This station stocks all yearling and
:roo.ny thousands of fingerling trout produced by the Crawford Hatcheryo
Nearly all of these fish are released in northern and western Nebraska.
Other work and improvements made during the year are as follows:

33 beaver were trapped from the hatchery groundso
Assisted in draining the Sportsmen's nursery pond on Plum Creek.
Three rearing ponds were drained and were deepened and cleaned
by the department 9 s construction crewo Drain pipes were removed and new
drains installed at a lower depth. Earth removed from the ponds 'WS.S used
in raising the road beds through the groundso Pond bottoms were sloped
and drainage channels straightenedo
A new automatic water system "18.S installed in the well completed
in 1956 for the east tenant residenceo Formerly three residences depended
on water from a windmill and small reservoir, resulting in a frequent
shortage of watero
All septic tanks were pumped out and cleaned, drains and dykes
on rearing ponds repaired, and new screens installed.
A new cover was built on the spring house, and new lids built
f.or one tank trucko
New barbed wire and steel posts were purchased for re-fencing
the hatchery boundary lineo This work was started during 1957 and will be
completed in 19580
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VALENTINE HATCHERY (Continued)
Fish were collected for the State Fair Exhibit~ and one nan
assisted at the Exhibit during the week of the Fairo
A fence was built on the overflow at Long

Lake~

Brown Countyo

New steel pipep 14 inches in diameter, valves, etco, were
purehased and delivered for a new water supply line to the eight
rearing ponds along Minnechaduza Creeko This pipe will be installed
by the department 9 s construction crew early in 19580 This will
provide a separate inlet and outlet to each pondo At present eachpond is filled from the one above and the lower pond must be drained
before the one above can be drained, naking it difficult to harvest
the fish at the proper timeo Most of these ponds will be used for
northern pike and walleye productiono
A detailed operational plan has been worked up for production
of northern pike and ~lleye for the spring of 19580 This work
will be under the direction of the district fishery biologist,
cooperating with hatchery personnel, in an attempt to improve
production methodso
I

Following is a record of fish produced and handled by the
Valentine Hatahery 9 along with production costso
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VALENTINE HATCHERY
STOCKING AND PRODUCTION DATA

310-54
208,799
SPECIES

ml

Catfish
No. Pike
Walleye
Bass
Bluegill
Bullhead
Crappie

Brown Trout

49,800

mill·

~

1,350
49850
112,024
38,795
44,700
2 2600
204,319

1,567
2, 127
284
502
4,480

1,350
4,850
112,024
40,36246,827
284
3, 102
208,799

11,478

431

61,709

FISH SEINED AND TRANSFERREDeoeoeoo••·······················
Crappi,e
Perch
BUJ.lhead
B~ss

9,50,0

Bluegill

9,500

81
1,068
26
1,808
900
3,883

61,709
13,383

81
1,068
26
11,308
900
13,383
76,119

Rainbow
Brown
Brook

22,376
31,400
2,500
56,276

10,593
9,250
19,843

32,969
40,650
2.500
76, 119

RECEIVED FROM OTHER HATCHERIES AND SIDCKED.................
Channel Cat (Gretna)
Redear (Oklahoma )

7,636
600
8,236

7,636
600
8,236

TOTAL GAME FISH STOCKEDo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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8,236

VALENTINE HATCHERY (Continued)
(a) Producing 20Bsi799 Warmwater Fingo@ f40o44 per M~ o o o
Stocking 208 ~ 799 Warmwa ter Fing o@ $ 7 e 70 ~r . ~~ . ~ ~ ~

$ 8, 745.39
1 , 609 ~ 3~

(b) PDoducing 61,709 F-Ao Trout@$ 21026 per Mo 0000000
Stocking 61, 709 F-Ao Trout @ 17 005 per Mo 0000000

1;312;31
1,052072

(c) Cost of stocking 76j199 Crawford Hatchery Troutoo••o

1,246083

(d) Cost of transferring 13,383 fish 0000000000000000000

109o?9

(e) Properties 51 Improvements and Fquipmento 000000000000

10,286024

New water supply line-:rmterials
New fence posts (steel)
Pump (water)
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7,867082
2,064042
354200
$ 10,286024

NORTH FLA TTE HATCHERY

310=57
Ho Co Ho"WB.rd, Superintendent
·Robert Thomas 9 District Fishery Supervisor
George Kidd 9 Hatchery Biologist and Assistant District Supervisor

INTRODUCTION
During the fish production season this station operated under-a
detailed operational plan set up by the district fishery personnel, the
hatchery superintendent and the divisibn chief o This plan was prepared
in an attempt to increase production of northern pike and walleye fingerling o
The pond system consists of 38 redtangular ponds of approximately
one acre each in surface area~ with an average depth of 3 feet, plus one
irregular 2-acre pondo The 38 one-acre ponds were used in the experiments.
The plan involved evaluation of several types of fertilizers, methods of
application 9 time of filling and cropping the ponds, and fish food
productiono Continuous observations on growth and health of the fish were
ma.deo
RESULTS OBTAINED
NORTHERN PIKE
Due to the failure to obtain good quality northern pike eggs, there
were no northerns hatched at the North Platte Hatchery in 19570 There were
several reasons for this failureo One was the inclement weather that
occurred during the spawning periodo Inclement weather 9 or any natural
catastrophe will have a tendency to adversely affect the northern spawning
operationo Also, it is believed that the unusually high total dissolved
salt content of the lakes where the northern were collected might have
prohibited normal development of the eggso

Information collected by the district fishery biologists on the
various Nebraska power and irrigation reservoirs indicates that more
effort should be directed towards raising northern pikee The northern
pike is one of our more important predator fish and should be given every
consideration in the future hatchery programo For this reason, an attempt
to produce more northerns at the North Platte Hatchery will be made during
19580
WALLEYE

The walleye spawn~taking operation appears to be satisfactory at this
time, but changes will be made to improve it when necessary. Both seine
and hoop nets were used this year in obtaining spawners from Maloney Lake.
More ~ females were taken this year in hoop net sets than in the seine.
It is planned to use hoop nets extensively in 19S8o
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
The following is a summation of the walleye spawn-taking operation
for 1957:.

84 females- were strippedo
94t quarts of eggs were obtained for an estimated total
of 11t million.
3. 3 million fry were obtained for a 26.1% hatch.
1.

2.

A factor which contributed to the low percent hatch was the temporary occurrence of snell air bubbles in the water supply. The bubbles
floated the eggs out of the hatching jars into the tanks below. The
tanks were drained and the eggs picked up and re-jarred. This rejarring process, repeated several times, might have had an adverse
effect upon the walleye eggso Plans are to re-circulate the water
next year, if the air bubbles cannot be eliminatedo
FILLING roNDS
The results obtained from the phase of the 1957 program dealing
with early and late filling of ponds are presented in Table I.
Table Io

Average Yield from Early and Late Filled Ponds

Average production in number of walleyes
Early Fill - = - - - - - - 10,048
Late Fi11 - - - - - - - - 33~502
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
Figure I. Pond La.yout 9 Time of Fill 9 Fertilizer 9 and Product16n-in Number
of Walleyeo # Ponds receiving Amo-phoso 9 Sheep :Manure and
Nitrogeno
Not usAd in Studv I
Late 0...46=-0
Early 0"'46=0
2
3 Late 0-46-0
4

1221

5967

Early 0-46-0
Sheep Mmure

7

6

0

14.,277
Early
Sheep M3.nure

Early 0-46-0
Sheep Mmure

77si235

10

29,874

Late
Control

13

Farly
A100-phoso

Early
Sheep Manure

16

Late
Sheep :Manure

9

Farly
Control

12

Late
Amo-phoso

15

Early
Sheep Manure

34

Late
Control

18

21

23
25
27

Farly
Works #
Late
Sheep Mlnure
Early Nitrogen
Superphosphate

31

Late
Sheep Manure

33

Early
Amo-phoso

53si040

289600

Late Nitrogen
Superphosphate

37

Early Nitrogen
Superphospha te

399780
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24
26
28
30
32

350668
Late
Sheep Manure

29064

22

99638

35

Early
Sheep Manure

20

15l)496

630720
Early
Sheep Manure

Late
Works #

29

2351659
Late Amo-phoso

Early
Works #

19535

31si365
Early
Sheep Manure

17

&)la.

2

Late Nitrogen
Superphosphate

Early
Control

21 ~6o8

191
Early
Sheep Manure

14

9

99375
Early Amo-phos"
Sheep M3.nure

11

8

25"!83
Late Amo-phos o
Sheep M3.nure

I

38

69S>589
Early Amo-phos"
Sheep Manure

8

48a840

40,,J.il
19

Early
Sheep Mmure

89120

2a52J
0

5

354

519816

Not used in
study

Early 0-46-0
Sheep M:lnure

34
36

811942
39

late
Sheep Manure

)51024

38

NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
A correlation exists between time of filling and numb~rs of fish
producedo There are probably peveral reasons for this correlation~
The plankton value per sample increased weekly for about J-4 weeks at
whfoh time the volume collected per sample started to decrease~
Figure 2 presents the average production of plankton per each week
the ponds were testedo Weekly plankton tests were triide and charts
kept each week on each pondo
Figure 2 o

Average Plankton Production of Ponds o

200
160
Volo

in
mlso

120

...·r,
·~

~

80
40

Weeks

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

The food availability appears to hold true for both fertilized
and unfertilized ponds 9 although fertilized ponds had higher volumeso
It is believed that filling of ponds no longer than one week prior
to stocking with fry would permit maximum utilization of the planktono
Ponds noo 14 9 16~ 17 9 18 and 19 (figo 1) give a particularly good
illustration of early and late fill production as they were stocked
with fry on the same dateo
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
Table 2:

S'umnery of Nilinber of Fish Recovered from R>nds According to

Fertilization and Time of Fill.
Fertil~zer

Earl:! Fill
No. Ponds Av. # Fish
in Sample
Produced

Control Ponds
(Variation)

2

16-20-0 100#/wk.
(Variation

2

0-46-0 45#/wk.
(Variation)

1

2

21
(8-34)

Late Fill
No. Ponds Av. # Fish
Produced
in Sample
2

. 60, 703·

.

(51,816~9,589)

2

. . 56,280·
(48,$40-63,720)

1,221

2

41,601- .
(5,967--77,235)

12,219

2

35,573
(31,365-39,780)

19,095
(2,523-35,668)

44-0-0 + 0-46-0

35# & 45# /wk.
(Variation)

(It is recommended that the fertilizers and combinations below this
line be discontinued in 1958.)

Sheep Manure +
16-20-0+44-0-0
Sheep Manure 500#/wk.,
& rates listed above 2
(Variation)
Sheep Mlnure
Rates listed above
(Variation)

8

Sheep Manure+16-20-0
2
Rates listed above
(Variation)
Sheep Manure+0-46-0
(Variation)

3

32
(9-54)

1

14,599
(0-53,040)

5

12,837
(191-25,674)

1

16~648

(1,535-40,444)
9,375

4,877
(0-14,277)

Av. No. Fish per pond
Total No. Fish produced
22

21,608

33,502
221,057
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50,236

NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
STOCKING RJNDS
In 1957 approximately 78 9 500 walleye fry were stocked per pcindo
Results from 1957 and previous years· indicates that a higher stocking
ratio is possible·o. ·rt is 9 therefore; recommended that fry be stocked
at the rate of 100 9 000 per pond in 19580
FERTILIZERS AND APPLICATIONS
The fertilization program for 1957 was initiated to evalUa.te·
proper use of fertilizerso Types of fertilizers used.and production
for each pond is presented in Figure I 9 which also gives a rough
outline of the pond layout at the North Platte Hat~heryo
Table 2 indicates there are three types of fertilizer applications which show promise and should be incorporated in next years
programo They are superphosphate alone~ water soluble amo=phoso· ·
alone 9 and superphosphatce and nitrogen in combinationo Control ponds
showed high production (Table 2) and should be included again next
yearo The number of control ponds should be increasedo From the
information presented in Table 2 9 other fertilizers or fertilizer
combinations do not seem to offer any advantage 9 and their use·
should be discontinuedo Of interest in this report is Table 3, which
presents a correlation between type of fertilizer used and productiono
Table

3~

Type of Fertilization and Production in Numbers of Walleyeo

Control
Avo (4)*
Total

*

Inorganic

Organic

( 1 '1) 30 9 060

( 13) 15 9388

3309657

2009038

Organic + Inorganic

Number in parenthesis are number of ponds in sample

Those ponds receiving organic and an organic=inorganic combi=
nation of fertilizer were significantly lower in productiono
AM)UNTS OF FERTILIZER
From results during the year 9 our present thinking in regard to
amount of fertilizers used should be revisedo We have some evidence
to indicate that over=fertilization is easy and also detrimentalo The
following table offers support for this observationo
TABLE 4o Average Yield of Ponds in Relation to Pounds Actual Nutrients*
Amounts of Fertilizer
None
4,vo Early Fill Pond Production 21 (2)
Avo Late Fill Pond Production 60 9 703 (2)
Avo Both Fills
30 9 362 (4)

20=100 lbso

109887 (13)
219836 (11)
209489 (24)

Over 100 lbao
59781 (7)
155>491 (2)
79905 (9)

*Actual nutrients means poundage of nitrogen 9 phosphorus or
potassium added weekly to the pondo
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
In those ponds receiving over'100 poun~s of nutrient elements per week,
productiOn was significantly lower. The following is a list of recommended
amounts of fertilizer to be used in the 1958 plan:
Fertilizer

1st Application

Superphosphate (0-46-0)

45 lbso

Superphosphate+Nitrogen
{44-0~ + 0-,4.6-0)

40 lbscP
35 lbsoN

Water Soluble

100 lbs o

Amo-phos~

Following Applications
As needed in same amount.
As needed in same amout.
As needed.

CHECKING FONDS
Weekly plankton sampling on each pond will be continued in 1958, using
the same techniques and following the same sequence as in 19570 Growth and
condition of fish was checked periodically during the season. This should
be continued next seasono
DRAINING FONDS
The timely cropping of ponds may be the most important operation in
the programo Table 5 shows a correlation between days fish were in the
ponds and productiono
TABIE

S_g

Production in Numbers of Walleye in Relation to Time in Ponds

Average Noo Fish per Pond
Average Noo Fish per Pound

20-30 days
34,505
19146

30-40 days
249210

887

40-50 days .
14, 921

799

Ponds were drained at a good rate this year~ but a more rapid rate
of drainage should be attemptedo During 1958 draining of the ponds
should start when the fish are about 1o25 inches longo Eyed eggs obtained
from Minnesota were 2-3 weeks later than Nebraska eggso This time
differential allows enough leeway to permit timely cropping of the early
and late walleyeo
DISEASE
Normal investigational work revealed a nutritional deficiency in the
walleye diet in the rearing pondso
A heavy loss of fish occurred in several pondso This loss was
attributed to a nutritional gill disease caused by a deficiency in the
die to
Although there were few fish with normal gills, sufficient numbers
were found for comparisono
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NORTH PL(lT'f.E HATCHERY (Continued)
The.normal walleye has gill. arches to which are attached gill
filaments. The filaments in turn have branches called laniellae.. ,
These gill arches with the aforementioned organs perform respiration.
The-najority of the walleye.examined with the "disorder" had their
lamellae and occasionally even their filaments fused together.
Figure 3 is a graphic illustration of the normal and subnornal Walleye
gillo Apparently the fusing of the gill lamellae prevents nornel
respiration"
Figure 3,
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The disorder apparently did _not appear until after the fish had
reached a length of approximately 1.25 incheso We do not have
sufficient infor:n:ation to pinpoint the size at which the disorder
startso
WATER SUPPLY
There are two sources of water available at the North Platte
Hatchery at the present timeo Neither source is to be considered
entirely reliable~ as at times both have failed to deliver water of
uniform quality. One source of water is from Lake Maloney, the
other is a deep well powered with a turbine pump.
Lake Maloney water for hatching purposes is objectionable
from the standpoint of temperature fluctuation, and the periodic
occurrences of tiny air bubbles which collect on the eggs and
float them out of the hatching jars.
Water from the deep well at the hatchery is of good quality,
except for the continuous presence of tiny air bubbles.
Since nothing within reason can be done to alter the quality
of water from Lake Maloney, efforts should be concentrated on the
deep well.
ORGANIC MATTER
There appears to be correlation between the organic matter
of the ponds and fish productiono
Table 6 presents these
findingse
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
TABI.E 6:

%Organic

%Organic

matter

Matter in Pond Bottomsand Number of Fish Produced

Avo Number fish produced
Variation

0.1%

1-2%

~-3%.

5,094

18,495

28,662

9 - 23,659

0 -69,589

2064 - 77,235

Attempts to increase the organic content of the pond bottoms will.
be continued; however~ the possibility of raising the organic· content of
the ponds appreciably seems·remoteo According to authorities, it
requires approximately 20~000 pounds of dry organic material· to raise
the· organic content one percent in one acre of mineral soil sir inches
deepe In those ponds where natural vegetation becomes abilndant, it is ,
felt that working it into the soil will give benefits comparable to rye,
and at a lower cost. When rye is used, planting should be done as soon
after drainage as possible to obtain maximum growth before fall. The
rye should be turned under in the late fall, since working conditions
of pond bottoms during the spring season cannot be predicted.
Soil samples of all ponds will be taken again in 1958 for use·· in
making organic natter~ pH and lime content deterrninationso The few
samples taken in 1957 for pH determination showed some of the ponds to
be in a range above that which is considered desirableo The possibility
of lowering the pH of some of the ponds should be investigated.
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)

DRAINABLE WALLEYE roNDS - SOIL FERTILITY
Percentage or Organic

~ tter

1956

Pond No.

1956

1.

1-46%

21.

1.12%

2.

2.02

220

1.08

3.

1.22

230

1o22

4.

1.35

24.

.88

5.

1049

25.

.es

6.

1.21

26.

.83

7.

1.66

27.

1.19

8.

1.21

28.

1.55

9o

1.75

29.

1o16

10.

2.18

30.

1o95

11.

1.18

31.

.95

12.

1.17

32.

1 .. 40

13.

1.49

33.

1.66

14.

1.57

34.

2.21

15.

1.94

35.

2.13

16.

1.65

36.

2.71

17.

1.87

37.

2.25

18.

1.46

38.

2.84

19.

1 .31

39.

2,53

20.

.95

Pond No,
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
SOIL SAMPLES. FROM NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY FDNDS, FOR pH DETERMINATION
~

Pond No.

pH

Depth - Inches

Ca CO

0-8

~.1

EV

8-24

8. 1

ES

24-36

8.2

ES

0-8

9.1

EV

8-24

9o9

EV

24-36

9.0

EV

0-8

8.0

EV

8-24

800

EV

24-36

8.0

EV

12

o~8

8.0

ES

26

0-8

8.2

ES

2

0-8

7o9

ES

31

0-8

8.2

EV

21

0-8

8.o

19

0-8

8. 1

24

36

8

Lime content of the Soil:

100

E

= slight amount

ES

= strong

EV

= violent

EV

of lime

amount of lime, approx.
2/3 ton/acre

amount of lime,
approxo 3+ tons/acre.

NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)
The experiments ··carried out during the ·.year ·produced a great
aioount of infornation Experiments will be· continued during 1958
and a detailed plan of operation was prepared.during the winter
months for 1958 ~ This has been based on ther results obtained this
year, and we anticipate better success in 1958.
ti

After all ponds were.drained and fish removed and stocked,
the ponds that were to be planted to rye, according to the 1958
plan, were leveled and seededo I.ate in the fall of this year these
pond bottoms were disked to mix the rye growth with the soil. The
plan called for some pends to receive different qUa.ntities of
sheep manureo The ne.nure was purchased, spread and disked into ·
the pond bottoms late in the fallo The remaining ponds to receive
inorganic fertilizers next season were leveled and shaped.
Repairs were ma.de on drainage screens, dykes, etco
leaks in the water supply line were repa.iredo

Several

Other work and improvements during the year were as follows:·
A new 10ft valve and valve box was installed in the n:ain water
supply line, so that some of the water line to the ponds could be
drained during the wintero
Hatching batteries were repaired, and one battery re-built
to accomodate more hatching jars o
The basement ceiling of the superintendent's residence was
refinished with ins'\llated ceiling board, and the walls painted.
Water lines in the residence were repa.iredo
Two men were transferred to the seining crew during the
winter monthsa Hatchery personnel assisted in fish salvage on
the Culbertson irrigation canalo
Following is a report on fish produced and handled by the
hatchery, along with production costso
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NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY (Continued)

NORTH PLATTE· HATCHERY

310-57
STOCKING AND PRODUCTION DATA

1957
GAME FISH PRODUCED AND STOCKED •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SPECIES

Walleye

ml
1,476p200

llli.Q.

~

732,427

2,208,627

FISH SALVAGED AND S'IOCKED ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ch. Catfish

39,500

2,208,627

39,500

39,500

TOTAL GAME FISH STOCKED •••••••

2,248,127

***
PRODUCTION AND OTHER WORK COSTS:

(a) Producing 2,208,627 Fry-Fing. @ $ 7.85 per M. •••••
Stocking 2,208,627 Fry-Fing. @ $ .02t per M.

$ 17,345.85
55.73

(b) Miscellaneous, Salvage, Etc., •••••••••••••••••••••

117.99

(c) Properties, Improvements and Equip:ioont •••••••••••••

2,227.04

Plastic hatching jars
Lawn mower
Mower for tractor
Chevrolet truck
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$ 208.45
63.47
36o.25
1,594,87
$2,227.04

BENKELl'AN AND ROCK CREEK HATCHERY

310-58
Frank Weissil Superintendent

INTRODUCTION
The Rock Creek hatchery is the department's only najor trout·
hatcheryo Wannwater fish - bass, blµegill, crappie and rock bass are also produced to take care of needs in the southwestern part of
the state ..
The Benkelman sub-station provides living quarters for the
superintendenti and has six warmwater fish rearing ponds. The cool
spring water is used to hatch trout eggs a After hatching, the fry
are moved to the Rock Creek station for rearingG
Some trout produced at the Rock Creek station are stocked as
fingerlings ll and some reared to yearBng size for 91 put and take 11
fishingo This year!> 123~000 fingerlings were stocked in the spring
and fall for experimental worko Yearlings stocked in the spring of
1957 numbered 103 1 6910 Many of the trout hatched in December of
1956 were held the entire year of 1957 for stocking in the spring
of 1958,,
There were some warmwater fish produced this year 9 but some
ponds were drained and the bottoms frozen through the winter monthse
These ponds had filled up with silt and muck deposited over the last
thirty years~ The gradual accumulation of muck from decaying
vegetation and silt from heavy rains oode much of the area of each
pond unsuitable for fish rroduction.. With the aid of the construction and engineering personnel and equirment 9 this work was continued
this year~ A large number of ponds were completed during 1956. As
nroch as four feet of muck has been removed from some ponds and
channels have been straightened to facilitate seining and removal
of fish.. This work will continue in 1958,~
All of the trout ponds were flushed out with water pressure
to remove waste food deposits and silt~ These ponds were treated
nearly every day wi t.h rmlachite green for algae control(' The
superintendents 9 "used Bull Durham9\J sacks came in very handy for
this purposeo
The hatching and feeding of brine shrimp was continued this
year with excellent success~ and plans are to continue this practice.;
The newly hatched trout take to this live food much better than they
do ground livers~ and the result is a much faster start and better
growth., A new tank was built for better temperature control in
hatching the shrimp eggs~
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BENKELMAN AND ROCK CREEK HATCHERY (Continued)
Painting of hatchery buildings continued during the year, ·and all
buildings at the Rock Creek station received one coat of painto ·The
interior of all three residences were re-decoratedo
With assistance from the construction division, and their dragline, .
one of the springs· supplying water to the batch house was cleaned out and
a new concrete cutoff wall constructedo
Ceilings in all three tenant residences were insulated, and a new
electric water heater installed in one residenceo
All steel hatching troughs and egg trays were paintedo
seines were hung 9 and dams and dykes repairedo

Two new

A new 150~ x 4 9 reinforced concrete raceway for trout was constructed in the old drain ditch from the hatchouseo
3~

A new 6" drain from.the outside hatching troughs replaced the small
drain which was con~inually causing troubleo

An experiment with the use of one of the many new "dry trout feeds•
was tried during the year with two small lots of trouto The type used
has been successful in Missouri, and if successful here will save
·
conSiderably 9 ·especially on· labor costso These new foods do not require
refrigeration, as raw meat products do, and require no mixing or grinding.
Two sn:e.11 rearing ponds were selected for the experimento Noo 1
pond is approximately 350 square yards in surface area, and Noo 2 pond
approximately·475 square yardso On June 1 9 1957 9 pond Noo 1 was stocked
with 8 9 000 fingerling rainbow trout 2-3 inches in lengtho Noo 2 pond
was stocked with 9 9 000 rainbow fingerling of the same sizeo Pond.No. 2
w.s used as a control pond 9 and the fish fed the regular diet consisting
of the Noo 6 Federal formula 9 a balanced diet made up in pellet form,
with raw meat products addedo Fish in Noo 1 pond were fed the new dry
feed exclusively after they were stockedo
On January 8 9 1958 9 both ponds were drained and the fish in each
counted and weighedo At this time all fish were 7 months oldo Results
are shown belowg
Noo 1 Pond

~

Dry Feed

Noo Fish Stocked
No o Fish Removed
Weight of Fish Removed
Avo Weight Fish per lbe
Lbso of food fed
Lbsc Food per lbo Fish
Food Cost per lb~

· '11.o-tal Food Costs

Noo 2 Pond - Control
89000
69870
19 708 #

4#
#

21000

1o2

0107/16

• 208070
Man Hrs~ = 28
45092
Refrigeration/Grinding
None
Transporation Benkelman tp None
hatchery
$ 254062
Avo cost per lbo
015

9,000
8,311
1, 702 #
4o9 #
1 9 960 # melts
3 9 136 #2 Pellets
4,096 #
2o4
o08t Melts
008 1/3 Pellets
• 427093
M9.n hrso-42
68088
47018
14000
•

557099
033

BENKELMAN AND ROCK CREEK HA'ICHERY (Continued)
Counts of fish when stocked and when removed·· were made by
measure, so the above figures are only approximate. No definite
conclusions can be nade from the above experiment, but it is
planned to continue experiments next season. More accurate
records will be kept next season.
A more complete and longer experiment has been started with
this same dry feed, and will be continued throughout 1958 and,
until the fish are stocked in the spring of ·1959·~ Rainbow fry,
hatched the latter part of December of this year, will be started
on brine shrimp only long enough for them to ··1earn to take food.
From that time on they will be fed nothing but the dry food ma.de
up in various sizese
Following is a report on fish produced and stocked, and
production costsc
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BENKELMAN AND ROCK CREEK HATCHERY (Continued)
BENKELMAN AND ROCK.CREEK HATCHERY
310-58
STOCKING AND PRODUCTION DATA

GAME FISH PRODUCED AND S'IOCKEDooooeooooooooo••••O•o•o•••••••
SPECIES
Brown Trout
Rainbow Trout

miQ.

25,556

Bluegill
Rock Bass
Black Bass

~

~

1J2 8 18&
132, 184

94,507

25,55?
201e 135
226,691

5,625
2,025
16 8 JOQ
23,950

5.625
2,025
16,JOO
23,950

68.2~1

226,691

'IDTAL GAME FISH S'IDCKED.o••••••••••••

23,950
250,641

PRODUCTION AND MISCELLANEOUS WORK COSTS:
(a) Producing 94 9 507 Year. @$315.03 per M. ••••••o••••
(b) Stocking 94,507 Year.

@$ 13.05 per M.

00000000_000

( c) Trout on hand June_ 1 , 1957:
323,000 Fing.(5 nx>.)@ $37.46 per M.

29,772.39
1,233.18

00000000

12,098,69

(d) Trout stocked May - 123,000 Fingo @$ 37046 per M••

4,606.96

(e) Stocking cost for 123,000 Fing. @ .86 per M.

•••• 0.

105.17

(f) Trout on hand Dec. 1, 1957, 99,184@ $196.95 ••••••
(6 1/3 fish per lb - 10 mo. old)
(g) Trout stocked Nov. 1957, 9,184@ $196095 o•o•o•o•••

19,534.38

(h) Stocking cost for 9,184 trout@ $9.86 per Mo ••••••

90.57

(i) Trout on hand January 1, 1958, est. 90,000 Production cost to January 1, 1958.ooooo•••o••O•

18,946.47

(j) Cost to January 1, 1958-trout to be stocked in 1959

2,359.05

(k) Properties, Improvements and Equipment •••••••••••••
Two trucks ••o•••o• $ 2,834.55

2,834.55
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1,808. 79

U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE HATCHERIES
The·u. S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel have-been very
cooperative with the Nebraska fisheries division for many years in
helping to solve the many problems that arise. Many thousands of fish
produced by their hatcheries are furnished and delivered to private
pond and lake owners in Nebraska, as well as to public waters upon~
requeste An agreement betwen the Service and the fisP,eries division
provides that all Federal applications for fish to go into Nebraska
waters shall first be approved by the Nebraska fisheries divisiono
This not only saves the Service in making many unnecessary trips, but
allows the fisheries division to better control the management of
most of the waters in the state.
Also, under agreement, Nebraska receives all yearling trout
produced at the Federal Fish hatchery station at Crawford, Nebraska,
and, in addition, the surplus fish produced over and above what is
needed to fill applications. In return, Nebraska fishery personnel
assist in transportation of fish from the Crawford station to both
public and private waters in the stateo The Service, upon request
and when possible, furnish fish from other Federal fisheries
stations ..
Trout eggs were received this year from the Service without
cost for our Rock Creek hatchery.
Trout fingerling and adult were supplied by the Federal
station at Spearfish, South Dakota for an experimental stocking
program below the Cavins Point Reservoirc This experiment was
started in the spring of 1956 and will continue for a three-year
periodo
The Crawford station is the on1y Federal hatchery in Nebraska
and supplies many fish each year for Nebraska waters. Below is a
record of all fish stocked in Nebraska waters during 1957 from the
Crawford stationo
SPECIES
Bass
Bluegill
Rainbow
Brow
Brook
TOTAL

NUMBEE

WEIGHT

150~ 13~:

297c8

93,050
128,986
16,948
35,869

10l>888o5
4,33705

424,985

18,7761)3

36~9

3,215~6

* * *
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FISHERIES RESEARCH
Federal Aid in Fish Restoration
(Dingell-Johnson Act)
100 - F-4-R
During 1957 9 the fisheries research section continued to operate
under the district plan although there were vacancies in some districts
throughout the year. The fisheries research section functions in accordance with regulations of the Dingell-Johnson act. :Ea.ch district
biologist has definite job assignments. The various jobs are described
and approved by federal aid administration before work is begun. The
job descriptions may be rewritten before the beginning of the next year's
work if deemed necessary by the district biologist and project leader.
In addition to Dingell-Johnson job assignments, the district fishery
biologist participates in public relations work and is available for
assistance in matters pertaining to fishery ~esources. Theoretically,
three-fourths of the district biologists' time is spent on federal aid
job assignments.
Two districts were without a fishery biologist most of the year:
district III with headquarters in Norfolk and district V with headquarters in Lincoln. Mr. Elmer Carlson resigned from his position at
the Norfolk headquarters in March, 1957; there were no applicants from
which to fill the vacancy. A college student was hired for the summer
to work on job number five. His activity was primarily to collect creel
census data at Gavina Point Reservoir.
In April, 1957 Mr. Jack Heaton moved from district I to district V
headquarters where he remained for three months; he then joined the Fish
and Wildlife Service. The district V headquarters remained without a
district biologist for the balance of the year. A college student was
hired for the summer and assisted the project leader in collecting data
on projects assigned to the district.
In June 9 1957 Mr. Keith Donoho joined the Commission and began duty
as district I fishery biologist, succeeding Jack Heaton.
Reports of costs and activities are submitted both weekly and monthly.
Detailed annual reports are prepared by the biologists and project leader
and are submitted to the regional office of federal aid projects. These
reports are of a technical nature and too lengthy to present the data in
this summary. Copies of the detailed reports are available to interested
persons.
The information collected and reported by the fishery biologists
have shown the way to better management of fishery resources.
A summary of activities and progress on the various jobs,together
with some recommendations are herein presentedo
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FISHERIES RESEARCH
District I
S~ary

Headquartera:... .Alliance
Fisheries Supervisor: Keith Donoho
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments:
Job No. 1 - Trout Stream and Lake Survey and Management
Job No. 6 - Public Power and Irrigation Reservoir Management
During 1957 the major portion of the fisheries work was devoted
to Dingell-Johnson research projects and some work done on state lakes
and two other projects. The data collected are available in DingellJohnson reports on file at Lincoln or district I office. A brief
summary of the work accomplished is presented in the following sections.

SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 1
During 1957 major emphasis was placed on obtaining samples of
fish populations in the trout streams. A back pack shocker was used
and 25 streams were sampled. Samples were made throughout the streams
for the purpose of learning the distribution of trout and other species
of fishes as well as obtaining data on age and growth, reproductive
success, population and densitieso
The marked fingerling trout introduced into three streams in

1956 were followed until floods removed the population.
Trout have been found in all streams that have adequate spawning
gravel. Natural reproduction of brown trout has been found in 18
streams, rainbow reproduction has been found in three streams and
brook reproduction in six streams. The data collected shows that
the brown trout is best adapted to the majority of streams. This
information correlates closely with that reported by Heaton (1955
and 1956). Fingerling stocking has increased populations where low
densisities were encountered during sampling.
Experimental stocking of two sandpit lakes in Bridgeport Recreation area was carried out in 1956. The growth rate was followed
through 1957 and growth rates were excellent. Rainbow trout fingerling stocked in Marc~ 1956, in the southwest 3~ acre sandpit, reached
lengths averaging 11.6 inches by September of that year and by August
of 1957 averaged 14.2 inches. A second stocking in this pit in March,
1957 of 1000 three-inch fingerling rainbow was successful. These fish
averaged seven inches in length by September, 1957.
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A second sandpit (southeast 12 acres) was stocked .in March, 19560
Age and growth was followed in 1957. Samples were small due to the difficulty in the sampling techniqueo Sandpits ar~ extremely difficult to
sampleo However 9 the growth at the end of September averaged.eight inches,,

A thixd sandpit (northwest 12o5 acres) was rotenoned on July 30,

19570

It was then stocked at the rate of ltOOO fish per surface acreo
On September 9, 1957~ 5,792 brook trout averaging five to six inches and
numbering 495 to the pound was stockedo On September 10, 1957~ 5 9 628
rainbow trout averaging five and one~half to seven inches and numbering
420 to the pound was stocked~
In June cf 1957, the first two fingerling project lakes were raised
so high by rainfall that they became connected together with other pits
of the recreation area that had heavy concentrations of rough and game
fisho Consequently, they have been ruined as a study for fingerling
managemente It is interesting to note that very rapid growth was obtained even in the face of competition with rough and game fisheso The
third sandpit was renovated so the study could be carried on and in time
all the pits in the Bridgeport Recreation area will be renovated and per~
haps converted to trout lakeso
It is recommended that both adult "put and take" and fingerling
trout if stocked be put in the better streams which are the most accessible to the fishermen to insure a better harvest of these fieheso

SUMMARY OF JOB NOo 6
-~~-.-...~-=---

During the year 9 data of physical and chemical characteristics and
fish populations were collected on Whitney, Oliver, Box Butte and Minatare Reservoirse These surveys and collections were designed to obtain
factual information for future management of these and similar reservoirso
Observations included water flu:,1uations 9 turbidity, temperatures\)
dissolved oxygen and alkalinity of the water. Lakes were at a higher
level this year due to the increased rainfall and late demand for irrigation watero Soil turbidity is excessive only in Whitney and Box Butte
in late summer when reservoirs are lows Temperatures in mid-summer were
around 80° Fa except Whitney which was somewhat warmer. All reservoirs
failed to stratify thermallyo The waters of the reservoirs were quite
hard with the total alkalinity range of 130 to 238 ppm.
Aquatic vegetation was considerably more abundant than in 1956 due
to the late demands for irrigation watero Water flttiuations during irrigation virtually destroyed this veget~tion by mid-Auguste
Bottom organisms were scarce undoubtedly due to water fJuc1uationso
This is definitely a limiting factor in the food chai:10

HO

Plankton populations were good with micro-crustaceans abundant,
which are utilized by many fishes for foodo Heavy blooms of bluegreen algae were noted and these forms are indicators of water rich
in nutrients.
Fish populations were sampled by means of gill nets and seines
during 19570 Gill net samples were made at two periods on Box Butte,
Minatare and Oliver and at four periods in Whitneyo Seine samples
were made on each reservoir in late summer for spawning successo
Scale samples, for age and growth, lengths, weights, sex and stomach
contents were taken from most fishes in these collectionso Data are
presented in detail in the Dingell-Johnson reports for 1957, and only
a brief discussion is presented in the following sections.
Walleye
Walleye were taken in each of the reservoirs, with best populations in Whitney and Minatareo Box Butte and Oliver have small,
slow growing populations.
Gill net and seine samples have shown excellent reproduction
except in Oliver and Box Butte Reservoirso In the absence of fingerling stocking in 1957, data on natural reproduction versus stocking
indicates that native spawned fish will maintain a fishable population where spawning conditions are presento
It seems as though fingerling stocking in the face of high population is only a means of introducing the species, instead of maintaining a fishable population.
Yellow Perch
Perch were captured in each reservoir and high populations found
in all except Oliver. Rapid growth rates were noted in Minatare, but
comparatively slow in the other reservoirs. Life span was relatively
short with none found over five years of ageo Perch as long as eight
inches were seldom found except in Minatare.
Black Crappie
Black crappie were found in each reservoir; however, due to old
age and lack of reproductive success there was a population reduction
in Box Butte Reservoir in the spring and summer of 1957. It appears
that the other populations of crappie are not being adequately harvestedo
White Crappie
A low population of white crappie was found in Minatare. The
fish are fairly fast growing, however, low in numbers and add little
to the fishery.
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Largemouth Bass
A fishable population of bass was found only in Olivero Stocking
records indicate that bass stocking has been ineffective in maintaining
a fishable population in the other reservoirso
Sunfish
The small sunfish are rare and scattered in each reservoir, numbers being so low that they contribute nothing in the creel and stocking
has failed to establish or maintain a fishable population in the reservoirso
White Bass
White bass have been introduced into each reservoiro Populations
are low and contribute little to the fishery obviating the lack of suitable environmento
Northern Pike
Pike were introduced into Minatare and Box Butte, but none were
taken in 1957 sampleso If present, they are in very low numbers which
is probably due to the lack of adequate spawning areaso
Channel Catfish
Channel catfish have been stocked in each of the reservoirs. Good
populations and natural reproduction was found in Whitney and Box Butte.
Under-harvest is undoubtedly due to the present restrictions on number
of hooks that can be used, and fishing techniques are somewhat selective
against the specieso

Dominant populations were found in Box Butte and Minatare. In the
other reservoirs, carp is not a serious problemo Utilization of carp
by the fishermen is nonexistent. Carp utilization and removal is a serious problem and thus far rough fish removal operations have been ineffecti veo
Common Suckers
Common suckers are present in each reservoir. Only in Box Butte
are sucker populations high enough to be serious competitors for food.
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Recommendations
Investigations have shown serious domination of rough fish population in Minatare and Box Butteo
It is recommended that Box Butte be renovated and restocked with
a suitable combination of game fish specieso
Due to the lack of success of largemouth bass, crappie, and bullheads in the reservoirs, it is recommended that stocking should be
halted unless careful investigations establish the need for such stocking.
It is recommended that stocking of walleye fry and fingerlings
be made primarily in new waters.
Fingerling stocking thus far has proved to be only a means of
introducing the species and appears to contribute little to the increase or maintainance of a walleye fishery.
It appears that present hook and line regulations for reservoirs
discourage the harvest of channel catfish.
It is recommended that the use of more hooks on float and trot
lines should be allowed in the reservoirso
Other Activities
In addition to the fisheries research and mangement work, there
were numerous other demands upon time -0f the fisheries supervisoro
The following list indicates the varied list of organizations and
clubs where talks of fishery management were presented.
KCOW Alliance - 6 radio programs
Alliance High School - 2 biology classes
Western Nebraska Sportsmen's Association - 3 meetings
Boy Scouts - Rushville
Fisheries meetings - 3
Some time was spent in aiding other district supervisors in
special projects.
In addition, other meetings were attended and information given
to people who wrote or came to the district officeo
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FISHERY RESEARCH
District II
(and Fishery Activities in District III)
Summary
Headquarters: Bassett
Fishery Supervisor: Bruce McCarraher
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments:
Job No. 1 - Trout Stream and Lake Inventory and Management
Job No. 2 - Sandhill Lake Survey
Investigation of trout streams was accelerated during the year in
order to collect information on species composition and total number of
fish present in a given unit of stream.
Streams that are generally recognized as trout water in the sandhills have a remarkably even flow of clear water; the volume varies little during the year.
These streams may be classified in three trout categories:
porting9 (2) Borderline and (3) Non-supportingo

(1) Sup-

Supporting

Borderline

Non-supporting

Coon Creek 9 Rock County
Gracie Creek, Loup County
Long Pine Creek 2
Brown County
North Loup River 9
Cherry County
Plum Creek 9 Brown County
Schlagel Creek, Cherry County
Steel Creek 2 Holt County

Dismal River (upper end),
Hooker County
Louse Creek, Holt County
Verdigre Creek,
Holt County
Verdigre Creek 9
Antelope County

Goose Creek,
Cherry County
Pebble Creek,
Antelope County

Some Biological 2 Chemical and Physical Characteristics For Seven Streams
Coon Creek, a small spring-fed stream 12 miles longo Brown trout
fry relaased during February obtained 8.o inches in length by December.
Water is hard (pH 8.4) and contains abundant invertebrate organisms.
Dismal River, is trout habitat for only about 12 miles at its upper
end. Water temperature and physical characteristics indicate that the
North Fork is more suited for trout than the South Fork. Brown and rainbow trout were present in about equal numbers. Natural trout reproduction
is thought to be absent--lack of gravel spawning siteso
Gracie Creek, was found to contain few trout, but numerous white
suckers, longnose dace and green sunfish.
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Long Pine Creek, sampling revealed that brown trout were five
times more numerous than rainbow trout. Public fishing pressure on
this creek remains high during the spring and summer months.
North Loup River trout habitat is entirely along a 15 mile
stretch near the source. No evidence of natural trout reproduction
was found--lack of suitable spawning gravel beds. Resident summer
trout populations were estimated to be 50-75 fish per mile of stream.
Rainbow trout were encountered at a ratio of 7:2 over browns. Public
fishing remains light because of the inaccessibility of the stream.
Schlagel Creek is a hard water stream (pH 8.5). Sampling results indicate that the beaver pond areas at the upper end contain
numerous 7.0-7.5 inch brown trout. Down stream surveys found 7.010.0 inch browns and only a few rainbows. Winter carry-over of
browns is thought to be good.
Louse Creek is a spring fed tributary of Steel Creek. The creek
is narrow with few pools. Trout spawning sites are available--should
furnish limited trout reproduction. Fish species found in the creek
were the creek chub and the longnose dace. Trout were not found during sampling period.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Stream surveys have been in progress since 1955. Valid work on
those streams has not been in effect long enough to solve major specific problems. These problems are: (1) Ex:tent of natural reproduction
in trout supporting streams, (2) Extent to which hatchery reared fish
enters the anglers creel and (3) The merits of stream improvement devices.
Although answers are still needed on the above problems, some
headway has been achieved regarding the following: (1) Fish species
composition in streams, (2) Physical Characteristics recorded, i.e.,
gravel, pools, width, siltation, and (3) Stream fertility--vegetation, aquatic insects.

SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 2
Since the fall of 1954 a basic chemical, physical and biological
inventory of the sandhill lakes has been in progress. Participation
in this preliminary type survey has been of necessity, limited in
scope.
A total of 88 sandhill lakes, varying in size from 25 surface
acres to 1 9 000 surface acres have been investigated. Several lakes
such as Big Alkali, Dewey, Hackberry, Pelican, Watts, Round, Shell,
Cottonwood, Enders Overflow, Long, Punch Bowl and Little Alkali have
received considerably more attention than others.
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During 1957, several new lakes were investigated for the first time.
Seasonal assistance was provided by a fisheries student from Iowa State
College. This capable type of worker provided for an accelerated followup study on several lakes.
The advent of abundant rainfall in 1957 replenished many of the almost dry lakes and provided a more stable water level in others. Almost
without exception, the raising of lake levels contributed greatly to the
total biological enrichment of the lakes, decreased alkalinity values
and provided excellent natural fish spawning conditions.
Results of 1957 Investigations on Four Sandhill Lakes
Dewey La.kea Cherry County
This lake was test-netted throughout the year to determine introduced (1956) walleye growth rates and the changing fish population
structure. Walleye of 13.5 inches were sampled by late fall of this
year.
Natural reproduction was evident during 1957.
Species

Abundance

Yellow Perch
Black Crappie
Black Bullhead
Carp
Golden Shiner
Grass Pike

Abundant
Common
Common
Common-scarce
Scarce
Scarce

A comparison in regard to the 1956 reproduction success and that
of 1957 is of interest. Young-of-year crappie and carp were numerous
in 1956, with perch scarce; the reverse ratio occurred this year. Young
perch were abundant in all seine checks while crappie and carp appeared
as only common to scarce. Reproduction of the black bullhead appeared
to be sporadic and largely unsuccessful in 1957.
Recommendations have been submitted, and plans are now underway,
to treat Dewey Lake with a fish killing toxicant during 1958.
Watts Lake, Cherry County
Fish population studies in 1957 showed encouraging results in regard to northern pike reproduction and growth. The surviving fish of
the 1956 fry and fingerling plant are now entering the lakes fishery.
By the fall of 1957, year-and-a-half old pike had reached lengths of
23.0 inches and averaged 19.8 inches in length.
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The black bullhead continues to increase in the lake and may
soon dominate the sport fisheryo During the year, largemouth bass
were stocked in Watts La.keo
Big Alkali Lake 2 Cherry County
This large sandhill lake 9 fourth largest in the state, received
good fishing pressure during the summer monthso A total of 4,500
fishermen visited the lake and caught around 25 9 600 fish during a five
and a half month periodo The black bullhead comprised 69 percent of
the total catch while the yellow perch contributed 32 percent of the
catch. The average fisherman fished for 4o9 hours and harvested
around 12 fish per trip.
A total of about 1600 pounds of fish per surface acre were removed by angling which is a rather insignificant figure when the lake
is believed to contain 4oo-500 pounds per acreo
Fishermen from 71 Nebraska counties visited the lake during the
year; counties in order of representation were~ (1) Lincoln, (2)
Cherry, (3) Hall 9 (4) Dawson, (5) Buffalo and (6) Custer.
Non-resident fishermen hailed from nine states with Kansas 9 Illinois, and Missouri tops in representationo
During the winter of 1956-57, the alkalinity of Big Alkali reached
803 ppmo, the highest recorded for a three year periodo With the rise
in the water level in 1957, a decrease in the solutes has been recordedo
The drastic increase in the lakes salt content was believed to have affected several species of fish; namely 9 the black crappie and northern
pikeo
Natural reproduction was found for the following species: black
bullhead, green sunfish 9 black crappie, largemouth bass, golden shiner,
carp and percho No natural reproduction of the northern pike occurred .
during the year, 19570
Walleye fingerling (112 9 000) were introduced into Big Alkali Lake
in 1957 and growth was good with average lengths of 7.3 inches by late
fallo
Valuable creel census information has been collected by the Alkali Camp caretakero The year 1957 was the first completed year of
the creel study and has already given information concerning catch
data, fishermen use and fishing techniques previously unknowno
Hackberry Lake 2 Cherry C.ounty
On 10-2-57 this lake was treated with the chemical, toxaphene,
to destroy the resident fish J>Opulationo Fish species present were:
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black bullhead (abundant) 9 carp (common) 9 green sunfish (commo~, fathead
minnow (common). Bass or bluegill were not locatedo Water toxicity is
expected to carry over until the spring of 1958. Distressed bullhead
and carp were found along the shores during the middle of November.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Sandhill lake surveys continue to show that natural reproduction
of game fish species is abundant for most years. No species of fish
reproduces successfully every year in sandhill lakes, and in time, we
will be in a position to determine which lakes merit supplemental stocking. Supplemental stocking is especially applicable for such predator
fish as northern pike and largemouth bass.
Winter kill lakes appear to warrant fry and fingerling plants.
sults have been excellent in the past.

Re-

Overall fishing pressure remains negligible on most sandhill lakes
because of (1) Inaccessibility--poor roads, (2) Lack of overnight accommodations and facilities, (3) Submergent vegetation problem during summer
months, (4) Poor knowledge of fish habits by most fishermen, (5) Presence
of rough fish populations in many lakes.
In order to acquire up-to-date basic information on all major sandhill lakes in the state, additional trained biologists are needed. These
biologists will need to assemble information already available, and to
participate in the inventory of unsurveyed lakes. All major sandhill
lakes should be visited systematically to evaluate status of current
spawning facilities and success, water chemistry, fish growth rates, and
other factors pertaining to the welfare of ~ame fish populations. Findings, based on proven research methods, wil1 provide a basic for future
recreational potentials of lakeso The indexing of lakes according to
species habitat preference is a principal management problem and one which
is now being instigated in the sandhill region. In conjunction with a
broad management program there is an immediate need for small scale intensive research projects.
To date, we can say that we know where we are going in sandhill lake
management 9 however, the tools are still needed to help us reach the goal.
An accelerated lake rehabilitation program coupled with a progressive
supplemental fish cultural program should develop a sandhill lakes sport
fishery second tomne in the country. The basic ingredients are all present in the lakes to fulfill these objectives and it is only a matter of
time, money and man-power as to when they may be reached.
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SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 11
Districts II and III
Included within the scope of this job are studies on farm ponds,
cut-off lakes and gravel pits. A total of 26 farm ponds and gravel
pits were investigated during 1957. The following ponds and gravel
pits were examined and consequently renovated of all fish life:
Sammons Pond, Holt County
Siebert Pond, Holt County
Van Horn Lake, Holt County
Atwood Lake, Antelope County
Clarks Pond, Antelope County
Whites Pond, Antelope County
Dunning gravel pits (2), Blaine County
Wright gravel pit, Hooker County
4-Corners Club Pond, Keya. Paha County
Hansen Pond, Boyd County
Recommendations were offered to numerous pond owners regarding
vegetation control, fish stocking and the use of fertilizers.
Conclusions
The surface has just been scratched in farm pond management in
Nebraska. A considerable number of ponds and gravel pits in the state
are today furnishing little in the way of sport fishing--primarily
because of abundant rough fish populations. Over production of pan
fish species, i. e., bluegill, crappie and bullhead is also a common
condition in many ponds.
Other Activities
Considerable time was spent during March through May in trapping
and rearing northern pike at the Valentine Fish Hatchery. Experimental work continued on rearing pike in raceways.
Eyed muskellunge eggs arrived from New York State in poor condition and consequently failed to hatch in 1957.
Assisted in farm pond management training program for regional
Soil Conservation Service technicians.
Participated in 4-H camp program at Chadron State Park.
Participated in Conservation Day School programs throughout the
district.
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Attended Nebraska Water Resources Conference 9 Lincolno
Attended Central Mountains and Plains Section of the Wildlife Society
at Chadron State Parko Presented paper~-The Status of the Northern Pik~
in Nebraska~s Sandhill Regiono
Attended and presented a paper entitled 9 The Fishery of an Alkaline
Sandhill Lake 9 Nebraska 9 at the Midwest Wildlife Conference 9 Milwaukee 9
Wisconsino
Attended the Great Plains Fisheries Workers Conference at Deadwood 9
South Dakotao
Attended a five state fisheries management and research meeting at
Bonny Dam 11 Coloradoo
Prepared an article for the quarterly "Progressive Fish Culturist"
m=Propagation of Northern Pike in Small Drainable Pondso
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FISHERY RESEARCH
District III
Summary
Headquarters: Norfolk
Fishery Supervisor: Elmer Carlson*
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments:
Job No. 5 - Gavina Point Reservoir Investigation
*Mro Elmer Carlson resigned March 1, 1957 and the position remained vacant through the year.
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 5
During the summer (June 10 to September 10, 1957) a college student from the University of Nebraska collected creel census data in
accordance with the job description of job number five. Through the
census period, 2,311 fishermen were interviewed and their average rate
of catch was 0&57 fish per hour.
The ten species of fish taken most frequently in order were:
carp, channel catfish, drum, sauger, goldeye, largemouth bass, bullhead, crappie, yellow perch and green sunfish.
In the late summer and early fall, the project leader assisted
with small lake renovation projects in the district. These projects
were sponsored by sportsmen groups and were well attended.
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FISHERY RESEARCH
District IV
Summary
Headquarters~
North Platte
Fishery Supervisors~ Robert Thomas and George Kidd
Dingell .... Johnson Job Assignment~
Job Noo 6 - Public Power and Irrigation Reservoir Investigations

All reservoirs of district IV were studied during 1957 9 with fish
populations receiving major emphasiso
Fish populations were studied more intensively in Maloney and Sutherland than in other reservoirso These studies were designed to yield information on~ (1) relative species composition (2) age growth (3) and
reproductive successo
Other Platte Valley reservoirs (McConaughy 9 Jeffery, Midway, Gallagher and Johnson), were sampled to gain information on natural reproduction of walleyeo
Republican Valley Reservoirs (Enders 9 £wanson 9 Harlan C.ounty and
Harry Strunk) 9 were sampled to gain information on physical-chemical
conditions and general information on the fish populationso
Fish population studies of Maloney and Sutherland Reservoirs revealed very high numbers of carp 9 suckers 9 and shad in relation to more
desirable game fisheso Growth rates of larger predator fish such as
walleye 9 largemouth bass and northern pike were goodo Other game fish 9
with the exception of yellow perch and drum in Maloney, also showed good
growtho Yellow perch in Maloney exhibit slo~ growth rates which indicates an over-population existso Removal of the creel limit on perch
during 1958 should encourage the angler to harvest more of this problem
specieso
Age growth studies of the· drum in Maloney show a significant decrease in growth rate has occurred each year since 19520 This decrease
in growth rate of the drum seems associated with population increase and
lack of harvesto
Reproduction of game fish was good in both Maloney and Sutherland
during 1957 9 with the exception of northern pikeo
Results of studies during 1957 indicates some of the important fish
management problems of Maloney and Sutherland Reservoirs are: (1) Excessive populations of undesirable fishes such as the carp 9 suckers and
shad, (2) A general underharvest of all fish species, with the harvest
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of carp, suckers, perch and ~um being insignificant in relation to
their abundance, (3) Water level fluctuation in relation to basic
food fauna and reproduction of fishes.
Studies of Maloney and Sutherland Reservoirs, as planned-for

1958, are designed to collect information which will permit evaluation of the previously mentioned problems.
outline .of proposed study for 1958.

Following is a brief

A POPULATION STUDY AND'FISH REMOVAL PROJECT AT MALONEY RESERVOIR
INTRODUCTION
Information available at this time indicates a more intensive
study of fish population dynamics is necessary to obtain information
necessary for evaluation of present and formulation of future fish
management practices. Additional basic inf-0rmation will be a byproduct of a study of this type. A thorough and comprehensive investigation of Maloney Reservoir is contemplated, with time and
financial restrictions considered.
PROJECT OUTLINE
Objectives:
To obtain an estimate of the total fish population of Maloney
Reservoir; to evaluate removal of undesirable fish; to evaluate
theoretical management practices; to obtain more information of
present fish populations; to evaluate effects of water level fluctuation and turbidity on basic food fauna, vegetation and reproduction
of fishes.
Species of Fish to be Considered
Northern Pike, Walleye, Perch, Crappie, White Bass, Drum, Bullhead, Channel Catfish, Largemouth Bass, Shad, Carp, Carpsucker, Common Sucker and Redhorse Sucker.
1.

An estimate of the total population of each of the above
species shall be obtained for an evaluation.

2.

All species of fish determined to be detrimental to sport
fishing shall be removed to the lowest level possible within
the bounds of feasibility.

3.

A sample of scales or spines shall be collected from each
species for age growth studieso

4. Walleye shall be tagged with numbered jaw tags for a later
creel evaluation.
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Methods
lo

The Salvage and Distribution Crew shall be responsible for capturing the fish 9 using methods and equipment prescribed by the
district fishery supervisoro

2o

The fishery supervisor shall be assisted by the Salvage and
Distribution Crew in fin-clipping 9 accurate counting 9 recording 9
return and removal of the captured fisho

3o

Each group of fish captured shall be counted 9 inspected for fin
clips 9 additional fin clips made if necessar~ and returned to
the water until the population study is completedo

4o

An estimate of the total poundage and individual weight of all
hauls of fish captured shall be taken until population study
is terminatedo

5o

The total pounds and numbers of fish removed
be recordedo

60

The following methods of population estimation shall be consideredg
(a)

Peterson Method
Where N

Total
n - Total
T ·~ Total
t = Total
=

f~om

reservoir shall

N~~

t
population
captured individuals
tagged individuals
captured tagged individuals

The Peterson Method is believed to be the most suitable
for species of fish that are to be removed from reservoir 9
eo go 9 carp 9 carpsucker 9 perch 9 redhorse, white sucker 9 etco
(b)

N~T

Schnabel Method

Using this

ni
ti

N~T

Where the number
tagged is held
constant after a
certain point.,

n
t

table~

Noo Fish
Date Exo

Noo Marked
Fish in Lake

Prodo

Sum of
Prodo

n

T

nT

nT
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Reto
t

Sum of
Ret.
t

:Esto
POPo
nt
t

The Schnabel Method is best used on repeated sampling
of a constant population, and shall be used on species
of fish like the walleye, northern pike and channel
catfish, etc.
(c)

DeLury regression method:
Partial unit of effort
Partial catch to date

Total unit of effort
total population

= estimated

The DeLury regression may be considered for studies on
species like the gizzard shad because of its susceptibility to handling (resulting in high mortality rendering a mark and recapture type study useless).
Duration of Study
The study shall be carried on for an indefinite period of years,
as a one or two year study would not be sufficient to establish population trends.
The seining and marking of fish shall be started in the winter
months of each year. The removal of fish shall continue for 30 to
60 days during the winter period and at times when undesirable, fish
may be concentrated and less active.
Data Evaluation
Data shall be collected to satisfy the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Year to year changes in species composition.
Changes in growth rate.
Standing crop of fish from year to year.
Sport fisherman's harvest of walleye and other game species.
Lake plankton, bottom fauna, aquatic plants and turbidity
shall be sampled for variations from year to year.
Evaluate effects of rough fish removal.
Spawning habits of all important species.

Additional Experimental Projects
1.

As soon as practical, a selective renovation of gizzard shad
in Maloney Reservoir •.

2.

Spot rotenoning of undesirable fish concentrations.

3.

No fish shall be stocked in Maloney Reservoir without approval of the district supervisor in order to evaluate natural
reproduction trends and to evaluate stocking of game species.
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WALLEYE REPRODUCTION
Platte River Reservoirs
Evidence of walleye reproduction has been found in all Platte Valley
Reservoirso Shoreline seining revealed good reproduction in McConaughy,
Sutherland 9 and Maloney Reservoirso Gill net catches of walleye revealed
reproduction in Jeffrey 9 Midway 9 Gallagher, and Johnson Reservoirs.
Shoreline seine sampling was undertaken at Mcconaughy, Sutherland,
Maloney and Johnson Reservoirs during 19570 Walleye reproduction was
found in McConaughy 9 Sutherland and Maloney Reservoirso No walleye young
were caught at Johnson Reservoiro In connection with the above information, it should be mentioned that no walleye were stocked in McConaughy,
Sutherland or Maloney Reservoirs: during 1957, whereas, approximately
266,000 walleye fingerling were stocked in Johnson Reservoiro The reasons are~ (1) The seine failed to capture any walleye 9 (2) The walleye
stocked did not contribute to the fish population and, (3) Natural reproduction was poor in 19570 This would indicate that natural reproduction is paramount for a good walleye fisheryo
Giil net catches in Jeffrey, Midway, Gallagher and Johnson Reservoir revealed some year classes of walleye were spawned during years
when no walleye were stocked in these reservoirso
Republican Valley Reservoirs
Enders~ Swanson 9 Medicine Creek and Harlan County Reservoirs were
checked in 19570 La.ck of time precluded any extensive work on any individual reservoir; however, enough data was collected to make a few
general statements about some of the numerically important fishes.

Crappie were the most numerous fish in gill net sets throughout the
Republican Valley Reservoirso There are indications that over-population
of crappie occur in Enders and Harlan County Reservoi~so Growth rates
are very slow for crappie in both Enders and Harlan County Reservoirs,
which might corroborate the above statemento Crappie are also very
abundant in Swanson and Medicine Creek Reservoirs but gill net catches
were not quite as high as they were in Harlan County or Enderso
Faster growth rates would indicate there was less competition for
food in Medicine Creek and Swanson Reservoirso
Carp, carpsuckers and shad were abundant in Harlan County, Swanson
and Medicine Creek Reservoirso Enders Reservoir apparently 4oes not have
the carpsucker or shad at this timeo The carp were very abundant at
Enders, howevero
The largemouth bass were common in all the Republican Valley Reservoirso Available information indicates there is a fishable population
of largemouth bass in all the Republican Valley Reservoirso
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The catfish are abundant in all the Republican Valley Reservoirs. The black bullhead seems to be the most numerous throughout the reservoir system. Channel catfish are not as abundant as
bullheads, but good fishable populations are found in all the reservoirse The flathead catfish is found in Harlan County Reservoir,
but little is known about the abundancea
The freshwater drum is abundant in Harlan County and Swanson
Reservoirs. Growth rates are very slow indicating competition for
available food.
Northern pike, walleye, yellow perch and bluegill were common
in the Republican Valley Reservoirs, but when compared with the
large populations of crappie, carp, gizzard shad, carpsucker, and
catfish, they were not too important numerically.
OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED
Several radio programs were presented or participated in.
Numerous groups, interested in the field of conservation, were
visited and programs presented.
Several district fisheries meetings were attended during the
year.
A meeting of the Great Plains Fishery Workers, held at Deadwood, South Dakota, was attended.
Four state lakes were investigated and management plans formulated for Bowman and Ravenna.
Several farm ponds were checked prior to stocking of fish.
Assisted with renovation of lakes in districts I and II.
Considerable time was spent on experimental work at the North
Platte Hatchery. Details of this work are included under the North
Platte Hatchery report.
Assisted with northern pike spawn taking at Big Alkali Lake.
Attended a five-state fishery meeting at Bonny Reservoir in
Colorado.
A meeting of the Rocky Mountain and Plains Section of the Wildlife Society at Chadron, Nebraska was attended by George Kidd.
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FISHERY RESEARCH
District V

Headquartersi Lincoln
Fishery Supervisorg Jack Heaton*
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments:
Job No. 9 - Gravel Pit Lakes Studies
Job No.10 - Watershed Development Studies and Management
Job Nooll - Lake Management Studies and Service
*Mro Jack Heaton resigned July 1, 1957 and the position was open
the remainder of the yearo Through the activity of a seasonal assistant
and the project leader, some information was collected on the jobs assigned to the districto

SUMMARY OF JOB NOo 9
During the summer, a number of state owned gravel pit lakes were
sampledo nata were collected of fish populations, physical-chemical
characteristics of the water and bottom fauna organismso Emphasis was
placed on sampling the fish populations and though various methods were
employed, fish were difficult to capture in gravel pit lakeso Gill nets,
which are used extensively in fish population sampling in other waters,
were not effective in gravel pit lakes. Reasons for the limited success
with gill nets are likely a combination of factors having influence on
fish behavior in gravel pit lakeso The principal factors were probably
a combination of steep shorelines and well defined thermoclineso Thermal stratification in some lakes was found at eight feet and where thermal stratification is present, oxygen deficiency will usually be found
below the thermocline. Since gill nets rest on the bottom, there is
usually a limited area where they will fish effectively in gravel pitso
Seining was also difficult in gravel pit lakes because of the characteristic abrupt drop-off at the shoreline. Most seines available for population sampling are usually inadequate in deptho During the summer, two
gravel pits were rotenoned and in both cases the fish populations were
dominated by rough fisheso Lake number one at the Louisville Recreation
area was rotenoned and shad 9 buffalo and carp were the species present
in greatest numberso At Fremont Recreation area, lake number four was
rotenoned and the buffalo was found to be present in astonishing numbers o Buffalo had been so successful in this lake that game fish could
not competeo It is believed that an extensive program of renovation of
state owned gravel pit lakes should be undertakeno
SUMMARY OF JOB NOo 10
Progress on watershed development projects has been slow. Appropriations, of funds 9 were not made by the congress for watershed developments as the Salt-Wahoo projecto When such appropriations are
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made, work on this job can be accelerated. During 1957, meetings
with Army Engineer and Fish and Wildlife Service personnel were
attended in which the status of various watershed projects were reviewed. Soil Conservation Service officers were also visited for
current information of watershed development projects and watershed
district meetings were attended.
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 11
During the summer, some data were collected from a group of
farm ponds which had been selected for study. For the initial investigation, a group of six ponds were chosen, however, data were
collected from only foure A variety of circumstances combined to
put limitations upon sampling procedures; one of the most effective
of those circumstances was the excessive amount of rainfall in 1957.
Data were collected of fish populations, physical-chemical conditions of water and bottom fauna organismso Water of the study ponds
remained turbid most of the summer because of excessive water exchange.
The runoff water carried loads of silt and the soil particles did not
have sufficient time to "settle out" before the next inflow of silt
laden runoff watero
The study of small lakes and farm ponds should be accelerated.
Large numbers of farm ponds exist and many are being constructed under
supervision of the Soil Conservation Service. Many of these ponds
have much potential for the production' of fish for sport fishing and
adequate information for good management of farm ponds is lacking.
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-ANNUAL
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REPORT
------

1 9 5 7

GAME DIVISION
Administration
Lloyd PG Vance - Chief
Esther Plett/Joan Wilding - Secretary

Orden E. Allen - Superinte~dent - Norfolk
John Stephen - Norfolk
Orvid Lo Lynch - Sacramento
State Trapper
Harold Miner - Wakefield
Federal Aid
Pittman-Robertson
Phillip Agee - Project Leader
William Jo Bailey - Assistant Project Leader - Alliance
John Mathison - District Game Supervisor - Alliance
Harvey Miller - ·Assistant Project Leader - Bassett
Jack walstrom - District Game Supervisor - Bassett
Gordon Heebner - District Game Supervisor - Norfolk
- - - - - - - District Game Supervisor - North Platte
George Schildman - District Game Supervisor - Lincoln
Intensive Pheasant Study
Max Hamilton - Biologist - Fairmont
Ray Linder - Biologist - Fairmont
Coturnix Quail
David Wetherbee - Biologist - Lincoln

Janice Bacon - Record Clerk
Joanne Nagel - Secretary
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PERSONNEL CHANGES
Miss Esther Plett, who served as Secretary to the Chief of Game
since March of 1956, terminated her employment with the division in
November to accept a position with a Lincoln law office.
_ Mrs. Joan Wilding began work as Secretary to the Chief of Game
in November. Joan came to Nebraska from Iowa where she served as
Secretary and Hostess at Iowa Stat~ College.
Mro Bill Bailey of the Alliance District Office was promoted to
the position of Assistant Project Leade1' from his former position of
District Game Manager. ~is new duties are concerned with big game.

Mr. John Mathison accepted transfer to the Game Division from
the Division of Land Management :in July of 1957. In his new position
of District Supervisor of Game J.ohn will participate in the Antelope
and Deer Transplanting Programs.
Mr. Harvey Miller of the Bassett District Office ~~s promoted
to the position of Assistant Project Leader from his former position
of District Game Managero Primary duties are now concerned with our
Waterfowl Program.
Mro Kenneth Johnson of the Bassett District Office was transferred to the Game Division as District Game Manager at the North
Platte Office in July, to work extensive pheasant survey data. He
resigned his position in August to accept a fellowship to Western
Illinois State Teachers College, where he is associated with former
Project Leader, Dro Henry Sather.

Mre Jack Walstrom of the Norfolk District Office was transferred
from Norfolk to Bassett and from the Land Management to the Game Division in Julye Mr. Walstrom 11 s new duties as District Game Supervisor
are directed toward fur animal research and managemento
Dr. David Wetherbee joined the Game Division in November as
Research Biologist for the Cotu1·nix Quail Project. A native of Connecticut, Dre Wetherbee obtained his B.. A. and M. A. degrees from
Clark University of Worcester, Massachusetts, then studied a year at
Michigan and two years at the University of Connecticut, where he
secured his Ph$Do degree.
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1957 PUBLIC APPEARAtCES
Times
Appeared
Phil lip Agee

Orden

Number in
Attendance
280
68
1030 &

6

All~n
~ailey

1

11

Bill
Ma,_c Hamilton

95

2

Go:r;d ~>n He~bner
RaYmond Linder
Orv~d Lynch
John Mathison
Harvey M~lle;r;Harold Miner
Geo;ge Sc~ildman
Jotm Stepl)~n
LlQyg Vance
Jack Walstrom
David Wetherbee
Totals

4

280

7

508

3

114

11
8

2066 &

53

4789

348

OUfGOING MAIL
31~004

Game
Federal Aid

pieces
27,185 pieces

58,239 pieces
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PHEASANTS
EXTENSIVE SURVEYS
Comment:
During most of 1957 it was necessary to carry out extensive
surveys on pheasants without the efforts of a man specifically
assigned to this species. Except for the months of July and August,
this position (Supervisor of Grune, District IV) was vacant due to
our inability to hire a man qualified to plan and direct these
surveys.
Pheasant Populations:
During late January, 1957, 683 rural mail carriers submitted
reports of the numbers of pheasants they saw on four consecutive
days. Their figures showed that for the state as a whole, there were
about 64 cocks for every 100 hens indicating that only a part of the
surplus cocks had been harvested during the 1956 hunting season.
Even in the eastern part of the state where hunting pressure was
greatest, the ratio was 50 cocks per 100 hens.
In late April, further surveys showed that the breeding potential was reduced to the lowest level reached since these records
were begun. For the state as a whole, only 3.1 hens were seen per
hundred miles of driving compared with 4.8 in 1956 and 3.3 in 1955.
This rather dismal picture, however, brightened considerably as the
reproduction season progressed. Beginning in early July, conservation
officers and technicians kept records of the birds they saw. Their
figures indicated definite improvement in the numbers of chicks being
produced. Mail carriers, who made their third survey of the year in
early August, recorded an encouraging 28-percent increase in the
number of young birds per adult hen. At this point data indicated
that hunting in 1957 should compare favorably with the 1956 season.
The actual success experienced by hunters was influenced more by
habitat conditions than by the pheasant population level. Although
there were apparently as many birds in the fields as there were in
1956, heavy cover and unharvested corn and milo in the fields made
hunting unusually difficult. As late as the third week of the
season it was estimated that 65% of the corn and 75% of the milo in
the state were still unharvested. The resultant harvest was
apparently light. Field bag checks made during the hunting seasons
showed the success of hunters to be relatively low. However, the
number of young per adult cock (3.28) which was determined while
making these checks confirmed the improved rate of reproduction
indicated earlier.
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PHF.ASANf RELF.ASE. RECCRD
--

Count~

Antelope
Boyd
Brown
Burt
Bu"tler
Cedar
Clay __

Booster
Booster
Start Release Matching
320
320
600

274
303
550

3'00
150
600

Pheasant
Stamp
1957 Surplus
Hens Breeders Cocks Total
1000
72b
720

17
160

96

300

1000
60

Colf~x

Custer
Dakota
Dawes
Dawson
Dixon

585
320

305

300
300

1000

160

;l._32

150
..

1000

160
160

157
141

150
150

648

Dodg~

Douglas
Greeley __
Holt
Keya Paha

Pi~rce

720

lObb
150

Ki~a!!

Knp"'
Lancaster
Lincoln
Madison
Morrill

554
720

lbbo

l~~~

1000
680
160
160
320

3·90

15'3
95

306

720
6°00
150
150
300

i14
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Polk

720
720

Saund~r~

Sqotts Bluff
Sher1<:tan
Stanton.
Th\l:r.ston
Washington
Wayne
Webster

320
1200
320
440
150

296
146

300
150

TOTALS

5950

4786

6000

265
865
312

300
1200
300

1000
720
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1600
i50
1000
720
990
477
245
736
720
720
565
2065

6i2

1000

8381

574
1453
1150
737
720
1396
614
72·0
585
1605
300
648
1282
720
307
29i

1233

6314

'12.0

596
296
26714

INTENSIVE STUDY OF THE LIFE HISTORY
AND ECOLOGY OF THE PHEASANT
This study was inaugurated in August, 1954 as a concrete effort
to secure facts needed to understand the ringneck and to manage him
intelligently. The following report describes the principle
accomplishments of this intensive research program during its third
yearo The work is being done on three study areas near the towns of
Fairmont, Clay Center and Harvard.
Cover-Mapping:
The study areas were cover-mapped at intervals throughout the
year so that vegetative changes could be followed. These will be
correlated later with changes in the pheasant populations in an
attempt to find out if there is a limiting effect on pheasant populations by cover conditions.
About 97% of the acreages of the three study areas was under
intensive agricultural use during 1957. ~'heat and corn occupied
about one-half of the total acreage, oats and milo being the only
other important grain cropsa Waste areas were limited to building
sites, wet basins, fencerows and roadsides. Land in hay and pasture
offered no cover for pheasants. Pastures had been grazed to a
height of one or two inches while hay had been mowed to a height of
four inches or less. These two crops occupied about 12 per cent of
the total acreage of the three study areas.
Popµlation Estimations:
Aerial censuses could not be made during January, February and
March of 1957. The amount of snow was never sufficient to cover the
vegetation adequately so that pheasants could be seen from the air.
A census was made on each area, however, by flushing concentrations
of birds from the ground. This census was not adequate to establish
total population figures, but it did indicate that the populations
were not radically different from those of the previous winter.
Although total population figures could not be determined for
the three study areas through ground censuses, sex-ratios were
obtained. These were: Fairmont, J.5 hens per cock; Harvard, 3.2
hens per cock and Clay Center, 5.3 hens per cock.
Additional methods of establishing population figures were used;
these included crowing and roadside countso Crowing counts for the
spring of 1957 expressed as the number of calls per two minute stop,
were as follows: Fairmont Area, 18.8; Harvard Area, 18.2; Clay
Center Area, 2?.6o 1957 spring roadside counts (birds seen per
mile) were: Fairmont Area, 1.2; Harvard Area, 1.2; Clay Center
Area, 1.5.
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Nest Study:
A nest study was made during the summer on a seven-square-mile
portion of the Harvard Areao The method used was based on that used by
Allen Stokes on Pelee Island, Ontario. This method insures that each
cover type is sampled in proportion to the use it receives by nesting
pheasants, thus, production from each cover type and from the entire
study area can be estimatedo
Fifty-two nests were found. These nests contained a total of 507
eggs. or the 52 nests, 13o5 per cent were successfully hatched. Predation was the cause of destruction of 23.7 per cent of all nests found
and farming operations destroyed an additional 23.7 per cent. None of
the hens on the nests destroyed by predation was killed, while 18.2 per
cent of the hens on the nests destroyed by farming operations (primarily
mowing) were killed. Twenty-five and eight-tenths per cent of all nests
found were abandoned and the cause of failure was unknown for the remaining 10.3 per cent.
Embryonic development was apparent in 93.8 per cent of the eggs
foundo This figure does not include eggs in which the embryo was too
small to be discerned. Hence, the per cent of eggs which were fertile
was almost certainly highero
There were four major plant species used as nesting cover. These
were, in order of occurrence: alfalfa, wheat, fire-weed, and bluegrass.
Five hundred and eighty-seven chicks were produced on the seven
square miles studied during the period from May 15 to July 15. Although
some chicks were hatched following July 15, the period of study covered
the major portion of the breeding season so that this figure represents
most of the production of chicks for the summer of 1957.

or all the chicks produced, 65 per cent were hatched in roadside
cover, 29 per cent in wheat and 6 per cent in alfalfa. Nests were
found in two other cover types: field borders and unused areas (mostly
weedy growth); however, none of the nests found in these cover types was
successful.
Brood Information:
Brood counts were made on the three study areas during July,
August and September. Six hundred and five broods were seen. The
average size of the broods was 5.7. All chicks seen were aged by visual
estimation supplemented by comparison with photographs of known-age
birds. The hatching dates were determined and a hatching curve constructed which showed that the peak of hatching occurred about June 8.
Hµpting Season Inrormation:
Excellent hunting season data were gathered through the cooperation
of the land operators on the study areas and the hunters. Ea.eh hunter
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was asked to pick up a large manilla envelope from the farmer when he
asked permission to hunt. At the end of the hunt he answered questions
listed on the envelope and deposited in the envelope a leg and wing
from each pheasant killed. The hunters then left the envelopes in
collection boxes located on section corners,, The information thus
gathered revealed that 37 cocks were shot on the Fairmont Area, 80
on the Harvard Area and 86 on the Clay Center Area. In addition, 10
cocks were shot but not retrieved on the Fairmont Area, 13 on the
Harvard Area and 17 on the Clay Center Area.
The number of gun hours required to bag one bird was 4.4 on the
Fairmont Area, 8,,7 on the Harvard Area and 3,,4 on the Clay Center
, Age ratios of young to old birds in the bag were also obtained
. ring the hunting season" These ranged from 306 young per adult
coo~ on the Fairmont Area to 2.,5 young per adult cock on the Harvard
Area and 6.,2 young per adult cock on the Clay Center Area.
Hunting pressure was heaviest on the opening weekend and very
light thereafter .
Eyalµatiqn Qt

Stocking~

As a part of the evaluation of stocking phase of this project
591 cock pheasants were secured from the Norfolk Game Farm and
released on the Harvard Study Area~ Table I shows the number of
birds released, date of release, age of birds at time of release and
number of birds bagged by hunters. The remains of an additional 27
birds were found on the area. Of these, 10 were killed by predators,
3 were found dead on roads~ 7 died during handling and the fates of 7
were unknown,,
Table I.,
Age at
time of
release
8 wl<:s
9 wks
10 wks
10 wks
11 wks
12 wks
12 wks
13 wks
14 wks
Total

Age of game farm cocks at time of release, date of release,
number released and number bagged on the Harvard Area.
Date
Number
Number
Percent
released
bagged
bagged
of
release
Aug. 20
Aug. 20
Augo 20
Sept,, 4
Septo 4
Sept,, 4
Sept .. 17
Sept. 17
Sept. 17

121
55
.35
40
60
60
40

37

23
12
9
15
16

13

60

15

120

45

591

185

137

.31
42
34
23
25
27
33
25
37
31

Hµpting

Pres~.,,µ-e .QD

!km§.:

Road-killed and winter-killed pheasants were collected for
fluoroscopic exami~ation to determine hunting pressure on hens. All
intact dead pheasants found in Clay and Fillmore Counties from November,
1955 through June, 1956 and from November, 1956 through June, 1957 were
collected and additional birds were collected by Game Commission
personnel in other parts of the stateo
Of the 59 males and 58 females fluoroscoped, 15o2 per cent of the
males and 17o2 per cent of the females contained shoto
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1957 PHEASANT RELEASES
About a third less pheasants were r~leased in 1957 (26,714) than
in 19~6 (39 9 246)0 In addition to these rec0Tds of releases, we have
at the Norfolk Game Farm some 2,578 which a:ce used as breeders for
the 1958 producti.on and a·t Sacramento 5, 196 which will be released
early in i;he spring of 19~8 (lS matching birds for booster unitso
-

..

'

1957 6!'000 matching bi~ds to booster_ units were released
during the period of March 4 through April le Some 8,077 pheasant-stamp
pheasants were released from March 26 through April 13, and 1,537
breeders were released on June 3 and 4o
Du~~ng

Release?. pf 4,216 pheasants raisec:i in the Booster Unit.Program were
begun inAugust c:tnd gen~rally completed 111 e~rJ.y Septemb~r, although
final releases at North Platte,' S~ottsb+uff and Bayard. were not maqe
until caf'.ter the close of the 1957 pheasant hun1:ing s~ason. Cock ph~c:ts
ants, surplus to normal l'.E!lease programs~ were released on farms where
hunting was permittedS> at the rate of 7'?.9.per county~ .As usual, bci11d
re.turns we;r:e ·dis.appointing 9 ranging from as few as 40 {5&5%) in Burt
Coµnty to. 113 {15e 7%) in Lancaster .County a . other countiesreceiying
surplus C()Cks and_the rate of band return ar~as follows: Washington,_ 7e.~%; ~Dodge~ 802%; Saunders and Bt11:1er, each 8.6%; Polk, 9.4%;
and Colfax, 10e4%o In Clay and F.illmore Counties, on the. intensive
pheasant·-study areas, efforts are directed to recovering all bands
from banded birds - in excess of 50% of the bands are recovered on
those areas.
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A RECORD OF PHEASANT SFASONS FRCM
THE FIRST OPEN SFASON TO THE FRESENT

Year
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

Opening
Date
Oqte>ber
Oqtober
October
October
09-to:b~;r

October
Oqtober
October
Oqtober
October
Oqtober
09tober
09tober
October
October
October
October
Oct9ber
October
October
CX;tober
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

Length
of Season
6
22
22
23
13
22
22
12
20
25
17
16
22
20
16
15
15
14
13
19
18
29
21
28
26
17
24
16
22
27
26

*

standard opening
*wasAselected
in 1956e

3
10
lb
10
7
10
10
7
10
8
10
14
10
14
21
12
70
ab
80
72
10
21
10
23
31
10
38
10
23
23
30

days
days
days
days
days
day$
days
day·s
& 15
days
days
days
days
& 21
days
& 3i
day$
days
days
& 79
half
half
half
days
days
& 38
days
days
days
days
days

days

Daily Bag
Cocks Hens
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
4

days

4
4
4

days

5

days
day~

days
days
days

5
5
5
5 or 7
2
3
2
4
5
2 or 4
3
2
3
3
3

Possession
Cocks Hens
5
'5

5
1
1
1
2
1

2
1
2
1
1
1
1

4
4
4
3
3
3
3

3

4
4
4
4
10
10
10
10
5 or 7
2
3

2

4

5
2 or 4
3
2
3
6
6

date for the beginning of the pheasant season
This date is the last Saturday in October.
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1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

1957 PHEASANT

BOOSTER UNIT RECCRD

CountY..

Town

Number
Started

Number
Released

Per Cent
Released

Antelope

Brunswick

320

274
..

85.6 %

Brown

Ai('}sworth

600

550

91.6

Boyd

Butte

160

146

91.2 %

Bristow

!60

157

98.1

%

Cedar

R~r:idolph

160

96

~o.o

%

Dakota

Soµth Sioux City

320

305

95 •.3

%

Dixon

Pon~a

160

132

82.5 %

Dpuglas

Qnaha

160

157

98.1 %

Greeley

spaiding

160

141

88.1

%

Li9c()ln

North Platte

680

390

57.3

%

M~d.i:son

Norfolk

160

153

95.6

%

Mor:i:i11

Bayard

160

95

P!~J:'Ce

Piainyie~

320

306

95.6

%

Sco1;1:$ Bluff

Scottsbluff

320

265

82.8

%

Sheridan

Gordon

600

564

94.0

%

Rushville

600

301

50._l %

Stanton

Stc:1nton

320

312

97.5 %

Way('}e

W?yne

440

296

67.2 %

Webster

Red Cloud

150

146

97.3

141

%

5_9.3 %

%

PRAIRIE GROUSE
General:
Extensive surveys of Nebraska's prairie chicken and sharp-tailed
grouse are carried on each year with the cooperation of various
personnel of the Game Commission, the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service, the United States Forest Service, and Nebraska sportsmen.
Commission employees carry out surveys designed to obtain
additional population datao During 1957, conservation officers
contributed valuable infornation on prairie grouse broods while game
technicians and other peopl~ participated in spring breeding ground
population counts and prairie grouse hunter bag checks.
Census .if Breeding

~:

The 1957 spring prairie gro•se census was conducted during the
period of March 21 to May 8. Census data were obtained by means of
a survey of dancing and booming grounds on fifteen automobile transects o
An average population density of 0.53 sharp-tailed grouse and
Oo92 prairie grouse per square mile was found. Comparable data for
1956 and 1957 indicate that these figures represent a 22 percent
decline in the combined spring populations of prairie grouse on their
Nebraska rangeo
Sharp-tailed grouse populations in the area surveyed during 1957
exhibited a decline of 31 percent in birds per square mile from 1956.
However, in the north-central portion of the state these grouse
actually showed an increase of 21 percent over the 1956 figure.
Prairie chicken population density figures indicated a decrease
of 23 percent in birds per square mile on transects covered in 1957.
Yet they showed only a 10 percent decrease in Rock, Loup, Garfield,
Holt, Boyd, and eastern Keya Paha counties where they were most
abundant.
Brood Counts:
Information on prairie grouse broods was obtained by random
observation from June 15 to August 31, 1957. Above-normal rainfall,
heavy cover conditions, retarded harvest of wild hay, and insufficient
personnel in the major grouse range during the survey period resulted
in generally unsatisfactory data from the survey.
Brood data suggest that the 1957 sharp-tailed grouse population
experienced some increase over 1955 and 1956. Information on
prairie chickens has been too meager in the past three years to
give any indication of the population trendo
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Data !l:Qm Hµpters:
Grouse-hunting success was about the same in 1957 as in 1956
according to data from 428 hunters who were interviewed at hunter
courtesy-stop checking stations during the hunting season. These
hunters took an average daily bag of 0.63 grouse per man, and spent
5.14 man-hours of hunting for each bird bagged.
Biologists examined 272 prairie grouse bagged by hunters. This
sample consisted of 75 percent sharp-tailed grouse and 25 percent
prairie chickens. Prairie chickens were taken only in Brown, Garfield,
Holt, Loup, and Rock counties and comprised 6 to 54 percent of the
harvest in these counties.
The age ratios for sharptails and prairie chickens were 1.53 and
This represents better reproduction
than in 1956, when there were 0.59 young prairie chicken per adult and
1.41 young sharptails per adult in the hunter's bag.

4.71 young per adult, respectively.

A tentative method of aging juvenile grouse by means of wing
primary measurements indicated that in 1957, 57 percent of the young
birds hatched during the week of June 2-8. This represents an earlier
hatch than in 1956.

QUAIL (BOBWHITE)
Population Suryeys:
The bobwhite experienced another very good year in 1957. There
was an excellent carry-over of birds from the fall or 1956 to the
breeding season of 1957. Hatching and rearing conditions were favorable
and the fall population was one of our best in recent yearso
Mail carriers' records in late April and late July indicated a
population very similar to the excellent 1956 populationo
The July whistle counts are the most intensive of the bobwhite
population surveyso Population trends indicated by this survey are
reflected in the fall population. The results indicated the Republican
River counties and a big block of southeastern counties had populations
similar to or a little better than those of 19560 The central and
western Platte River counties and the northeastern part of the state
indicated excellent populations but slightly below the 1956 levelo
Numbers and distribution of birds in the central part or the state
(Custer, Valley and Greeley counties) and Dundy and Chase counties in
the southwest were sufficient to warrant a short open season. These
counties (closed for more than thirty years) and the northeastern area,
re-opened in 1956, were permitted a 15-day season connnencing November 2
and closing November 160 The daily bag and possession limits were the
same (6 and 12) as the remainder of the open area. The southeastern
and southern area had a 30-day season (November 2 through December 1).
Hµpting

Sµccess~

Cold and drizzle at the season opening, strong winds during much
of the season, a snow storm during the middle or the season that left
as much as twelve inches over parts or the open territory, and poor road
conditions reduced hunting pressure during 1957. However, the "dyed-inthe-wool" quail hunter got out about as often as he did in 1956. They
averaged five trips compared to 5o2 trips a yeax ago. The average hunt
lasted about three hours and 30 minutes -- twelve minutes longer than
the year before.
Quail hunting cooperators reported finding a covey for every hour
and 11 minutes of hunting time, and averaged a bird in the bag for each
51 minutes of hunting time. They averaged 4.1 birds per hunt and 20.2
birds for the season. For each covey flushed they averaged 1.4 birds.
Hunters using dogs lost 7ol% of their downed birds while those not
using dogs lost 1306%.
Biological Data:
Data collected on 1600 pirds indicated a high percentage (86.3%)
of young birds in the fall population. Apparently this is partially
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explained by the disappearance of a greater number of adults after producing their young than has been the case in most yearsG Nevertheless, an
excellent crop was producedo The hatching period was somewhat more prolonged
than during the two preceeding yearso Nineteen percent of the young in
the bag were hatched during the last week in August or latero The latest
date recorded was the fifth of Octo~erG
Among the young birds, males outnumbered the females 113 to 100 and
among old birds~ males rmtnumbered females 121 to 100 o
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QUAIL (COTURNIX COTURNIX)
During 1957, 23~740 five-week-old Coturnix coturnix, purchased
from local breeders, were banded and released by the game division,
mostly in groups of 740 birds per township in 31 counties of Nebraska
(see map). More than 920 property O'W!lers cooperated in this first
experimental release of quail in the state which were made between
April 21 and September 11. The cooperators who served as sponsors of
these releases are listed below:
Norval Dame, Hitchcock County
Les Tyler, Merrick County
Game Division, Custer County
Roy Schainost, Jefferson County
Ken Zimmerman, Butler County
Lester Brozovsky, Saline County
Dre H. Bo Kennedy, Sarpy County
Lou Findies, Pawnee Comity
Ho Ae Peterson, Keith County
Bill Brandt, Otoe County
Virgil Rossiter, Gage County
John Cooper, Richardson County
Dale Halbert 9 Lancaster County
Otto Liebers 9 Lancaster County
Jerry Svoboda, Howard Comity
Loren Landkamer, Thayer County
Bo Berberich, Greeley County
Gene Rassmussen, Kearney County
Robert Forbes, Nance County
D. Jo Cole, Cherry County
Jo Co Coupland, Cherry County
Ralph Mefford, Brown County
Frank Nelson, Holt County
Bud Kemptar, Buffalo County
Floyd Stone, Box Butte County
Max Hueftle, Frontier County
Grune Division, Phelps County
Frank Meyers, Custer County
Bob Hall, Washington County
Ho Lo Barge, Hall County
H. L. Barge, Hamilton County
Chas. Einspahr, Chase County
Ao Ao Fenske, Deuel County
Bill Dor:ram, Lincoln County
As many of the release sites as possible were designated ecologically by land-use capability classes. Plans have been drawn up to
modify the release program in 1958 so that survival, reproduction and
mobility may be analized more amenably than in 1957.
Although there have been reports of wintering quail, nearly all
the surviving birds apparently :migrated south after the breeding season.

J4 7

A dozen band recoveries have been obtained from Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas,
Alabama, Missouri and South Dakota. The migration of an introduced
species has unknown significance in the establishment of a naturally
breeding population. Earlier, less extensive releases in the eastern
states a.re reported to have undergone return migrations to the point of
release the following seasono
There have been numerous reports of successful reproduction by the
released birds. However, to date these have not been positively
confirmed or refut·ed.
Literature citations on this relatively enigmatic species were
collected from the more obscure European literature as well as from the
standard references and contemporary reports of other states engaged in
this experiment.
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WATERFOWL INVESTIGATIONS
The management of migratory waterfowl presents a particular
challenge to the wildlife manager. The studies of a species' life
history, basic to the sound management of that species, a.re complex
under controlled laboratory-type conditions. 'When that species is not
restricted to any given locality but instead, migrates from state to
state, country to country or~ as in the case of some waterfowl species,
from continent to continent, these studies become immensely complicated.
It is impractical, if not impossible, for any one researcher to follow
individuals or flocks of a species through their life and thereby, to
learn that species' complete life history.
By the same token, the management of migratory species cannot be
successful if restricted to a locality but must be practiced throughout
the entire range of that species. Recognition of this fact prompted
the United States, Canada, and Mexico to conceive the cooperative
management agreement known as the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The United
States has appointed the Fish and Wildlife Service and more recently,
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife of that Service, as
administrators of that Act and as such, charged the Bureau with the
primary management of migratory bird species including waterfowl.

That Bureau initiated some basic life history studies and formulated the fundamental management measures. It then sought the
cooperation of the individual states and Canada in determining the
life history of all waterfowl species and in gathering the extensive
information essential to the sound management of those species.
Cooperative programs were evolved whereinmost of the states and the
provinces of Canada conduct surveys of the waterfowl populations
within their boundaries and carry on studies which provide some .knowledge of the life history of waterfowl species. The Bureau coordinates
these surveys and studies and then compiles and analyzes on a continentwide basis, the data resulting from them. Such information is then
used to formulate the regulations which will provide the maximum
harvest commensurate with preservation of the species.
Nebr~ska plays an important role in the management of waterfowl
species in both the Mississippi and Central Flyways. Significant
numbers of coots and several species of ducks are raised on this
State's breeding grounds. large numbers of mallards winter in the
State and the total duck harvest in Nebraska ranks among the top four
of the ten Central Flyway States.

Several surveys and investigations projects are carried out in
Nebraska to provide information essential to the flyway concept of
management and to provide data on the life history of waterfowl species
occurring in Nebraska.

Band:i.Pg
The most expedient method of investigating the life history of a
mobile species is to identify individuals of that species and study
their habits. An accumulation of mass data on the habits of individuals
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will provide a reliable picture of the habits of the species.
Nebraska is cooperating in the effort to band waterfowl in sufficient
numbers to provide these data.
Winter banding operations were continued in the Dodge-Saunders
Refuge area for the sixth consecutive year. Four hundred ninety nine
adult mallards including 338 males and 161 females were banded with
the aid of a cannon-projected net trap~ These ducks were captured
from a flock wintering on warm-water sloughs adjacent to the Platte
River~

An attempt was made to capture white-fronted geese during their
migration through the central Platte Valley in March. Trapping
operations were hampered by alternate freezing and thawing weather
which caused flooding on the Platte River sandbar used as the trap
siteo The operations were discontinued without success after weather
conditions became unfavorable.
The banding of non-flying young and moulting adult ducks was
continued for the seventh consecutive year in the Sandhills breeding
area. This banding of ducklings is of primary importance in that
both the age and origin of the bird is known; these factors are basic
in life history studieso
Table 1 presents the results of the 1957 SUIDiner banding operations.
These waterfowl were captured by a crew of from three to seven men
using a drive trap or with the aid of a retrieving dog.
1957 Summer Banding

Table L

MALE

'

Blue Wing
Mallard
Gadwall
Baldpate
Pintail
Green Wing
Shoveller
Redhead
Canvasback
Seaup
Ruddy
Coot
Grebe

FEMALE

Local

Adult

Local

Adult

Total

204

50

177

1

15
15

25
6

457

7
7

22

1
6

2

2

29
1

3
1

18

ll

15

4

2

1

8

19

4

7
30

19
2

2

3
3
1

593
Banding

Crew~

U. S. Game Agents W. G. McClure, H. M. Morgan, and
Ed Bosak, and Game Commission personnel H. W. Miller,
Jack Walstrom, W. J. Bailey, John Mathisen, Gordon
Heebner, Bob Wright, Lowell Bartels, Delmer Dorsey, and
Gene Ruther, and Conservation Officers L. J. Ctmningham,
Ed Greving, and Jim McCole.
Banding Locations: Rock, Holt, Cherry, Sheridan, Grant and Box Butte
Countieso
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]2reedin_g_ Ground Surv$U:
A survey designed to determine the size 9 trend and species composition of the waterfowl population breeding in the Sandhills area was
conducted for the fourth consecutive time during May of 1957e
Aerial counts were made of the ducks on transects selected at random
from the grid formed by the east=west section lines in the major breeding
areao This area 9 which covers approximately three-fourths of the Sandhills region 9 had previously been divided int:;) major ecological areasj)
each somewhat unique in habit.at t.ypeso These areas~ the eastern,
central, and western Sandhills were then stratified into 'Wlits of
relatively abundant (stratum A} and those of relatively scarce (stratum
B) habitat and different sampling rates applied to eacho
The species composition 9 lone-maleg pair ratio and the percent of
ducks assumed to be non-breeders were determined f:rc m roadside surveys
made in each area innnediately following the aerial s·urveyse These
surveys were made generally along routes established in 1948 and were
selected to sample representative habitat types in each areao
1

Table II presents a summary of the breeding ground survey data and
Table III presents the breeding population trends indicated by these
surveyso
Table IIo

1957 Waterfowl Population Indexes
EASTERN CENTRAL WESTERN OVER...ALL

Square Miles in study area
stratum B
stratum A

19815
2,824

29814
45'186

8$37

3o22
10.,88

13.,21

329299

36~569

55,297

3o5

3.,4

606

.319182

3531340

519648

J.209

30.,7

4109

49013

10j829

219788

Corrected breeding duck indexes 35:il95

46,169

73,436

Ducks per square mile
stratmn B
stratum A
Aerial index**

734
3~859

OcOO

Peto non-breeders
Breeding ducks observed
Peto lone males
Hen-on-nest correction

*

**

*
1249165

154,800

No surveys made on western Stratum B (scarce habitat) routes"
Ducks per square mile x square miles in study areao
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Table IIIo

Waterfowl Population Trends

1957 aerial indexo•••••••••••••••••••••l24,165
1956 aerial index •••••••••••••••••••••• 123,639 •••• change
Average, 1954-56 aerial index •••••••••• 123,324 •••• change
1957 breeding duck index •••••••••••••• 0154,800
1956 breeding duck ·ndex •••••••••••••••• 94,949 •••• change
Average, 1954-56 br0eding duck index ••• 119,255 •••• change

to 1957 •••• +o.4%
to 1957 •••• +o.7%
to 1957 •••• +63.0%
to 1957 •••• +29.8%

Production Surveys I
Waterfowl production surveys were made in the Nebraska Sandhills
for the tenth consecutive year in 1957. These surveys were designed to
estimate the relative production success of the breeding population
and to predict the size of the fall flight that would enter the Central
Flyway from Nebraska. Both aerial transect and roadside counts were
used to gather the data necessary to make these estimates.
Table IV presents a summary of the survey results. The aerial brood
count index was 1.86 broods per square mile in the western, 0.58 broods
per square mile in the central and 0.44 broods per square mile in the
eastern sandhills.
Table IV.

Mid-July Waterfowl Brood Counts
western
eastern
routes*
route**
Total
61
52
9
337
73
410
8.1
6.5
6.7
31.2
9.0
40.2

broods observed
total ducklings
ducklings per brood
Square miles in sample
broods per square mile
1957
1956
change, 1956 to 1957
average broods per square mile
1948 to 1956
change, average to 1957

1.7
1.0
+70%

1.0
o.o

1.5
o.8
+88%

1.9

2.3
-57%

2.0
-25%

-11%

* Located in Grant and Sheridan Counties
** Located in Rock and Holt Counties
It was concluded from the survey data, that the 1957 waterfowl
production was significantly greater than that of 1956.
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Hynter Sµqcess Suryey
A survey of the waterfowl and upland game hunters' success during
the 1956 seasons was brought to completion in 19579 This survey was
accomplished with the use of uniform techniques adopted by the Central
Flyway Waterfowl Technical Committee and was designed to measure the
harvest of waterfowl and upland game within an error not to exceed ten
percent of the estimated totalso This information is necessary to
evaluate the effect of the regulations upon the harveste
The techniques involved first, the compilation of a mailing list
of hunters which was obtained by systematically taking eveI"'Y twentieth
name from the duplicates of the 1955 resident hunting permitse A notice
of his selection for the survey and a tally card to record hunting
activity were sent each hunter immediately prior to the hunting season.
The questionnaire was then sent 9 along with a message explaining
the survey, so as to reach the selected hunters the day following the
waterfowl hunting seasono Follow-up questionnaires and reminder
messages were sent three weeks later to all persons who had not
responded and the survey was concluded at the end of the next threeweek periodo
The two contacts of the 8~350 hunters in the 1956 sample resulted
in 3,471 returns for a 4106 percent response rateo or these, 1,464
or 42o7 percent bought duck stamps, 1,284 or 37o4 percent hunter waterfowl one or more times and 2,177 or 63o4 percent hunted one or more
upland game specieso Data pertaining to the upland game harvest are
included following the waterfowl reporto
The 1956 total of waterfowl hunters in Nebraska was determined
from the duck stamp sales {56 9 502 reported sold by March 31, 1957) and
the duck stamp buyers who reported hunting waterfowl one or more times
(87o7 percent)o This calculation indicates 49,552 waterfowl hunters
in Nebraska in 1956.
A total of 1 9 263 respondents reported hunting waterfowl 11,632
times in 1956 for an average of 9~21 trips per hunter. The elimination
of bias errors inherent in this type of survey indicated an average of
5086 trips per h'W'lter which was 18 percent belnw the 1955 average of
7ol8 tripSo
The average reported waterfowl kill was lle08 ducks, Oe36 geese,
Ool3 coots and Oo04 snipee The elimination of bias errors in the
reported duck and goose kills resulted in corrected mean seasonal bags
of 9o30 ducks and Oo27 geeseo The corrected mean seasonal duck bag
decreased 4o7 percent from 1955 and increased 14ol percent over the
average of 1954 and 1955. The corrected mean seasonal goose bag increased 44 percent over 1955 and increased 24 percent over the
average of 1954 and 19550
The 1956 totals for the waterfowl harvest were computed by multiplying the corrected mean seasonal bags by the calculated number of
waterfowl hunters in Nebraskao These totals were 510~237 ducks,
13 9 230 geese 9 6,293 coots and 2 9 180 snipe (the coot and snipe totals
are not corrected for bias errors)o
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Figure 1 presents a graphic comparison of the species composition
of the 1955 and 1956 duck kills. It is apparent that a significant
decrease occurred in the harvest of mallards while significant increases occurred in the harvest of blue-winged and green-winged teal.

~-

.4%\

blue-

\

73.1%
Mallard

1.1% gadwall
.7 bald pate
.9 shoveller
1.1 redhead
.7 canvasback
scaup
L2
3.0% unidentified

1.8%
1.1
2.3
1.8
1.0
2.8
0.3

55.5%

Mallard

gadwall
baldpate
shoveller
redhead
canvasback
scaup
merganser

1956
Figure 1.

Species Composition of the 1955 and 1956 Duck Kills.
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Figure 2 presents a graphic comparison of the 1955 and 1956
harvest of ducks as reported by ten--day periodso The increase in the
1956 harvest for the first ten-day period probably reflects the increased harvests of blue-winged and green-winged teal while decreased
harvest reported in mid-season reflects the decreased harvest of
mallardso
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Figure 2o

10-day Periods (period 8 is 5 days)
Comparison of the 1955 and 1956 Duck Kill as Reported
by Periodso

It was concluded from the data gathered by this survey that the
1956 waterfowl hunting success was generally equal to or slightly
better than either 1954 or 19550
The hunter success survey for 1957 has been initiated and will be
brought to completion in April of 19580 The questionnaire and survey
procedures used in 1956 were continued in 1957 except for the use of
IBM equipment in addressing the mailings and in tabulating the survey
responseo

Pheas~nt ~g
The percent of respondants reporting hunting
pheasants ~lol%) was similar to the year before (6la7%)o The
calculated number of hunters hunting pheasants one or more times was
97,6580 They averaged 3o95 hunting efforts per man during the 23-day
season and took Oo96 bird per efforta After correction for type I and
type II memory and prestige biases the average season kill was
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determined to be 4.04 birds per man. Without the bias corrections the
average season kill as reported was 3.78 birds. The calculated statewide harvest after corrections was 394,000 pheasants. These data are
compared with 1955 data in Table 1.
Upland Game Bird Kill Data
Calculated
Average Kill
Per Hunter
No. Hunting
(Statewide)
1955 195t>
1955 195b

Table 1.
Percent
Hunting

Pheasant
Quail

1955

195b

61.7

61.l 103,687 97,658

9.9

14.5

16,634 23,240

Grouse
4 .. 2
4.5
*Corrections applied

7,057

7,170

Calculated
Harvest
1955

195b

4.48* 4.04* 464,514* 394,540*
3.78 480,070 369,440
4.63
4.33* J.83*
5.55 4.62

72,025* 89,010*
92,330 107,480

2.17

15,313

1.95

14,015

Hunters were asked to record the period during which they killed
pheasants. Figure 3 presents these data, showing a marked decline of the
kill after the first week.
Figure 3.
Percent

Percent of Pheasant Kill by Period
1st week

2nd week

3rd week

4th
weekend

50
45
40
35

'
!',,
1955

'

30
25
20
15
10

5

Quail Kill~ Fourteen and one-half percent (499) of hunters returning the questionnaire indicated they hunted quail one or more times. When
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projected, these figur.es indicated 23,000 to have hunted quail in
1956. They averaged 2.44 hunts per man and 1.9 birds per hunt.
Modified statistical corrections were applied for memory and
prestige bias to determine more accurately the season kill. The
calculated statewide kill for 1956 was 89,010 bobwhites, 9.3% greater
than the 1955 figure (81,400).
The uncorrected calculations for pheasant and quail are included
in Table 1.
Distribution of ~ Hµnting: Hunters were asked to record the
county or counties in which they did most of their quail hunting. The
distribution of quail hunting, determined from answers to this question,
is presented in Figure 4.
Fourteen counties and parts of three others, opened to quail
hunting for the first time in more than 25 years, provided 9.8% of
the hunts and 7o4% of the bag. Eleven southeastern counties received the heaviest hunting pressure and provided the greatest success.
Ninety-one percent of the hunters ma.de four or fewer quail
hunting trips.
Grouse Kill: One hundred and fifty-four or 4.5% reported hunting
grouse. When projected, it was calculated that 7,170 of the state's
hunting permit holders hunted grouse. The average daily kill was
1.14 and the average season bag was 1.95 compared to 1.31 and 2.17 in
1955. The calculated statewide kill of 14,015 was 8.5% below the
1955 calculated kill.
The reported compsoition of the kill was 63% sharptails and 37%
prairie chicken which is al~ost identical with that reported in 1955.
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NEBRASKA DUCK SEASONS
1940 - 1957
(With Bag and Possession Limits)
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1940

l0ct. 16

(10-20)

Dec.

1941

l0cti) 16

( 10-20)

Deco 14J

1942

( Oct. 15

(10·-20)

Deco 2~

1943

I act.

00-20)

Dec.

1944

~t. 14

1945

I 0cto

15

1948

(10-20)

13

I 0ctc
l9Ct

! Oct.

1949

1953

15

(5-10)

Deco 9

<1-14)

26

21

pct. 20
pct. 19

1951

1952

0

l0cto 21

1950

Jan.

(10-20)

1946
1947

!Oct. 16
!Oct o 8

1955

l0ct. 8

I

(4-8 }·""""NOV~24]
Nov. l@

Dec~

(4-8)

Dec. ~

(5-10)

Dec. ~

(5-10)

[gc_t_._l_l_ _ _ __..(5_-_10__,,_) _ _ _ _ _D_~c.

1954

231

Dec.

(5-10)

(5..: 10)

9)

·---

Dec~

141

-6]

___________ ·15-1_0_)_____---..-· _____ ._Dec; 2~

rM--~---------···-----(- ~-----

- - - .-·------·-··,-oi

1956 ~~-.5------------···-- ______5_--:_lQ_ ___ . __________ P~E.!_.1§

1957 [Qc.~~~-5 ···-~~~-~=-=~ =~ ~~=-=-=-(~5~~~9} ~ ~~~~ ~ .~ ~ ~ ~· ~· ~-. De_c·:·J~
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BIG GAME
Big game species are becoming increasingly important as a recreational outlet to sportsmen of Nebraska. This is readily evident in
the mushrooming numbers of deer killed in open seasons since 1949. In
1949, 910 deer were harvested by residents of the state and the season
provided outdoor sport to 1,500 big-game hunterso Since this time,
the herd has increased over many parts of the state and the recreation
potential has increased accordingly. And, in 1957, a time span of
just nine years, the number of big game enthusiasts able to participate in the hunt had increased to 12,174. These big game hunters were
able to harvest 8,450 deer, about nine times more deer than were
harvested in 1949.
The importance of big game to Nebraskans can hardly be overestimated. It has both economic and social aspects and, as a
renewable wildlife resource, it is subject to management.
It is important that we obtain year to year information regarding
the status of our wildlife resources. We must have sufficient basic
information to formulate wise management programs and policies. Each
year surveys and basic studies on big game are being carried out to
provide this information.

DEER
Population Surveys:
Attempts to develop suitable techniques for determining
population trends of deer in Nebraska were started in 1954. Emphasis
was at first placed on development of two techniques: (1) ground
spotlight counts on specified routes and (2) aerial counts on
selected river systems.
Results of three years work with ground spotlight counts indicated
low reliability of data. Variations in counts were due to several
uncontrolled factors, primarily behavior of deer and immediate environmental conditionso Therefore, spotlight counts were discontinued in

1957.
Emphasis is now being placed on aerial counts and pellet group
counts in conjunction with range surveys.
Aerial C.Qµpts Qn selected ~ s_ystems: The number of aerial
survey routes was increased from three to seven in 1957. New routes
were established on the Niobrara, Lower Missouri, Platte and
Republican Rivers. Routes flown in both 1956 and 1957 were located
on the North Platte, Elkhorn and Upper Missouri Riverso
Techniques were the same as those used in 1956. Attempts were
made to take counts on days when the ground was completely covered
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with snow.
used.

High-winged aircraft of low cruising speed were

Counts on the North Platte, Elkhorn and Upper Missouri Rivers
were considerably lower than those of 1956. Results of the counts are
shown in the following table.

Route
North Platte River
(Oshkosh to Wyoming line)
Upper Missouri River
(Spencer - on Niobrara R. to South Sioux City)
Elkhorn River
(Clearwater to Beemer)
Platte River
(North Platte to Kearney)
Republican River
(McCook to Red Cloud)
Niobrara River
(Nenzel to Carns)
Lower Missouri
(Fremont - on Platte R. to Rulo)

No. of deer observed
1955 1956 1957
101
65
66

Percent change
from 1956

- 35.6

60

50

- 16.7

86

35

- 59.3

27
~

35

u

Aerial counts of deer should be continued and possibly expanded in
future years, Attempts should also be made to refine techniques further.
Aerial ~ .2.f: fallow ~: An aerial count of fallow deer was
taken between Petersburg and Cumminsville in the Beaver River Valley in
December, 1957. An attempt was ma.de to count all deer using the valley
at that time.
Results of the survey indicated that aerial counting was a good
practical method for censusing fallow deer. At the time of the survey,
most of the deer were in bands and utilizing open meadows. They were
easily seen and it was believed that most of those using the valley in
December were tallied.
The number of fallow deer observed totaled 126 animals in seven
different bands. It is doubtful that more than 150 fallow deer were
using the Beaver Creek Valley at the time of the survey. This estimate
is considerably lower than those of 1956 when the population was
estimated to be 300 to 350. Estimates in 1956 were based on interviews
with ranchers and ground observations during summer and fall.
The doe:fawn ratio again indicated low reproduction or survival of
fawns and was similar to that obtained from ground observations in 1956.
Of 74 antlerless deer identified, 52 were adult females and 22 were
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fawns ma.king a doe:fawn ratio of 100~420 The 1956 ratio was 100:380
These ratios indicate relatively low productivity of fallow deer in
Nebraskao Because of this low product~ivi ty, especially when compared
to native deer of Nebraska, it appears that the future recreation
potential is quite lowe
Sex ~ age ratios of mYle dee.r.~ During September limited observations were made on mule deer in the Pine Ridge in an attempt to
determine the sex and age structure of the populationo
The number of deer observed was so small that the results can be
interpreted as nothing more than indicativeo Only 274 deer were
identified as to sex and age., Of these, 45 were adult males, 138
were females and 133 were fawns making a buck~doe~fawn ratio of
33g100:96.. In 1956, the buck:doe:fawn ratios, obtained from observations on 610 deer, were 47ilQOg92 ..
Superficially 9 these data suggest that t,he proportion of adult
males in the population was less in 1957 than in 1956 and that the
proportion of fawns was greatero The proportion of fawns is usually
interpreted to indicate reproductive success$ However, when compared
to the age structure of the female population, it appears that
reproductive rates were actually about the same as in 19560 Data
obtained during the 1957 hunting season indicated that the proportion
of yearling does in the population was slightly less in 1957 than
in 1956., Since yearlings represent a non-productive segment of the
population, the proportion of productive does wculd be greater in
1957 resulting in a slightly higher d~e~fawn ratioo Actually, the
higher doe~fawn ratio could represent poorer fawn survival during the
winter of 1956-1957 rather than higher reproductive rateso
Postqar.d. guestion.n_aire ~ 2f. ~ QI2erqtors in ~ Sandhills
!Q. obtain information .Qll pgpulatiQ?l leyels~ A systematic postcard
questionnaire survey of land operators was conducted for counties in
Northcentral Nebraska to obtain information on approximate population
levels of deer and additional information on the 1956 harvest in those
counties open to huntingo
The pattern of the survey was essentially the same as used for
Western Nebraska in 19560 An attempt was made to contact the
operators of sections 8 and 26 in those counties having large land
unitso In counties having smaller land units cperators of sections
8, 11, 26 and 28 were contactedo Twenty-one counties (delineated in
Figure 1) were included in the surveyo
Response of land operators was excellentG Of 1,302 contacted,
857 or 65o7 percent returned their questionnaire and provided the
information requestedo
Based on information supplied by respondents, it appears that
populations of deer have been increasing since 19520 Approximately
50 percent of the respondents reported that deer had increased since
1952; 33 percent indicated that populations had remained the same; and
only eight percent reported that deer numbers had decreased during the
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five year period. There was little difference in reports from counties
open to deer hunting as opposed to those not open.
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Figure 1.

Densities of deer per square mile as reported
by landowners in Sandhills counties.

Reports of respondents indicated that deer were well distributed
throughout Northcentral Nebraska (Sandhills). Of the 857 cooperating
land operators, 77.6 percent reported observing deer on their lands
during 1956 with 56.8 percent indicating resident populations and 20.8
percent reporting transients.
Reports of the cooperators indicated a light harvest of deer in
those counties open to hunting. Less than half of those reporting
resident deer reported some harvest of deer from their farm or raneh in
+956. In Brown, Cherry, Keya Paha and Rock Counties, >3301 resident deer
were reported. Of these only 261, or 7.9 percent were reported harvested. In Boyd and Holt Counties the reported harvest was only about
four percent and in Thomas and Blaine (excluding the National Forest),
approximately five percent were reported harvested.
In general, counties in the southeastern part of the Sandhills had
the highest reported density and the southwestern part of the survey
area had the lowest. Reported density for each county is shown in
Figure 1.
Based on data supplied by respondents, the total population for
counties included in the survey was estimated at 31,000 deer or about
1.34 deer per square mile.
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Considering the results of a similar survey in Western Nebraska
in 1956, it appears very likely that our state herd totaled at least
75,000 animals in 1956.
It has been recommended that this survey be continued in Western
Nebraska and the Sandhills every third yearo Although it was not
designed to be extremely accurate, it can provide data on population
trends over large areas •
.fumim Suryeys;

Range examination to determine the degree of browse utilization
by deer and the compatability of deer populations with range conditions
is an essential phase of management in many deer rangeso In Nebraska,
range surveys are difficult to establish and interpret because of a
high dependence by deer on agricultural crops and non-woody specieso
They are further complicated by high utilization of woody browse
species by cattlea However, two areas~ the Bessey Division of the
Nebraska National Forest and the Pine Ridge, are subject to such
surveys.
Bessey Diyision ,gJ: the Nab_~ National Forest; Browse examination plots were first established on the Forest in 1945. These plots
have been examined in late winter each subsequent yearo
Nine of the same plots were again inspected on April 1 and 2 in

19570 The examination revealed that a more favorable growing season
in 1956 and reduced browsing during the winter of 1956-1957 resulted
in considerable improvement in some species of browse plantso
Production of buck brush~ one of the staple browse plants on the
Forest, increased and it sustained greater utilization than in 1956.
The condition of this species had improved considerablya
During recent years, chokecherry and ceanothus, both highly
palatable browse plants, were in poor condition due to the combined
effects of drouth and severe browsingo Cedars were lightly browsed
exQept for some individual trees.
The favorable growing season in 1957 and reduced browsing should
result in improvement of this range in 19580
PU>.e Ridge (~, Dawes Jlll.d Sheridan Coµpties): Browse production and utilization studies were begun in the Pine Ridge in 1957.
These studies were conceived as a cooperative project between the
Nebraska Grune Commission, the Forest Service and personnel of Chadron
State College.
A meeting of all personnel involved and range technicians of the
Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service was called in January to
determine techniques that would be most applicable to conditions
existing in the Pine Ridge. The discussions indicated that two basic
techniques were applicable: (1) permanent production and utilization
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transects using ten chokecherry plants on each transect; and (2) extensive utilization transects, using 100 different shrubs on each transect,
to obtain information on browse composition 9 vigor 9 age classes and
utilization of various shrubs by deero
Work on the production phase of the survey was begun in September.
Game Commission personnel established twelve permanent transects
between Highway Noo 2 and 19 and two west of Highway Noc 2o Students at
Chadron State College 9 under the direction of Dro Arthur Carroll and
Doris Gates, completed twelve transects between Chadron Creek and
Bordeaux Creeko Forest Service personnel were able to complete five
transects in the vicinity of Chadron Creeko These transects will be
read again during early spring of 1958 to determine utilization of chokecherry by deero
Since this was the first year of the survey, no conclusions or
comparisons can be ma.de with past yearso However, field observations
did bring to light some basic information on deer range in the Pine
Ridgeo
Heavy utilization of browse plants by cattle has undoubtedly
modified browse composition in many parts of the Pine Ridge escarpmento
Suitable numbers of chokecherry shrubs for establishment of transects
were almost limited to areas inaccessible to cattleo Such areas
included fenced right-of-ways or steep slopeso In some areas it was
apparent that heavy utilization by cattle had practically eliminated
chokecherry as a member of the plant collDilunityo It seems likely that
in times before heavy cattle pressure, palatable shrubs such as chokecherry were probably more abundant than todayo When considering the
quality of deer range 9 however, this effect has been partially offset by
limited agricultural practices or todayo
Deer

Bulletin~

A popularized 37-page deer bulletin, entitled Nebraska ~' was
prepared and published prior to the 1957 deer seasonso The bulletin was
written and published for deer hunters of Nebraska and was issued to the
1957 permitteeso Included in the text was information ong (1) history
of deer in Nebraska.' (2) identification, (3) distribution; (4) life
history' (5) food habits, (6) characteristics; (7) management; and (8)
tips to the hunter, including hunting and care of meato
Analysis of

~ De~r

Harvest

~:

Hunting success~ areas open to hunting and the number of deer
harvested were discussed in the 1956 annual reporto Detailed information which was not tabulated in time for the 1956 report is given in
the following paragraphso
Analysis of species composition confirmed data obtained in past
seasonso White-tailed deer contribute little to the total harvest
except in the eastern one-third of the stateo From limited d~ta taken
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in Keith and Lincoln Counties, it appears that the white-tailed deer
will also be important in the Platte River drainage east of Lincoln
Countyo
Distribution and species composition of the 1956 harvest in the
Pine Ridge and Upper Platte Management Units are shown in Figures 3,
4 and 5.
In the Upper Platte Management Unit, the kill was well distributed between sub-management units. Slight concentration of kills
could be noted for the Wildcat Hills area and in Keith and Lincoln
Counties. The ratio of white-tailed deer to mule deer was 2057:100.
For the Pine Ridge Management Unit, 82o4 percent of the total
harvest was taken from sub-management units in which some part of the
Pine Ridge escarpment occurs. About 62 percent were concentrated in
sub-units 1, 6 and 7 comprising the western half of the escarpmento
The over-all ratio of white-tailed deer to mule deer was 2.6:1000
Species composition of the harvest in other management units is
shown in the following table.
Number of Deer Harvested
Management U;n;l:t
Sandhills
Upper Missouri
Elkhorn
Halsey

Mul~ D~~;c

Wh;l:t~tail~

910
86
39
173

55
99
72
6

Total
965
185
111
179

Wh;1:t~tails:M11le

6.05:100
115:100
185:100
305:100

The proportion of white-tailed deer in the harvest decreased from
that of 1955 in the Upper Missouri and Sandhills Management Unitso
A similar decrease was noted in 1955, when compared to the species
composition in 1954. These data suggest rather severe white-tailed
deer mortality in Northeast Nebraska.
The over-all sex and age ratios for units open to either sex
hunting throughout the season were 10? males~lOO fema.les:72.fawns.
Sex ratios of mule deer fawns heavily favored males in the Upper
Platte, Sandhills and Pine Ridge Units. ~ 1,416 fawns identified in
these units, 775 were males and 641 were females making a sex ratio
of 121 males:lOO females. Small samples in Northeast Nebraska
indicated that female fawns exceeded male fawnso
The pattern of daily kill followed the same trend as noted in
past yearso For those areas open to either sex hunting, more than
sixty percent were taken by the close of the second day and slightly
more than eighty percent had been killed by the end of the third day.
The greatest kill in the Sandhills occurred on the last day when
hunters were allowed to harvest deer of either sex. In the Upper
Missouri, where hunters were limited to bucks, the kill was well
distributed throughout the season.
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Figure Jo

Distribution of the 1956 Deer Harvest in the Upper Platte
Management Unit (Keith and Lincoln Counties not Shown).
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Figure 5o

Distribution of the 1956 Deer Harvest in the Pine Ridge
Management Unit
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Age composition of mule deer males in the Upper Platte and Pine
Ridge Management Units remained about the same as for 1955 with 42 to
43 percent of the buck kill aged as yearlings (only those counties
open to hunting in 1955). The proportion of bucks older than it years
was greater in those counties not open to hunting in 1955.
Age composition of female mule deer for the Pine Ridge, Sandhills
and Halsey Management Units suggested poor survival of female fawns
during the winter of 1955-56. The percentage of fawns in the mule
deer harvest from the Upper Platte and Pine Ridge remained about the
same as in 1955 (Upper Platte - 23.8 percent, Pine Ridge - 27.6
percent).
Mean weights of yearling mule deer did not change significantly
from those of 1954 and 1955 in the Upper Platte 9 Sandhills and Upper
Missouri Management Units.
they declined from 105.5 pounds in
Some of this decline in mean weights
can be explained on the basis of current environmental stress since
much of the area was under a heavy snow cover, hampering feeding
activities, from November 1 until the hunting season. Current environmental stress did not exclude the possibility of population
pressure, however, since mean antler measurements also declined.
In the Pine Ridge,

however~

1954 to 101.1 pounds in 1956.

The lowest mean weight for a management unit in 1956 was for
Halsey where 26 yearling mule deer averaged 98$8 pounds.
Analysis of physical data for the Upper Platte and Pine Ridge
Management Units revealed regional variations in physical characteristics within each unit. In the Pine Ridge 1 the smallest deer
were taken from the Pine Ridge escarpment between Chadron and the
Wyoming line. The smallest deer for the Upper Platte, in general,
were killed in the Wildcat Hills and along the North Platte River and
river breaks west of Keith County. These regional variations may be
due to inherent differences in quality of range. They may also
reflect population pressure, particularly in the Pine Ridge. In this
unit, the highest recorded concentrations of deer correspond to the
region of smaller physical measurementso

· 1957 Deer Seasonsg
Archeryg The 1957 archery season marked the third consecutive
year that archers were able to harvest deer in Nebraska. It was the
most liberal season thus far, extending from September 7 through
October 31 with the entire state open. One deer of either sex could
be taken in all areas of the state except the extreme southern
portion, where bucks only could be taken.
No restrictions were placed on the number of permits to be
issued and 655 persons applied for and received archery permits.
Archers were required to present their kill to a local law
enforcement officer who officially sealed the animal and recorded
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information relative to the species, sex and age of the deer. At the
close of the season a questionnaire was sent to each permittee requesting
information on: (1) location of kill; (2) number of days hunted; (3)
number of deer observed; (4) number of shots taken; (5) number of deer
crippled; and (6) general comments.
Nebraska archers enjoyed a hunting success far above the national
average. Reports from the law enforcement officers indicated a total
kill of 80 deero Hunter success was 12.2 percent as compared to 10.2
percent in 1956. The following table sunnnarizes the 1957 deer kill by
archers.
FALLOW DEER
Female
Male
0
5
TOTAL
5
Percent 602

Summar;I o;t: 12~2 deer kill bI archers
TOTAL
MULE DEER
WHITE-TAILED
Female
Female
Female
Ma.le
Male
Male

13

8

25

21
26 .. 3

29
54
67.5

37

43

80
100.0

or

the 655 questionnaires sent out, 382 or 58 .. 3 percent were
returnedo These reports indicated the archery season provided considerable recreation for Nebraska's big-game hunters. Reports from 378
respondents showed that all or part of 4,072 days had been spent hunting
deer with bow and arrow during the 1957 season. The number of days, or
trips afield, ranged from none to 55. Approximately 46 percent of the
archers were in the field at least 10 days.
The number of shots taken at deer by the respondents ranged from
none to 62. About 26 percent of the archers did not have an opportunity
to shoot.
Many of the archers remarked that their hunt was both appreciated
and enjoyed. Approximately 17 percent commented that the season should
be at a later date when hunting conditions are more favorable. From
the reports received it appears that, generally speaking, hunter-landowner relations were very amiable during the archery season.
Rifle seasons: Several problems confronted the Commission when they
met to establish the 1957 deer season. The greatest problem concerned
high populations of deer, populations that had exceeded the tolerance
level of many landowners, in the Pine Ridge of northern Sioux, Dawes and
Sheridan Counties.
The
could be
big-game
in which
adequate
those in

1957 legislature provided the tool with which such problems
solvedo They enacted legislation making it permissable for
hunters to apply for a permit each year regardless of the year
the last permit was issued. This legislation insured an
number of hunters to solve local population problems such as
the Pine Ridge.

When the Commission established the 1957 regulations for deer,
seasons were geared to solve this local problemo Some areas that
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could have been opened to hunting were purposely kept closed to
insure adequate hunting pressure in the Pine Ridge. Numbers of
permits to be issued were kept at a minimum in other management units
for this same reason.
Areas open to hunting are shown in Figure 60 Number of permits
allotted, season dates and bag limits were as followso
Management Unit
Pine Ridge - 1st
Pine Ridge - 2nd
Plains
Upper Platte
Sandhills
Upper Missouri

Elkhorn

Halsey

Season Dates
Octo 4-13
Novo 1-11
Novo 1-5
Nov., 1-5
Novo 1-5
Nov" 1-5

Noo Permits
5,000
5,000
1~000

2,500
lj800
500

200

Novo 1-5

Nov. 1-5
400
Total permits authorized • ., • .,16,400

Season Bag Limit
1, either sex
1, either sex
1, either sex
1, either sex
1, either sex
1, antlered deer
with a fork
on at least
one antler
1, antlered deer
with a fork
on at least
one antler
1, either sex

Season dates were earlier in 1957 than in past years. There were
three objectives in establishment of an earlier season: (1) to
decrease crop depredations that occur during October and November;
(2) to provide deer, particularly bucks, that are in good flesh; and
(3) to provide deer hunting under favorable weather conditions.,
Past ·information on patterns of daily kill indicate that most of
the hunting pressure occurs during the first three days of a season.
Since deer hunting in the Pine Ridge Management Unit is very
restricted in area, a split season was declared to control the
opening-day influx of hunters.
As in past years, check stations were established throughout the
open areas and successful hunters were required to present their
animals at an official check station to have their permit cancelled
and the deer officially sealed. Local personnel were employed to
operate check stations and biologists collected biological data by
sampling at various check stations.
Results of the 1957 deer harvest by rifle hunters are summarized
in Table 1.
In all, 8450 deer were successfully killed in 1957 making a
hunting success of 69.,4 percent. Hunting success was on a par with
the eight-year average (1945 through 1956) of 70.9 percent although
lower than the exceptionally high success of 80.2 percent in 1956.,
The highest hunting success was in the Sandhills Unit where 83o4
percent of the hunters bagged a deer. Hunters in the Elkhorn Unit had
the poorest success and only 25.,3 percent were able to get their deer.
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The proportion of adult males and fawns represented in the harvest
from units open to either sex hunting was considerably less than in 1956.
Over-all sex and age ratios for mule deer were 82 adult males:lOO adult
females:6o fawns as compared to 107:100:72 in 1957.
Species composition was comparable to that obtained for past
seasons. 'White-tailed deer contributed little to the total harvest
except in the Upper Missouri and Elkhorn Management Units. Ratios of
white-tailed deer to mule deer decreased in all management units.
In the Upper Missouri Management Unit, 1957 marked the fourth
consecutive year that the proportion of whitetails in the harvest has
decreased. The decline has been steady with white-tailed deer comprising 78.6 percent in 1954, 58.5 percent in 1955, 53.5 percent in 1956 and
47.6 percent in 1957. In the Elkhorn Unit, the proportion of whitetailed deer dropped from 64.8 percent in 1956 to 44.3 percent in 1957.
Again, mortality in the white-tailed deer herd for these units is
suggested as a possible factor in the change in species composition.
The quality of buck mule deer that hunters were able to bag was
considerably better than those of 1955 and 1956. In the Pine Ridge,
yearling males averaged 105.2 pounds in October as compared to 101.l
pounds during December in 1956. In other units average weights of yearling males increased from five to seven pounds over those of 1956.
These increased weights were probably due to the early season
before deer had rutted as opposed to a late season after the rutting
period. Observations on penned deer by investigators in Pennsylvania
showed that food consumption of male deer decreases at the onset of
breeding and activity increases, resulting in decreased body weights.
Their observations also revealed that weight losses were greater in
the larger more vigorous bucks. Chances are that bucks older than
yearlings showed even greater average weight gains than yearlings.
This was also evidenced in the numbers of heavy deer checked in 1957.
Bucks hog-dressing better than 200 pounds were relatively common. Past
state weight records for both white-tailed deer and mule deer were
broken. A white-tailed buck was killed northeast of Valentine that
weighed 289 pounds hog-dressed. A mule deer buck hog-dressing 310
pounds was taken in Garden County.
As could be expected from an earlier season, the average weights
of fawns was considerably less during October than during December,
1956. In the November season mean weights of fawns were about the same
as for 1956.
Mean weights of adult females were also about the same as for 1956.
The pattern of daily kills followed that established for previous
seasons. In all units open to either sex hunting, excluding the Pine
Ridge, hunters had only five days during November in which to hunt.
About 81.0 percent of the total harvest was taken during the first three
days. In the Pine Ridge Management Units, hunters were allowed ten days
hunting during October. Although hunters were allowed five additional
days to hunt, 81.5 percent of the harvest was taken in the first three
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dayso This again points out that length of season for an either-sex
controlled hunt has little effect on total harvest or distribution of
hunting pressure throughout the season.
In the Upper Missouri and Elkhorn Management Units, where
hunters were restricted to bucks having a fork on at least one antler,
the kill was well distributed throughout the five-day season.
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Summary of the 1957 deer harvest by rifle hunters
MANAGEMENT UNIT
Upper
Sandhills Halsey
Upper
Pine Ridge Plains
Platte
Missouri
(Nov.)
1,202
1,875
1,412
377
305
99
173
552
814
204
99
594
518
156
148
412
99
450
296
25
48
140
144
160
1,040
591
693
131
760
132
103
431
564
280
28
28
llO
129
21
1
13
125
59
20
18
75
3
9
90
11
9
90
43
7
ll
32
90
2
11
11
32
7
6
5
14
18
2
5
3
9
1,895
380
1,211
1,487
323
189
3,195
607
1,772
1,783
400
495
62.6
59.4
67o3
80.7
83.4
38.2

Table l.,

_,
..J

n.

L

Pine Ridge
(Oct.)
2,897
1,267
877
390
1,588
1,246
342
42
24
10
8
2
14
11
3

Mule deer harvest
males
adult
fawn
females
adult
fawn
unidentified
Whitetail harvest
males
adult
fawn
females
adult
fawn
-µnidentified
Total harvest
2,921
Number permits issued 3,748
Hunting success (%)
78.0
Bucks : Does : Fawns··
(Mule . deer)
70:100:59 68:100:76 118:100:57 86:.100:52 80:100:48 144:100:51
Mule deer fawn sex
. ratio (bucks:does)
114:100
106:100
171:100
127:100
112:100
89:100
Whitetai1s:Mule deer 0.83:.100
L06:100
0.79:100 0.75:100 5.3:100
509:100
91:100
(1) One fallow deer taken in Antelope County making a total kill of 44.
(2) Includes only those animais taken in management units open to either-sex hunting.,

Elkhorn

24
24
24

19
19
19

43 (l)
174
25.3

Total
Harvest

8,191
3,727
2,684
1,043
4,203
3,286
917
261
258
182
167
15
64
36
28
12
8,450
12,174
69.,4

( 2 )82:100:60
114:100
79:100 3.,15 :100
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ANTELOPE
Aerial Inyentory&
An adequate inventory is a necessary prerequisite for determining
the number of antelope to be removed from the population through an
annual harvest by sportsmeno The number of hunting permits issued
should be based on the reproductive success of that year and t.he
current population level., This information can be obt.ained only
through an intensive summer inventoryo
An aerial census of each management unit open to hunting was again
undertaken in 1957 o Methods we:::·e essentially the same as those used
in previous yearso Each unit was floirm systematically at l~w altitudeso The distance between transects varied from lf miles in
management unit I and V to three miles in unit IV e All antelope
observed for one quarter mile on each side of the flight path were
countedo The population estimate for each management unit was then
computed from this sampleo
Results of the inventory are presented and c0mpa.red to those of
1956 in the following tableo This year 9 Nebraska's antelope range
was divided into five management units as compared to four units in
past yearso For comparative purposes 9 the estimated populations were
computed for the same areas censused in 1956 (management unit II
includes data from units II and III fJr 1957)0
Results and c':>mparisc:.n of the 1957 aerial antel:ope
inventory t(o that of 1956
Area of
Area c1f
Noo of
No,, Antelope Esto Popo
Transects
Unit Sampled Antelope
per
For Area
UNIT YEAR (Sqo Miles) (Sqo Mile~)
Observed Sqo Mile
Sampled
I
1957
8600
262
272
3cl6
830
1956
80o0
262
274
3o43
900
II 1957
44100
1886
392
Oo89
1675
_ ~ =
!9z6<= _ <;&>43):;.,5~ = _ _!8~E~ _, ~ = _47.6= _, =- ~o~3=-= = _ _2!1~ _
III 1957
48400
2783
101
Oo21
582
1956
48400
2783
103
Oo21
592
IV 1957
102.0
300
49
Oo48
144
1956
10300
300
123
1019
358

--------,.......----~----~=-----~

~~-----~=~---~-----___,,__,

_____________,,

-~~~~-~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-----~

<=

LZ>

""'3

~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~

Survey data for 1957 indicated a general decline in the antelope
population of Nebraskao The only management unit that did not show a
decline was unit IV (Sandhills)o Considering all management units
together, the survey indicated an over~all decrease of about 18 percent~
Reproductive success was the lowest recorded since 1955
management units except unit !Io By comparing the number of
kids observed it appears that reproduction was three to four
less than in 19560 The over-all doe&kid ratio was 100~66 as
to 100:76 in 19560
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in all
does and
percent
compared

Poor reproduction could account for some of the decline, especially
in management unit I where the doe:kid ratio dropped from 100:103 in
1956 to 100:67 in 1957e However, considering the magnitude of the overall decrease, it appears that there were fewer breeding animals in 1957
than in 1956e The over-all buck:doe ratio was 54~100 which is an adequate
ratio for maximum reproduction.
The number of permits to be issued has always been determined prior
to the completion of the aerial inventoryo Since this census is the
only effective method we have of determining the harvestable surplus, it
was recommended that the decision on the number of permits be delayed
until after completion of the inventory.

1251 Antelope Seaso.n:
The 1957 season marked the fifth consecutive year that antelope
have been legally harvested in Nebraska. The season extended from
September 14 through September 16~
Permits were allotted on the basis of five management units in
Western Nebraskae A total of 1,450 permits were authorized for the 1957
seasono However 1 only 1,058 eligible applications were received.
The following table summarizes the results of the 1957 seasono
Information pertaining to the antelope harvest in 1957
Management
Unit
I

II
III

IV

v

TOTALS

Numb~~ ~! Antelc~ Hat~e~t~d
]UQ.§
Adyl:t~

Male

..,..,_,,
(

9,...,i'
70

100

Female
70

19

20

Total
182

64
64
43

17

16

194

9

21
12

172
164
71
783

Male

l?

32

22

~

377

266

65

Female

6
'75

Percent of Hunters
Successful
89o7

65ol
7Ll
?3o3
~2

74,,0

The decrease in antelope n-umbers during 1957 was reflected in
hu.'l"lting successo Over-all hunting success in the five management units
combined was 74o0 percent as compared to 83.3 percent in 1956e
Antelope hunters were again selective for buck antelope as
evidenced by the kill figuress Adult males accounted for 48ol percent
of the harvest, and adult females only 34.0 percento Kids composed the
remaining 17o9 percento The percentage of ld.ds in the harvest increased from 13~2 percent in 1956 to 17~9 percent in 19570 This may
also indicate that antelope hunters experienced more difficulty in
making a kill this year due to the lower population~
The age composition of the kill followed the same general pattern
as experienced in past antelope seasons in Nebraskao Data on the age
composition of the harvest is presented in the following tableo
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Age composition

the 1957 antelope harvest

Kid

1 ~>

2 l£o

J yro

4Z:,:__ 5 yro

Total
Age2._

Number
Percent

47
13o2

112

71

35

47

355

Percent
Number
Percent

2108
103
1608

Sex
Males

o~

43

lOOoO
20o0
13.2 12o2
9o9
---------------~------------------Number
56
17
38
257
32
Females
TOTALS

3lo5

55
2lo4
167
27o!J:.

59

1205
103
1608

606
52
805

2)o0

14.s

106
17o3

81
13ol

100.l
612
99,,9

Data relative to the physical condition of the herd were obtained
from antelope when checked at compulsory checking stationsa Mean
weights, tarsal measurements and horn size have not changed appreciably during the years these data were collectedo The general
physical.condition of Nebraska's antelope appears goodo The following
table compares the mean weights of antelope harvested in Nebraska for
the past three yearso The weights of the two and three-year-olds
for 1955 were omitted because of a difference in aging techniqueo
Mean weights (hog-dressed) of antelope harvested in Nebraska
tor the past three years
Year
Kid
l yro
2 yro
3 yro
4 yr.
5 yr,,
1955 38o2
74o5
9006
9lol
Male
1956 38o3
75o2
84o3
87o5
8?06
90o2
__ .... __ !927_ _32a1 .... _7t±o§. __ !!0.!.8___82o~ _ .... §.9.:,0___sz,,.2 ...
1955 35o9
65o9
7006*
Female
1956 36el
6606
6808
70.5
6906*
1957 37.0
69o5
67.1
67o7
70o3*
* Includes females 4 years and older

-Sex

Antelope Restoration

~

.t.hg, Sa.ndhill§g

An antelope restoration project requiring trapping and transplanting was initiated in the latter part of 19570 The purpose of
this project is to establish antelope in areas of the state where
suitable habitat exists and where conflict with agriculture will be
at a minimum" When antelope populations have reached a desirable
level, the herd will be controlled through an annual harvest by
sportsmeno
The Sandhills occupy approximately 20,000 square miles of
historical antelope range in Nebraskao Project plans are to release
antelope in selected locations in the Sandhills in sufficient numbers
to establish a breeding population. lend use in this region is
almost entirely grazing and there 'Will be little competition between
antelope and agriculture. It is intended that at least two transplants, consisting of 30 to 50 antelope each, will be ma.de each year
for at least three yearso
·
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Releases will be made only in areas where landowners have signed a
cooperative agreement with the Game, Forestation and Parks Commission
specifying a management plano The cooperating landowners must
collectively own a tract of land commensurate with the ranging habits
of antelope.~
·Areas in which releases are made will be closed to hunting of
antelope until adequate investigations indicate that a harvestable
surplus existso It is expected that future harvests will be based on
management units and populations within each unit. The project is
divided into two phases~ (1) reconnaissance surveys of pot.ential release
sites, and (2) trapping and transplanting of antelope~
Arrangements have been made with the Colorado Department of Fish
and Game to trap antelope from concentrations in Colorado for transplanting in the Sandhills of Nebraska during the winter of 1958. The
Nebraska Game Commission will trade catfish for antelope under this
arrangemento In future years antelope will be trapped from concentration areas in Western Nebraska for transplanting in the Sandhillso
During 1957, five potential release sites were selected in the
Sandhills in preparation for the action phase of the antelope
restoration project. Cooperative agreements have been obtained from
193 Sandhill landowners comprising over 682,0CDacres of land. Signatures were secured from landowners through the efforts of a resident
sponsoro At no time were landowners solicited by Game Commission
personnel to obtain signatures for release sites.
Reconnaissance surveys were completed for three of the proposed
release sites in 1957 to determine (1) the general character of the
vegetation, (2) land use, (3) availability of water, (4) topographical
features~ (5) natural and artificial barriers to antelope movement,
(6) abundance of antelope predators, (7) remoteness and (8) landowner
attitudes.
Preliminary work cf these surveys consisted of contacting local
Soil Conservation Service personnel to obtain information relative to
land use, vegetation, soil characteristics and range condition for the
respective release sites.
Each release site was plotted on large scale maps to delineate the
area under cooperative agreements. The site was then examined to
determine its suitability as antelope habitat. Information was gathered
on vegetation~ general topographic features of the land and the abundance
and distribution of natural and artificial water supplies. Each release
site was viewed from aircraft.
On the basis of our knowledge of the habitat requirements of
antelope, the reconnaissance surveys indicated that the proposed release
sites are suit~ble for antelope from a biological and land use approach.
Whenever possible, cooperating landovmers were contacted during
the reconnaissance surveys to determine their attitudes toward antelope
releases, future hunting seasons$ willingness to cooperate with law
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enforcement and other matters. Interviews with landowners during the
field work indicated enthusiastic support of the project. None of the
landowners contacted were adverse to the establishment of antelope in
the Sandhills.
Figure 2 shows the location of the proposed release sites under
cooperative agreements.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Antelope management units.

Location of proposed antelope release sites in
the Sandhills.
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FURBEARERS
To utilize Nebraska's fur resources properly, it is necessary
that certain facts be obtained prior to the date when trapping
season recommendations are to be made to the Game Commissionerso
Surveys must be conducted throughout the year to determine the
habitat conditions and the reproduction success of our major fur
speciese We have only to look to our past history to see the near
disastrous results of an unsound beaver exploitation policy. Sound
management practices will insure a fur resource for future generations o

The annual fur harvest inventory indicated 1956-57 to be the
fifth consecutive year in which the calculated state-wide fur
harvest has shown a decline. Continued low fur prices have discouraged many trappers who, in past years, have relied upon this
resource as a means of adding needed incomeo
There were
This represents
seasono Postal
permitteeso Of

3725 trapping permits sold for the 1956-57 season.
a reduction of 184 trappers from the previous
card questionnaires were mailed to 82e4% of the
those contacted, 76o or 2308% returned usable cards.

The calculated harvest of all furs was 167,052 or a decrease of
406% from the previous season's total of 175,043 (Table I). This
reduced harvest reflects the declining numbers of trappers, lower
average catch per trapper, and low pelt prices&
Table I,,

Badger
Beaver
Bobcat
Civet
Coyote
Red Fox
Mink
Muskrat
Opossum
Raccoon
Skunk
Weasel
All Species

Calculated Fur Take

1954-55

1955-56

1956-57

389
9,458
84
983
957
230
12,415
133,286
3,418
19,676

679
16,836
80
1,785
1,817
611
10,895
109,808
4,681
22,516
4,923
380
175,043

987
7,717
68
1,229
4,065
622
10,239
112,538
3,431
20,838
5o.115
203
167,052

3~107

254
184,348

The harvest of muskrat was up 2o5% over the previous season
although the percentage of trappers taking muskrat dropped from
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79.1% to 74.0%. The average catch per trapper increased from 35.7 (in
1955-56) to 4108.
This was the fourth consecutive year of decline in the mink harvest.
Although the percent of trappers taking mink decreased from 63.4 to
58o9 percent the average take per mink trapper increased from 4.4 to 4.8.
The beaver harvest of 7,717 was down 54.2 percent from the peak
take of the previous season. Beaver trappers reported an average take
of 6.10 beaver or 3.09 less than during the previous season.
The catch of badger, coyote, fox and skunk all showed gains over
the previous season.
Mean average prices generally showed a marked decline over the
previous year (Table II). Exceptions were civet, skunk, and weasel.
,Opossum remained the same ~s. the previous season.

Fur Harvest Data for 1957

Table II.

Average Take Per Trapper
Reporting Taking
Zone I
Zone II State
Badger
Beaver
. J3obcat
Civet
Coyote
Red Fox
Mink
Muskrat
Opossum
Raccoon
Skunk
Weasel

8.16
12.16
2.33
3.00
40000
1.50
9.62
59.17

All Species

14.93
8.95
L60

4.10
10.13
J.20
4o16
40.36
6.04
10.37
6.10
L81

4.• 76
6.10
2.33
4.03
12.99
3.11
4.78
41.82
6.17
10.87
6.45
1.15

67.04

48.19

49.96

lloOO

4.21
5.47
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Pct. of
Trappers
Taking

5.7
34.7
o5
8.7
9.3
5.4
57.8
74.5
15.3
52.6
2L6
3.2

Mean Ave.
Price
Per Pelt

$ 0.48
5.08
.79
13.26
.68
.18
1.61
.95
1.04

.'

GAME FARM PERMITS
During 1957, a total of 541 Game Farm Permits were issued, as
compared to 500 during 1956. Revenue from these permits to keep protected species of wildlife in captivity totaled $1,623000 as compared
with $1,296000 the previous year.
SCIENTIFIC PERMITS
The laws provide that permits may be issued accredited persons to
take for scientific or educational purposes only, protected species of
wildlifeo One-hundred such permits were issued in 1957, of which 70
permits were issued for the purpose of banding mourning doves in cooperation with the United States Fish and Wildlife Serviceo Only 95
scientific permits were issued in 1956, as compared with 37 in 19550
HUNI'ING SEASON DATES
1955
Grouse
Ducks
Geese
Pheasant
Quail

Rabbit
Squirrel
Opossum
Raccoon
Antelope
Deer
Deer (Bow
and Arrow)

1956

1957

Oct. 22-0cto 26
Octo 8-Deco 21
Oct. 15-Dec. 13
Oct. 22-Nov. 13
Octo 5-Novo 30

Octa 13-0cto 21
Octo 5-Deco 18
Octo 5-Dece 3
Oct. 27-Novo 18
Novo 3-Dec. 2

Jane

Jan(\ 1-Dec() 31
Sepo 15-Decl& 31

Oct"

Jano

1-Dec. 31
1-Dec., 31
1-Decrr 31

Jan.,
Jane

Jan., 1-DB·Ca. 31
Sepo 10-Sep .. 12
Nov 29-Deco 13

31

Sep., 8-Sep~ 10
Novo 28-Dece 2
Dec:e 5-Deco 9

II)

Octo

l···Dec~

1-Deco 31

Sepo 15-Sep., .25
Octo 13-Novo 11

1-0cto 31

Oct.
Octo
Oct.
Octe
Nove
Nov.
Jan.,
Sep.
Jan ..
Jano

5-0cto
. 5-Dec.
12-Dec.
26-Novo
2-Nove
2-Deco
1-Deco
14-Deco
1-Dec'J

Sep.,

Octo
Novo
Novo
Sepo

1-Dec.
14-Sepo
4-0ct&
1-Nov.
1-NOVo
7-0cto

13
18
10

24
17
1

31
31
31
31
16
13
11
5
31

WIIDCAT HILLS BIG GAME RESERVE
(Sales)

Buffalo
Elk
Buffa lo Hides
Elk Hides

1955

1956

1957

6 - $572.04

5 - $635.00

4 - $500000
1 - 130000

6 -

1 - . 125.iOO
50ci00
5 5o00
1 -

1 -

-41.50

---

1 .. 00
$614054
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$815,,00

5 1 -

50000
5c00
$685.00

LAW ENFORCEMENT ANNUAL REPORT
Melvin o. Steen
Chief Conservation Officer
The enforcement of game laws and regulations in Nebraska is the
primary responsibility of the Enforcement Division. Sheriffs, deputy
sheriffs, constab_les and other police officers are also charged with
enforcement of game laws in addition to their other duties.
Ga.me law enf or~ement is administered on a five-district basis with
the five Supervisors administratively responsible for law enforcement
in their respective districts. Each subordinate officer is responsible
for enforcement in his own area which may include as many as five
counties.
Ga.me law .enforcement is a highly complex occupation. Officers,
usually working alone, must be capable of independent thinking, rational
judgement, and decisive ·action. The diversity of skill, and the level
of attainment of the Commission c1fficers is very ere di tably reflected
in the records of their activities during 1957.
A number of personnel changes occurred during the year.
changes by districts are as follows:

These

District I - The District Supervisor, Mr. Ed Bosak, resigned and
was replaced by Mr. L. J. Cunningham. Mr. Cunningham's posi'tion was
filled by the appointment of Mr. Cecil Avey, cur;rently stationed at
Crawford.
District II - No changes.
District III - Officer Don Green was transferred to Lincoln to
fill the vacancy of Warden-Pilot created by the resignation of Officer
Ralph Von Dane. Green's vacancy was filled by the appointment of
William Schultz who subsequently resigned and was replaced by a new
appointee, Mr. Larry Iverson. Another new officer, Mr. Dale Bruha,
was appointed to the vacancy created by the resignation of Officer
Mike Burney.
District IV - No changes.
District V - The District Supervisor, Mr. W. R. Cunningham resigned, and was replaced by Officer Bernard Patton. The vacancy
created by Mr. Patton's promotion was filled by the appointment of
Mr. Robert Ator, presently stationed at Syracuse. Warden-Pilot Ralph
Von Dane resigned and was replaced by Officer Don Green as previously
indicated.
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ANALYSIS OF ARRESTS
The total number of arrests for game law violations in 1957 increased over the number in 1956. Fluctuations of arrests above or
below the preceeding year have been noted in the past and do not
appear to be of major significance.
A number of factors seem to influence the number and type of
violationso Bad weather conditions over the opening of the pheasant
season, for instance, usually res~lts in more than normal arrests
for shooting from the road, and loaded shotguns in vehicleso In the
same manner, unfavorable harvesting conditions may result in concentrations of wintering waterfowl with the accompanying closed
season violations. These conditions change from year to year with
proportionate changes in numbers of arrests.
There were two changes in frequency of offense that may have
some significance: There were substantially more arrests in 1957
than 1956 for hunting or fishing without a permit, and there were
noticeably less arr~sts for ht:.nting in closed season.

OFFENSES CLASSIFIED BY CATEGORY
In 1957, 509 arrests were made involving 537 separate offenses.
These off ens es and the number of violations of each are indicated below in the order of frequency of occurrence:
L
2o

Jo
4.,

5o

60
?.

8,,
9.,
10.

lL
12.,

13.
lho

15.
160
170
18.
19.
20.
2L
22.

.... .

.. .• .• .• •
•
• •
• • .

Fishing without a permit
•
•
•
• •
Loaded shotgun in vehicle on public highway
Hunting in closed season
• •
• • • •
Hunting without a permit
• • • • • • • • •
Over the bag of game "
..
• • • •
Fishing with too many hooks or lines
• • •
Shooting game from a public highway
•
• • •
Hunting or possessing protected species
Taking fish by unlawful devices or methods
•
Giving false information to obtain a permit
e
Hunting on a State Game Refuge
• •
dunting game with unplugged shotgun
•
•
Over the bag of fish
e
e
• • • • •
Hunting on private lands without permission
Consuming alcoholic beverages on state property
Unlawful possession of seines or nets • • •
Fishing on private lands without permission •
Traffic violations in State Recreation Grounds
Hunting or possessing pheasants or quail without
Intoxication ..
.
. • • •
e
"
"
Unlawfully seining fish
•
•
Shooting migratory waterfowl from motor boat •
0

.
0

0

0

. ..

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

\)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

• •

0

0

0

0

• ..

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

. .. . . . .
•
.
.
. .
. . .• •
.
.. • .
. ..
• •
..
. . .•
. .• •
•
. a• stamp
. ••
.. . .
. .
. . . . . . . •• . . .
...
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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.;

•

137
81
60
38

25

20
20
20
17
17
12
11
9
9
9

4
4

3

3
3
2
2

23. Illegally using motor boat on state lakes •

24.

o

•

•

•

•

•

Drunken driving on public highway o • o • • • • • • •
25. Stolen car and robbery • • • • • o • • o o • • • • •
26. Seining tooclose to diversion darn o • • • • • • • • •
27. Indecent exposure • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • o
28. Possession of alcoholic beverage by minor • • • • o •
29. Hunting migratory waterfowl with live decoys
30. Littering highway • • • • • • • • • • • • •
31. Accessory to game law violation • • • • • • • • • • •
32. Trapping in closed season ••• o • • • • • • • • • o
33. Selling fish illegally • • • • • • o • •
•
••••
34. Drunken driving in State Recreation Grounds
• • •
35. Over legal distance on local license plates • • • • •
36. Unlawful possession of fish • • • • • • • • • • • • •
37• Hand fishing. • • • o • • • • • • o •
•
•
•
•
o
38. Careless driving • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • •
39. Illegal use of deer perrnit • • • • • • • • • • • • . o
40. Shooting game birds with rifle • • • • • • • • • • •
41. Speeding on public highway • • • • • •
42. Hunting ducks without duck stamp • • •
• • • • •
43. Loaning hunting permit to another •• o • • • • • • •
44. Knowingly issuing a resident permit to a non-resident
45. Destroying State property • • • • • • • • • •
o

0

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

o
•
•
•

•
o
,

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
o

••••••

o

•

•

•
•

•.

•

•

Total number of offenses:

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

537

COURT ACTION
A.

Total arrests • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total convictions • • • • • • •
Total found not guilty • • • • • • •
Total cases dismissed • • • • • • • •
*Total cases postponed • • • o • • • •
Conviction record of total arrests
Conviction record of total brought to
o

•

•

o

• • • • • •

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

..

..

509
502

• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

4
2

98.6%

trial • • • • •

99.0%

subjects returned to State of Colorado for prosecution on robbery and stolen car charges ..

~'1'-wo

B.

Total fines • •
Total costs o • • • • • • • • .. •
Total liquidated damages • • • •
o

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

o

•

o

•

0

•

•

o

•

0

0

o

•

..
0

•

$ 6,773.00
1,965.85
3,991.00

$12,729.85

c.

Receipts from sale of confiscated guns
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•

0

0

0

0

D.

Confiscations:

. . . . . . .• .. .. . . . .. . .
.....
..
.• • • • • •.• .
. . . •• •• •• •• • • •• •• ••
• • • • • • • • •

Birds •••
•
Animals ••
Fish •••
Guns
• • • • • • • • •
Unlawful devices
• • •
Raw furs • •
• •
•
Miscellaneous items
•
•

.

•

0

•

0

•

•

•

0

•

0

0

0

Total confiscations:

201
39

94
32
18
34
11
429

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

. .. ..
.
....

. ... .

Miles traveled, patrol car
• • • •
•
Hours operation, aircraft
• • •
Hunters, fishermen, trappers~ checked •
Complaints investigated •
• • • • • • • • •
Public appearances
• • • • • • • • •

1,090,542
179.1
51,128
788
365

VEHICLE EXPENSES
The patrol cars were operated 1,090,542 miles at an operating
cost of $36, 46 7. This repre·sents an average cost of 3. 3 cents per
milea The Commission aircraft, a 1953 Cessna 170, was operated a
total of 179 hours at a cost of $4.63 per hour or about 4.7 cents
per mile.

In 1956, the average cost to a person convicted of a game law
violation was $32.87. In 1957, this figure dropped slightly to
$29.59, probably due to the fact that courts confisGated less than
one-half as many guns in 1957 as in 1956.
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1957 ANNUAL REPORT
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION DIVISION

by Dick Ho Schaff er

The year 1957 was one largely of re-organization and accelerated
activity in the Information and Education Divisiono
New division personnel consist of division chief (Dick Ho Schaffer),
division secretary (Shirley J>uba), photographer-writer (Fred Gibbs),
and a general office assistant (Shirley Hittner)o Negotiations were
completed in December for the employment of an associate editor for
OUTDOOR NEBRASKA, beginning January 2 9 19580 Arrangements were also
under way to employ a second associate editoro

Only one employee of the division as of January l~ 1957, was
still with Information and Education at the end of the yeare He was
Co Go Pritchard 9 artist=illustratoro One employee resigned because of
greater opportunities elsewhere.9 another resigned to move to another
city-with her husband.9 and a third was replacedo
Highlights of the year included:
(1) Issuance of Wildlife Notes weeklyo
(2) Started photo and mat service for Nebraska newspapers and
television stations~ to supplement news coverageo
(3) Started new black=and-white and color film catalogueso

(4) Received approval to change frequency of OUTDOOR NEBRASKA
magazine to a monthlyo
(5) Printed material mailed by this office totaled approximately
one million pieceso
(6) Construction of permanent wildlife pens adjacent to Game
Commissionns exhibit building, state fairgroundso
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No. 1 Production
Considerable emphasis was placed on this division's news release,
renamed tf\Vildlife Notes o" 'l'his release is one of the division's most
important productions as it affords the best opportunity for the Game
Commission to communicate regularly with the fishing and hunting public.
Contrary to recent years, the notes were is~med weekly w-i+i......,.,+, fail.
This gave all news mediums an even break on all copy having no particular
time element. The number of stories ranged from a few to as many as eight
and teno Recipients of the notes included newspapers, radio and television
stations, outdoor writers, conservation departments, Wildlife magazines,
department personnel, and interested conservationists and sportsmen,
totaling 6560 The writing, mimeographing, gathering, and folding of the
notes required considerable time and effort. Where before, all notes
were gathered and stapled, they are now only gatheredo The loose sheets
facilitate selection by the editors of desired copyo
A S2lllpling of the use of Wildlife Notes in Nebraska newspapers was
made in early summero By subscribing to the clipping service, the division
received clippings of all Game Commission material appearing in Nebraska
dailies, weeklies, etc. The multitude of clippings reflected tremendous
use of our notes and photoso
In addition, this office sent "Wildlife Notes" standing heads (mats)
to more than 50 newspapers upon request.
Distribution of the notes is by mail, except in Lincoln, where the
notes are delivered personally by a representative of this division to
the Lincoln Journal, Lincoln Star, Associated Press, United Press,
KLMS radio station, and Omaha World-Herald.
Supplenenting the weekly "Wildlife Notes" was the immediate issuance
of all spot news by telephone. M. O. Steen issued much news in the manner.
During both the early and late deer season, this division--with the
help of other Game Commission personnel--operated a press office at the
state park facility at Fort Robinsono Stories on opening mornings'
hunting success were filed from this office, as were daily reports thereaftero These reports were telephoned to the Associated Press and United
Press Bureau offices in Omahao Hlotos, too, of successful hunters were
taken, processed, then forwarded to interested newspapers and television
stationso
Special coverage was given to the opening of the game-bird seasons--quail, pheasant, and waterfowl. Weekly reports followedo Special
coverage, too, was given to fishing during most of the summero Conservation
officers provided the division with the necessary information.
With the employment of a photographer-writer in midyear, the division
was able to offer photo service to the Nebraska press. Sixty-one newspapers
and TV stations notified this office of their interest in the service.
They were sent either photos or mats of: successful deer hunters, the pelican
massacre in Lincoln, and the coturnix-bobwhite comparison. Many more are
planned for 1958.
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Quarter1y to Monthly

The year 1957 will go down in annals as one of the ''most"
for OUTDOOR NEBRASKA., the Game Commission vs 28-page magazine.
In late November the Nebraska Game Commissioners approved the
division's request to change the frequency of the 30-year-oldmagazine from quarterly to a monthly, effective January 1, 1958.
''lhe progressive change was prom.pted by popular demand and the
desire to reach and teach more sportsmen 9 resulting in a better
understanding of the department's fish and game program.
1he frequency change necessitates employment of additional
editorial personnel, so arrangements began immediately to obtain
new helpo The magazine staff up to that time consisted of an editor
(division chief), artist-illustrator, photographer-writer (a new
position created in midyear to fill the magazine's biggest void--good
photographic coverage), and subscription clerk. Negotiations were
completed in mid-December for the employment of an associate editor
to begin January 1 9 1958. Negotiations were still under way when
the year ended to employ a second associate editoro
Permission was received from the commissioners to sell advertising
space in OUTDOOR NEBRASKAo Advertising will provide additional revenue
while at the same time afford interesting reading matter for subscribers.
With the help of a local advertising agency, tentative rates for space
were determinedo Announcement of actual rates, copy deadline, etc.,
awaits further studyo
New rates: One-year subscription, $lo75; two-year subscription,
cents~ Sale of five year subscriptions were
dis continued.

$3; single copy, 25

T.he frequency change received almost immediate approval, which
was reflected in a boom in subscription sales. December receipts
hit $1,588.19, representing 36 per cent of all money from t'he magazine
for the entire yea.ro Announcement letters were printed and sent to
several thousand fishing and hunting permit buyers in early December,
accounting for much of the December revenueo News releases and the
department's weekly radio program also carried announcements of the
big changeo
Inasmuch as one printer had only completed half of his contract,
on a quarterly basis, another contract was issued to a second printer
for the nin-betweenfl copies of OUTDOOR NEBRASK.Ao
Anticipating a perpetual increase in subscriptions and bookkeeping
work, the division began changing its antiquated card system on
subscriptions to IBMo Completed, the conversion should result in
considerably less work per subscriper and far less chance of error.
i-

Police Gazette asked permission to reprint "From the Field to
the Table" photo story, Fall Issue 1957, and also "Trapping Can Be
Profitable Hobby," Volumbe 32, Noo lo
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Following is a recapitulation of magazine receipts for 1957:
Subscrintions
Month

Cash

January
288.67
February
25le27
March
462e70
April
466.90
May
415056
June
109088
July
370.06
August
114.62
September
559007
October
310.64
N0 vember
249064
December
1588019
TOTAIS
5187 020

l zear

2 zear

5 zear

7
126
28
43

113
97
208
186
43
42
122
41
182
132
71
366
1609

67
26
l-03
108
26
32
97
28

555
3
1
2

95
1
159
269
1289

75
59
25

650

News Stand Sin~le ~o;eies
347
354
305
421
416
22
484
147
37
529
309
24

3395

2
l

l
2

7
101
2
116

Programs Galore
This division arranged more than 100 programs during 1957. These
arrangements consisted of scheduling speakers from this division and
other divisions of the department, showing of this division's films
(Better Pond Fishing, Cottontail Rabbit} and this division's slides
(OUTDOOR NEBRASKA trip), and scheduling and showing of this division's
films distributed by the Audio-Visual Aids department of the University
of Nebraska.
New properties acquired during the year included the 16mm sound and
color film, Better Pond Fishing, from the Missouri Conservation Department,
and colored 35mm slides of all recreation grounds and state parks in
Nebraska. Eventually copies of all such slides and some 16rnm films will
be sent to each district office. Additional color slides were taken of
coturnix quail release, field dressing rabbits, readying a motor boat
for launching, and dressing of a pheasant. Sets of these, too, will
eventually be sent to the district offices.
The color slides were made possible by the employment of a fulltime photographer-writero He also took many black and white photos, and
these will be available to the press and public once our new photo
catalogues are completed. These catalogues consist of huge notebooks
containing contact prints of all Game Commission photos, by subject.
One such catalogue will be available for inspection in the ninth floor
office, state capitol~
This and That
Miscellaneous activities included: attendance at Game Commission
meetings; visits with the working press, both in Omaha and Lincoln;
answering of all routine correspondence addressed to the Game Commssion;
and attendance at armual meeting of American Association for Conservation
Information at Biloxi, Misso, May 22-24.
Division 1 s artist-illustrator, in addition to his division duties,
designed illustrations for the big game permits, upland game-bird stamp,
recreation stamp, and annual f·ishing and hunting permits.
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To Omaha and Back
One of the less colorful but still important activities of this
division is mimeographingo The division's Ao Bo Dick mimeograph
reproduced 750$000 sheets of papers, more than enough-~if put end to
end--to stretch from Lincoln to Omaha and back, a distance of almost
120 mileso
All stencils typed by the Lincoln offices are mimeographed by this
division. Probably the largest item is the weekly news releaseo This
accounted for 413 of the 2»354 stencils run off during the yearo Total
paper consumption was 1,380 reamso
Peak months were January and February, when 60,000 and 80,000
sheets respectively were mimeographedo
Nebraska and .Kansas 9

~

Nineteen radio stations~ including KXXX in Colby, Kaso 9 broad=
casted the division's weekly radio program 9 OUI'DOOR NEBRASKAo
Moderator of the program was the inf ormation~and-education division
chief o General format of the show was an interview of key Game
Commission personnel 9 sportsmen~ and conservationistso
An attempt was made to add versatility and interest by recording
some programs in the f ieldo The success of these is not know at this
date. Some of these programs were recorded in a duck blind in the
rain-water basin, the disttict office at Bassett 9 on the firing line
of a local gun club, in the home of a champion duck and goose caller,
and in a vehicle touring the Fremont recreation groundso
On the basis of mail reaching this office~ the most popular
program of the year was the one based on Jack Strain 1 s article~
"Around the State in Seven Days~ 9 which appeared in an issue of the
magazineo
Radio stations featuring OUTDOOR NEBRASKA:

sc5ay

7:15 a.mo, WOW, Omah
kc); 8:15 aomo 9 KXXX, Colby (790 kc);
10:00 a.mo, KERL, McCook (1300 kc); 10:15 aomo, KMMJ, Grand Island
(7.50 kc); 10:45 aomo, KODY, North Platte (1240 kc); 12:30 pomo, KOGA,
Ogallala (830 kc); 1:15 pomo 9 KCNI 9 Broken Bow (1280 kc); 4:45 p.mos
KFGI', Fremont (1340 kc); 12:45 pome 9 KFOR, Lincoln (1240 kc);
~

1:45 porno, KJSK, Columbus (9CX) kc); 5:15 porno, KSID, Sidhey
(1340 kc);
7:30

Thursd~
porno~ KCOW, Alliance ( 00 kc);

Saturday

12:45 porno, KOLT, Scottsbluff (1320 kc); lg3Q pomo, KGSR,
Chadron (1450 kc); 5:00 pomo~ KWBE, Beatrice (1450 kc); 5:30 pome~
KCIFW, Kearney (1340 kc); 5:45 p.mo 9 KHAS, Hastings (1230 kc); 6:CX> peme,
KVHC, 0 9Neill (1400 kc)o
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Distribution of information by mail was truly a tremendous undertaking, based on the number of printed pamphlets, etc o, sent out by
this office during the year. The total approaches one million.
The bulk, of course, consisted of fishing and hunting regulations.
other popular pieces included the fishing and recreation guides. The
supply of the latter was almost exhausted.
other printed material distributed by this office: Nebraska highway maps, 10 Commandments of Hunting Safety, hunting safety posters,
parent's guide in getting a gun for a boy or girl, retracing the
pioneer routes, Nebraska, Arbor Lodge, Nebraska Deer, Nebraska antelope,
Steen reprints, fish and game recipies, annual reports, and mimeographed
copies of the hunting regulations.
Busy Printing
In the publication field, the division spent a busy year. Foremost
publication was the magazine, OlITDOOR NEBRASKA, with several others
close behindo These included the 1957-58 Hunting and Trapping Regulations,
1958 Fishing Regulations, 1957-58 Game Laws of Nebraska, and the Nebraska
Deer bulletin. The proposed muskrat bulletin (popular version), also
received an edit.
One article from OUTDOOR NEJRASKA, M. O. Steen's "Tale of The Wall,"
was reprinted, and 1,000 copies sent upon request to George E. Rotter,,
state supervisor of conservation education.
Hoped for improvements were: OUTDOOR NEBRASKA--greater readability,
more variety of stories, and much more photo coverage; HUNTING AND TRAPPING REGULATIONS--pocket si~e and simplification.
Tentative arrangements were completed for department's financing
of Dr. J. Henry Sather's muskrat manuscript in Wildlife Monographs.
(technical version).
~

Major Exhibits

Exhibit-wise, the division was quite busy. The No. 1 show was
the annual State Fair exhibit, Aug. 31 to Sept. 6. This exhibit featured
8 x 10-inch color transparencies--all back lighted--of all state areas,
situated according to location on a tremendous map of Nebraska. Permanent
wildlife pens were constructed adjacent to the department's fairgrounds
exhibit building.
other major exhibits were shown at the Omaha Sports, Vacation and
Boat Show, the Lincoln sports show, and the Omaha Jubilee. Division
properties were loaned out for exhibit purposes, such as stuffed animals,
photos, posters, etc., to Sears in Lincoln, and photos of field dressing
a rabbit in-to Gold's of Lincoln. Other miscellaneous properties were
in use during the yearo
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The following pages are devoted to general itemized and statistical information for those who are interested:
DeEartmental Cash Income:
Cash from Pheasant &
Parks
Permit Sales Federal Aid
Year
Total
Quail StamEs
1940 $ 236,794.33 $ 225,846.12 $ 6,513. 74 $ 4,434.47

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

275,178055
298,694.94
258,489.09
319,644.65
379,757.67
571,783.97
459,065.98
650,621.87
757,902.42
774,076.04
869,890.33
1,012,189042
991,563.68
1,058,334031
1,101,114047
1,150,810.25
1,177,212.82

244,364.33
254,588.64
230,742.29
308,134.76
36S,o45o90
553,119.64
421,969.24
501,366098
480,964.18
652,733.54
740,245.36
803,304.64
856,996.82
786,997.92
802,697.20
806,777.61
809,295~35

24,594.43
38,542.13
21,307.90
4,414.22
6,562.88
8,131.76
24,836009
133,399o55
260,796.04
104,558.78
113,558.51
192,401.64
116,478.88
252,215 .85
195,978.31
203,138.58
236,671.79

6,219.79
5,564.17
6,438.90
7,095.67
8,148.89
10,532 .57
12,260.65
15,855034
16,142.20
16,783.72
16,086.46
16,483.14
18,087.98
19,120.54
21,359.96 I 81,079.00
28,610.06 112,284.00
36,608.68
94,637.00

Major Vehicles and EquiEment

21
37
89
31

Personnel Carriers
Cars
Trucks
Tractors
2 Caterpillars
l Traxcavator

1
l
l
l

Six-inch gravel pump
Four-inch pump
Dragline
Sheepsfoot Roller
2 Scoops
l Airplane

Other minor equipment such as boats, outboard motors, mowers and
saws are not itemized in this report.
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DEPARTMENT PAYROLL
December, 1957
Full-time .Employees.

0

0

0

-o
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Position Title

Number

Director
Chiefs
Project Leaders
Assistant Project Leaders
District Supervisors
Superintendents Class I
Research Men Class I
Superintendents Class II
Conservation Officers
State Trapper
Artist Preparator
Research Men Class II
Foremen
Fieldrnen I
Fieldmen II
Accountants Class II
Clerks Class IV
Accounting Clerks
Stenographic Clerks
Clerk Typists
Key Punch Operator

l

5
3
2
22
12
3
3

24

1
1

1

10
20
22
3
2

3
12
2
1

SALARY SCHEDULE

Classification

Grade 6 Grade 5 Grade 4 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 1

Chiefs

$410000 $420.00 $430000 $440000 $450000 $460.00

Project I.eaders

$355000 $360000 $365000 $370000 1375000 1380000

Superintendent I)
District
)
Supervisors
) $335000 $340000 $345.oo $350.00 1355000 $360.00
Research Men I )
Research Men II )
Foremen
)
Superintendent II)$280.00 $290.00 $300000 $310.00 $320000 $330.00
Conservation
)
Officers
)
Fieldman I

$260.00 t265.oo $210000 $215.oo $280000 $285.oo

Fieldman II

$220.00 $225.oo $230.00 $235.00 $240.00 $245.oo
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NEBRASKA GAME COMMISSIONERS AND DISTRICTS
DISTRICT NO. l

COUNTIES

George R. Pinkerton
Route 1-A
Beatrice, Nebraska

Cass
Gage
Jefferson
Johnson

Lancaster
Nemaha
Otoe
Pawnee

Richardson
Saline
Seward

Butler
Colfax
Dodge

Douglas
Sarpy

Saunders
Washington

Antelope
Boone
Burt
Cedar
Cuming
Dakota
Nance

Dixon
Greeley
Howard
Knox
Madison
Merrick

Pierce
Platte
Stanton
Thurston
Wayne
Wheeler

Adams
Buffalo
Clay
Fillmore
Nuckolls

Franklin
Hall
Hamilton
Kearney

Polk
Thayer
Webster
York

Chase
Dawson

Furnas
Gosper
Hitchcock
Harlan

Lincoln
Perkins
Phelps
Red Willow

Garfield
Grant
Holt
Hooker
Keith
Keya Paha

Loup
McPherson
Rock
Sherman
Thomas
Valley

DISTRICT NO. 2
Robert H. Hall
120 South 90th
Omaha, Nebraska
DISTRICT NO. 3
LaVerne P. Jacobsen
325 Sheridan
St. Paul, Nebraska

DISTRICT NO.

4

Leon A~ Sprague
Red Cloud
Nebraska

DISTRICT NO. 5
Don F. Robertson
Pawnee Hotel
North Platte, Nebraska

Dundy

Frontier
Hayes
DISTRICT NO. 6
Keith Kreycik
Valentine
Nebraska

Arthur
Blaine
Boyd
Brown
Cherry
Custer
Logan
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DISTRICT NO. 7

COUNTIES

Floyd Stone
Alliance
Nebraska

Banner
Box Butte
Cheyenne
Dawes

Deuel
Garden
Kimball
Sioux:

Morrill
Scotts Bluff
Sheridan

DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL
Name

Position Title

Mo Oo Steen

Director
Clerk IV

Betty Olson

CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING DIVISION
Eugene H. Baker
Sandra Lee Joyal
Lem Hewitt
Richard Wickert
Robert Reynolds
Lewis Klein
Frank Sleight
Herbert Bucknell
Tony Krebsbach
Earl Weaver
Clifford Fringer
Victor Benson
Merl Johnson
Elwin Hall
Erdman Leu
Frank Weber
Calvin<Sampson
Leon Stine
Clifford Milligan
Lyle Kirts
Clifford Clarie
Loyal N. Manley
Delmer Co Dorsey
Murel Ruther
Siegfried Wickert

Chief
Stenographic Clerk III
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
Superintendent Class II
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
FISHERIES DIVISION
Chief
Clerk IV
Project Leader
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor

Glen Ro Foster
Lucille Brazil
Orty Eo Orr
Do Bruce Mccarraher
Robert Thomas
George To Kidd
Clyde Keith Donoho
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Name

Position Title

Paul Todd
Gerhard Lenz
Jim Gray
H. Ce Howard
Frank Weiss
Lloyd Winkleman
Victor Matousek
»nil Nieman
William Rhodes
Charles Blank
Clayton Lee Cook
Heney Bruhn
Earl Gibbs
Victor Forney
Cecil Beauchamp
John Deloske
Gilbert Dell
Raymond Lawson
Elvin Bray
Gerald Plucker
George Halsey
Gerald Wehrer
Bernard Bollish
Arthur Raymond Frandsen
Richard Branch
Merlin Zeigler
Charles Koester
Jerry Wichita
Max Jewell
Paul Schettler

Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

I
I
I
I
I

GAME DIVISION

L. P. Vance
F. Joan Wilding
Joanne Nagel
Florence A. Gross
c. Phillip Agee
Harvey Miller
William J. Bailey, Jr.
George Schildman
Gordon Heebner
John Mathisen
Jack Walstrom
Max.Hamilton
Raymond Linder
David K. Wetherbee
Orden Allen
Harold Miner
John Stephen
Orvid L., Lynch

Chief
Stenographic Clerk III
Stenographic Clerk III
Key Punch Operator
Project Leader
Assistant Project Leader
Assistant Project Leader
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
Research Man Class I
Research Man Class I
Research Man Class I
Superintendent Class I
State Trapper
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
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LAND MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Jack Strain
Mary Lou Johns
Beverly Mo Fernau
Clarence Newton
Dale Ro Bree
Delvin Mo Whiteley
Harold Ko Edwards
Robert Lo Schick
Melvin Grim
John Co Kurtz
Allen Go McCarroll
Dallas Johnson
Grant McNeel
Lo Mo Snodgrass
Ira Glasser
Ho Ea Jones
Marvin Nelson
Oakley Porter
John Schulenberg
Richard McNeel
John Ferry
Richard Do League
Carl William Schmidt, Jr.
Irene Goff

Chief
Stenographic Clerk III
Clerk Typist
Project Leader
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
Superintendent Class I
Superintendent Class I
Superintendent Class I
Superintendent Class I
Superintendent Class I
Superintendent Class I
Superintendent Class II
Superintendent Class II
Foreman
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II

LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION

Lo Jo Cunningham
Sam Grasmick ·
Robert Benson
Bernard Lo Patton
John Harpham
Loron Bunney
Roy Owen
Co Wo Shaffer
Ho Burman Guyer
Ho Lee Bowers
William Ahern
Richard Wolkow
Fred Ro Salak
Vernon Woodgate
Joseph Ulrich
John Donald Green
Edmund Graving
Norbert Jo Kampsnider
James McCole
Gust Junior Nun
Hennan Oo Schmidt
William Fo Bonsall
Carl Eo Gettmann

District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
District Supervisor
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer & Pilot
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
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Name

Position Title

Harland D. Huppert
Jack Edwin Morgan
Cecil Avey
Dale F o Bruha
Robert w. Ator
Larry R. Iverson

Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation

Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer

INFORMATION-EDUCATION DIVISION
Chief
Artist Preparator
Research Man Class II
Stenographic Clerk I
Stenographic Clerk II
Clerk Typist II

Richard Schaffer
G. Pritchard
Fred B. Gibbs
Shirley Duba
&nily Ehrlich
Shirley Jean Hittner

c.

CENTRAL OFFICE
Permit Sales
Accountant II
Accounting Clerk
Stenographic Clerk I

Ruth Bassett
Arlene Bunge
P. Earlene Niday
Fiscal Accounting
Ella Nora Wallace
Louise Lucas
Janice Bacon
Dorothy Keys

Accountant
Accountant
Accounting
Accounting

II
II
Clerk
Clerk

DISTRICT OFFICES
Lassie Lee Miller
Betty J. Zajicek
Josephine Murer
Arlene Pfeil
Inez Murphy

Stenographic
Stenographic
Stenographic
Stenographic
Stenographic
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Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk

II
III
II
II
III
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SOURCE OF INCOME
1957
(Continued)
Source

Amount

FEDERAL:
Pittman-Robertson and
Dingell-Johnson Reimbursements

Total

236,671.79
236,671o 79

STATE PARKS:
Rentals & Miscellaneous
Fort Robinson
Niobrara
Ponca
Arbor Lodge
Chadron
Stolley
Victoria Springs
State Appropriations,
All Parks

1,418.98
12,944.95
4,969.40
4,163o55
12,583.30
528.50
129,884.43
166,493.11

SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS:
Crystal Lake

5,691.53
5 ,69lo53

PHEASANT-QUAIL STAMPS

94,637.00
94,637.00

TOTAL INCOME FOR 1957

$1,312,788078

SUMMARY OF INCOME - 1957
Permits, Sales
Miscellaneous
Pheasant & Quail Stamps
Federal Refunds

692,035.28
117,260.07
94,637.00
236,671.79

Game Fund Income

1,140,604014

Park Cash Receipts

36,608068

Appropriations from General Fund
Total

135~S75 096

$1,312g788.78
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EXPENDITURES

1957
Purpose of Expenditure

Amount

Total

State
Office
Information
Commissioner 9 s Expense
Grune Law Enforcement

613978006
509466.,Jl
43063099
223,186039

Fisheries:
Administration
Salvage & Distribution
Gretna Fish Hatchery
Valentine Fish Hatchery
North Platte Fish Hatchery
Rock Creek Fish Hatchery

l0990lo55
93.9773e88
15.9474096
17.9809028
20,774010
41,719000

Engineering & Operations:
Administration
Construction & Operations Crews
Supply Depot
Revolving Fund (Inventory Supplies
Replacements)
North Platte Headquarters Building

200,452077

Construction~

Garneg
*Administration
*Gaine Farms
State Trapper
*Pheasant & Quail Purchase

8.9057 026
135.9088022
9.9656038

6.9088o57
304095

159,195.38

189761.75
45.9903038
3,845084
26,g923o59

Land Managementg
Adminstration
Pressey
Reservoir Crews

35,297096

Federal
Pittman-Robertson (Garne):
Coordination
Wildlife Survey & Investigation
*Upland Game Restoration
*Sacrarnento Development
Pheasant Research
Plattsmouth Waterfowl Area
*Coturnix Quail Research
Antelope Development
Burchard Land Purchase
Grove Lake Land Purchase
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2,869060
61,078034
63, 75lo55
2,660085
13,030097
207s097.,08
34,711029
2,208081
2,617023
122713019

402Jl738o91

EXPENDITURES
1957
(Continued)
Purpose of Expenditure

Amount

Dingell-Johnson (Fish):
Coordination
Fisheries Inventory & Investigation
Big Alkali Lake Development
Verdon Lake Development
Burchard Land Purchase
Grove Lake Land Purchase

Total

956.50
46,039.15

93.39

11,941.19

23,555.03
1,412.58

83,997.84

45,481.55
15,766.15
462.50
24,343.20
38,347.33
9,010.65
10,717.92
20, 762.50

164,891.80

5,691.53

5,691.53

State Parks
Niobrara
Ponca
Fto Kearny
Arbor Lodge
Chadron
Stolley
Victoria Springs
Ft. Robinson
Special Appropriation:
Crystal Lake
TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR 1957

$1,487,395.50

SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES - 1957
State Grune Fund Divisions (*58,444.18)
830,075.42
Federal Game Fund Divisions (*51,348.26)
486,736.75
Total From Game Fund (*109,792.44)
State Park Appropriation
State Park Cash Funds
Special Appropriation

l,316,8i2.17
129,884.43
35 ,007 .37
5,691.53

Total From All Funds

$1,487' 395 .50

*

Indicates a portion of the expenditure expended from Pheasant & Quail.
Stamp Fund except under Sunnnary, these are total expenditures from
Pheasant & Quail Stamp Fund.
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Percent of Expenditures by Divisions:
Adminstration
Inf onnation
Commissioner's Expense
Grune Law Enforcement
Fish
Construction & Operations
Game
Land Management
Federal (Fish)
Federal (Game )
State Parks
Special Appropriation
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4.17%
3.39
.27
15000

1Jo48

10.70

6.42
2.37

5.65

27.08

11.09
.38

PERMITS ISSUED BY COUNTIES
5/CC.t~
1956

t) ~ ,

F'

14~,.-i-~/

Countx

Fish

Adams
Antelope
Arthur
Banner
Blaine
Boone
Box Butte
Boyd
Brown
Buffalo
Burt
Butler
Cass
Cedar
Chase
Cherry
Cheyenne
Clay
Colfax
Cuming
Custer
Dakota
Dawes
Dawson
Deuel
Dixon
Dodge
Douglas
Dundy
Fillmore
Franklin
Frontier
Furnas
Gage
Garfield
Garden
Gosper
Grant
Greeley
Hall
Hamilton
Harlan
Hayes
Hitchcock
Hooker
Holt
Howard
Jefferson
Johnson

2823
1117
69
11

123
589
1370
491
466
2438
738
621
1652
969
714
777
1514
548
811
862
1424
704
1194
2468
340
374
3760
21980
403
532
524
505
1340
1921
337
517
350
166
365
3195
453
1143
101
1027
145
1333
662
1056
560

Hunt
·P,lr

F

&

H

~

2014 .. 1788
;.6410" 721
60
/ 15/
32
~25 'f
166
l57~
.t 446 1'J 405
948~ 1062
212
393
281
556
1340
1923
655
572
512
752
1185
1119
577
537
416
741
371
765
1106
1178
629
640
648
829
485
743
1397
777
963
413
601
825
1337
1730
253
320
445
392
2065
2086
16925
10338
166
373
705
714
469
320
180
330
433
933
1510
1532
139
281
448
333
58
165
108
70
246
312
2269
2285
440
372
246
577
90
87
266
554
188
49
633
1367
299
518
822
787
410
504
I
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N.R.
Hunt

N.R.
Fish

N.R.F.
10-Dax

52
5

8

3
1
8
38
1
16
56
20
1
16
28
43
25
74
26
15
10
30
197
8
52
35
14
25
282
25
41
44
6
51
64
41
4
10
4
49

TraE

Total

19
44

3
1

51
24
4
1

2

11

28
33
18
35
64
67
87
25
107
64
19
63

6755
2324
151
73
388
1489
3501
1156
1433
5896
2084
1927
4110
2190
2157
2095
3930
18S9
2350
2177
3742
2352
2748
5798
1212
1272
8146
49826
1476
2028
1421
1064
3049
5192
800
1488
742
393
955
7877
1284
3447
288
2713
406
3547
1563
2845
1543

3

10
2
6
6
1
2
1
115

29
21

5
17
11

12
201
1
4
46
389
13
2
64
2

1
67
21
8
3

6

96
1
12
27
17
38
3
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8
SS
22
44
66
11

16
29
14
109
65
30
10
7
7
58
26
69
139
60
7
84
143
102
20
35
21
187
45
16
59
140
10
12
41
6
977

7

6
40
70
51
32
40
60
3
39
122
112
18
16
16
20
41
118
26
23
4
21
16
35
7
18
9

473
2
5
1
26
1

373
5
40
14
54
9

8
17
142
52
62
56

PERMITS ISSUED BY COUNTIES
1956
(Continued)
N.R. N.R. N.R.F.
F & H Hunt Fish 10-Dal!

Count:2

Fish

Hunt

Kearney
Keith
Keya Paha
Kimball
Knox
Lancaster
Lincoln
Logan
Loup
McPherson
Madison
Merrick
Morrill
Nance
Nemaha
Nuckolls
Otoe
Pawnee
Perkins
Phelps
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Red Willow
Richardson
Rock
Saline
Sarpy
Saunders
Scotts Bluff
Seward
Sheridan
Sherman
Sioux
Stanton
Thayer
Thomas
Thurston
Valley
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler
York
Colorado
Iowa
Kansas
South Dakota

392
1723
106
765
1828
9598
4448
92
66
56
2756
583
812
468
955
551
1458
380
306
1001
919
1581
440
2094
1464
229
990
926
1453
3212
857
1025
384
85
415
669
153
406
617
668
587
528
207
870

360
584
57
449
632
9078
1991
55
43
12
1470
477
547
331
624
356
981
267
403
610
413
1066
313
822
884
122
946
888
970
2333
884
597
224
36
203
578
72
303
379
664
449
311
58

113

177

737

26

404
1437
95
471
985
5649
2640
76
88
43
1724
647
574
404
751
448

10
73
2
31
13
139
114

1191

34

358
368
824
656
1466
450
1114
1213
319
1317
557
1013
1828
893
774
315
101
339
662
136
236
612
518
391
408

6
33
57
10
14
26
73
93
4
21
10
4
137
11

755

2
531
4
ll5
6
21
48
1

16
717
7
57
47
74
374
7
3

TraE

Total

1
39
8
10
76
125
146

1185
5104
279
1898
3587
24684
9761
232
209
114
6141
1764
2087
1232
2426
1464
3797
1059
1158
2545
2046
4259
1246
4793
3967
726
3366
2413
3571
7727
2711
2526
980
290
1000
2070
392
996
1677
1919
1472
1375
407
2421
442
301
821
335

2

8

3

51
13
56
1
14
71

1
2
12
9
12
4
7
19
9
3
8
263
171
1
2
64
6

5

33

1
114
6

2

1

19
36
297
99

97

40
16
13
;,

11

388
1
507
12

6
34
96
4
29
31
67
24
113
56
55
73
22
17
36
26
10
43
31
37
33
21
16
24

19
15
3
21
10

2
1

31

71

2

5

110

20
23
8
18
97

l

17
20
9
59

95
28
35
22
38
17

71

11

11

19

44
14
51
6
35
9
19
10
29
38
11
28
13
398

2

37
10
16
18
3

215
20

3

Alien Fish (Lancaster County)
GRAND TOTAL

116882

78958

1
80876
209

3460

4255

6057

3749

294238

PHEASANT-QUAIL STAMPS ISSUED BY COUNTIES
1956
Countx
Adams
Antelope
Arthur
Banner
Blaine
Boone
Box, Butte
Boyd
Brown
Buffalo
Burt
Butler
Cass
Cedar
Chase
Cherry
Cheyenne
Clay
Colfax
Cuming
Custer
Dakota
Dawes
Dawson
Deuel
Dixon
Dodge
Douglas
Dundy
Fillmore
Franklin
Frontier
Furnas
Gage
Garfield
Garden
Gosper
Grant
Greeley
Hall
Hamilton
Harlan
Hayes
Hitchcock
Hooker
Holt
Howard
Jefferson
Johnson

Countx

No. StamEs

Kearney
Keith
Keya Paha
Kimball
Knox
Lancaster
Lincoln
Logan
Loup
McPherson
Madison
Merrick
Morrill
Nance
Nemaha
Nuckolls
Otoe
Pawnee
Perkins
Phelps
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Red Willow
Richardson
Rock
Saline
Sarpy
Saunders
Scotts Bluff
Seward
Sheridan
Sherman
Sioux
Stanton
Thayer
Thomas
Thurston
Valley
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler
York
Colorado
Iowa
Kansas
South Dakota
GRAND TOTAL

3187
623
15
38

76
617
1651
254
365
2231
732
662
1192
792
930
256
2074
1054
891
807
1363
1183
875
1996
482
574
2841
18687
376
1188
628
394
949
2176
212
524
89
68
363
3513
645
591
152
576
72
856
525
1243
512

210

No. StatnES
663
1221
68
693
902
11668
3456
106
49
7
2330
785
844
475
703
637
1141
347
815
1253
733
1826
560
1629
916
161
1538
972
1176
3433
1324
898
352
41
354
984
100

371

692
785
676
562
76
1187
35
158
91
19
111912
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